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FOREWORD

This report was prepared by Mr Moorhouse and Mr Woodcock of the Control
Dynamics Branch, Flight Control Division. The effort was conducted under
Program Element 62201F, Project 2403, Task 05, Work Unit 32. It is part of
a continuing effort to upgrade the military flying qualities specification.
This is the interim report for the time period May 1977 to May 1981.

The authors would like to acknowledge the significant contributions of
Mr T. P. Sweeney of Aeronautical Systems Division to the final version of
MIL-F-8785C. Significant inputs were also made by Mr R. C. A'Harrah of
Naval Air Systems Command and Mr C. Mazza of Naval Air DAvelopment Center.
The authors would like to thank them and the numerous people in industry and
government who reviewed the proposed revisions and provided cotments and
suggestions to improve the product.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

This document is published in support of Military Specification MIL-F-8785C
"Flying Qualities of Piloted AJrplares" (Reference 1), as part of the effort to
revise and update the previous version of the specification, i.e., MIL-F-8785B
(Reierence 2). The main result of the current revision effort has been an
update - where possible - of the existing requirements rather than a complete
revision. A summary of the changes is presented in Table 1. Most of the data
and discussion in the existing backup dor'ument, Reference 3, is still appli-
cable. The approach taken in the present report is to supplement Reference 3
with justification for, and discussion of, the changes to MIL-F-8785B - including
the changes contained in Amendment 2. In all cases the discussion in Reference
3 remains applicable unless it is explicitly stated otherwise. In some instances,

discussion is presented for a particular requirement that has not been changed.
This has been done to clerify items which have been subject ro misinterpretation
or to suggest potential future revision.

Section II contains the historical development of the revisions. There s
also ý brief discussion of related ,ipecifications and backup docunents, plus
some of the validation efforts.

The revisions and supporting discussions are presented in Sections III
through XIII. The order in which the material is presented parallels tihn of
MIL-F-8785C. The main subject headings ere:

£11 1. Scope and ClassificatLon

IV 2. Applicable Documents

V 3.1 Requirements - General

VT 3.2 Longitudinal Flying Qualities

VII 3.3 Lateral-Directional Flying Qualities

VIII 3.4 Miscellaneous Flying Qualities

iX 3.5 Characteristics of the Primary Flight Control System

X 3.6 Characteristics of Secondary Control Systenm

Xl 3.7 Atmospheric Disturbances

XII 3.8 Use of Disturbance Models

XIII 4. Quality Assurance

XIV 6. Notes

The presentation and discussion of the changed paragraphs is in the
same format as Reference 3. There is a general discussion of major topics,
where appropriate. Each new or revised paragraph of the specification is
discussed in sequence, individually or together with closely related para-
graphs, under the following subheadings:

Req ui re men t

Related MIL-F-3785B paragraphs (when different from the revision)

Discussion

1k

€ ,•"
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TABLE 1. SJMMARY OF REVISIONS

P a rag9ra•p h Title Remarks
1.1 Scope Clarification

1.2 Application Guidance on additional requirements,
arid other specifications

1.4 Flight ?hase Amendment 2, some wording for clarity
Categories

2.1 Issues of Substitutes MIL-S-83691 for MIL-S-25015,
documents and adds MIL-A-8861 and MIL-F-83300

3.1.1 Operational Clarification
missions

3.1.3 Moments and Includes cross-products of inertia
products of
inertia

3.1.8.4 Service load Wording change, Amendment 2
factors

3.1.9 Permissible Requires that the contractor define
Flight Envelope boundaries of the PF.; specific

criteria deleted

M.1.10.3.3 Flight outside References to "stall" and "spin"
the Service changed to "high angle of attack",
Flight Envelope reference to dangerous flight condi-

tions modified by Amendment 2

3.1.11 Interpretation Designates procuring activity as final
of subjective authority on compliance with subjective
requirements requirements (Amendment 2)

3.1.12 Interpretation Introduces the need to define an equiva-
of quantitative lent system for application to the modal
requirements parameter requirements

3.2.1.1 Longitudinal Explicitly allows zero control gradieut
static stability with artificial speed stability. Allows

an unstable airframe fcr Level 3. Amend-
ment 2 changed definition of stable gradi'ent

3.2.2.1 Short-period Reference to 3.7 and 3.8
response

3.2.2.1.1 Short-period Equivalent systems parameters are to meet
frequency and the requirements from MIL-F-8785B
acceleration
sensitivity

2
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TABLE I. CONTINUED

Paragraph Title Remarks

3.2.2.1.2 Short-period Equivalent system parameters are to meet
damping the tequirements from MIL-F-8785B

3.2.2.1.3 Residual oscilla- Applies in calm air; not response to
tions atmospheric disturbances

3.2.2.2 Control feel and Removes elevator-surface-fixed -,tability
stability in requirement in favor of respcnsa require-
maneuvering flight ments. Amendment 2 clarified i.he meaning
at constant speed of stability

3.2.2.2.1 Control forces in Defines the load factor range in which
maneuvering flight control gradients should be linear; minor

changes in values. Recognizes sidestick
controllers

3.2.2.2.2 Control motions in Applies to "all types of pitch controllers"
maneuvering flight

3.2.2.3 Longitudinal pilot- Expands the qualitative requirement of
induced oscillations MIL-F-8785B

3.2.2.3.1 Dynamic control Revised some values of control force per
forces in maneuver- load factor J
ing flight

3.2.2.3.2 Control feel Reorganizes MIL-F-8785B requirement

3.2.3.4 Longitudinal con- Clarification that this requirement does
trol in landing not apply in atmospheric disturbances

1

3.2.3.5 Longitudinal con- One-handed wheel control requires the
trol forces in same forces as a center-stick controller
dives-Service
Flight Envelope

3.3.1.1 Lateral-directional Requirement for a stable airframe has
oscillations (Dutch been deleted. Some damping values revised
roll)

3.3.1.3 Spiral stability Differences of airplane Class eliminated,
and Category C grouped with Category A

3.3.1.4 Coupled roll-spiral Coupled mode permitted for Category B & C,
oscillation with minimum damping specified

3.3.2 Lateral-directional Clarification of wording
dynamic response
characteri stics

3.3.2.1 Lateral-directional Rewording in light of 3.8.3
response to atmo-
spheric disturbances

4 3

S:i:,
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"TABLE 1. CONTINUED

Paragraph Title Remarks

3.3.4 Roll control Disturbance effects deleted (now in 3.8.3).
effectiveness Calls for rolls from both wings level and

coordinated turns

3.3.4.1 Roll performance Different speed ranges defined, requirements
for Class IV air- relaxed at high and low speeds
planes

3.3.4.1.1 Roll oerformance in 3600 rolls initiated at lg and rolls initi-
Flight Phase CO ated between .8no(-) and .8no(+) specified

separately

3.3.4.1.2 Roll performance Expanded requirements, load factors
in Flight Phase between .8n (-) and .8no(+)
GA 0 0

3.3.4.1.3 Roll response Seicitivity clarif' -d

3.3.4.2 Roll performance Requirements relaxed at high and low
for Class III speeds
airplanes

Rudder-pedal-in- Deleted; uncoupled response now allowed
duced rrils

3.3.5.1 Directional control Specified wings-level flight (Amendment 1) ,
with speed changes

3.3.9 Lateral-directional Adds crosswind to the requirements on
control with asym- asymmetric loss of thrust
metric thrust

3.4.1 Dangerous flight Procuring acti.'ity approval of prevention I
conditions devices moved tL 3.4.1.2 by Amendment 2

3.4.1.2 Devices for indica- Guidance and criteria for use of special
tion, warning, pre- devices (Amend. 2)
vention, recovery

3.4.2 Flight at high Introduction for stall, post-stall-gyration
angle of attack and spin requirements (Amend. 2)

3.4.2.1 Stalls Describes stalls and required conditions
for meeting stall requirements (Amend. 2)

3.4.2.1.1 Stall approach Warning characteristics, controllability
lack of objectionable uncontrollable
oscillations (Amend. 2) j

3.4.2.1.1.1 Warning s'ueed for Speed range unchanged. Speed reduced
stalls at Ig "gradually" (Amendment 2)
normal to the
flight path

4
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TABLE 1. CONTINUED

PLadraph Title Remarks

3.4.2.1.1.2 Warning range Range in percent of CLstall' gradual
for accelerated approach (Amend. 2)
stalls (

3.4.2.1.2 Stall charac- Rolling, yawing, pitching limits ]teristics (Amend. 2)

3.4.2.1.3 Stall prevention Allowable control, altitude loss, speed
and recovery buildup (Amend. 2)

3.4.2.1.3.1 One-engine-out Recovery and thrust levels on good
stalls engine(s) (Amend. 2)

3.4.2.2 Post-stall gyra- Entry conditions. Store release not
tions and spins allowed, but auto. SAS disengagementis (Amend. 2)

3.4.2.2.2 Recovery from Affected airplanes~allowable recovery
post-stall gyra- techniques & characteristics (Amend. 2)
rations and spins

3.4.3 Cross-axis coupling Roll-pitch-yaw coupling paragraph re-
in roll maneuvers titled. This and subsequent paragraphs

in 3.4 renumbered consecutively

3.4.4.1 Control force Force limits apply to sidestickscoordination

3.4.10 Control margin New requirement to ensure control
authority, rate and hinge moment
capability

3.4.11 Direct force 3.6.5 of MIL-F-8785D re-numbered
controls and expanded to include direct side-

force control

3.5.2.3 Rate of control Reference to the new requirements in
displacement 3.4.10 and 3.8.3

3.5.3 Dynamic charac- Combines the od 3.5.3 and 3.5.3.1 as I
teristics a requirement on response to cockpit

control input. MIL-F-8785B values for
surface lag are revised and expanded

3.5.4 Augmentation Covers both normal and abnormal opera-
systems tions

(3.5.4.1) Performance of Deleted
augmentation sys-
tems

(3.5.4.2) Saturation of Deleted; covered by 3.4.10 and 3.8.3
augmentation sys-
tems

5
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TABLE 1. CONTINUEU

Paragraph Title Remarks

3.5.5 Failures Re-worded for emphasis. The phrase
"small and gradual" applied to the
transient has been deleted

3.5.5.1 Failures tran- Revised values for allowable transients
sients

3.5.5.2 Trim changes due Wor,'ing changes for clarification
to failures (Amendment 2

3.5.6 Transfer tc alter- Again, "small and gradual" deleted
nate control modes

3.5.6.1 Transfer transients Revised values for allowable transients

3.5.6.2 Trim changes Wording changes for clarification(Amendment 1)

3.6.1 Trim system Requirement applies to steady-state
untrimmed cockpit control forces

3.6.1.2 Rate of trim Forces for one-handed wheel operations
operation are same as for centerstick controller

3.6.1.4 Trim system ir- Clarification
reversibility

3.6.2 Speed and flight Clarification
path control devices

3.6.3 Transients and Includes any buffeting caused by
trim changes secondery control devices. Also adds

thrust reversers

3.7 Atmospheric dis- All Sections 3.7 reorganized and expanded
turbance models

3.7.1 Form of the dis- Introduces the equations to be used for
turbance models turbulence (same as MIL-F-8785B) and

gusts

3.7.1.3 Discrete gust the "1-cosine" shape of a gust is re-
model tained but only half a period is speci-

fied to allow more flexibility
3.7.2 Medium high alti- Equations for isotropy

tude model
3.7.2.1 Turbulence scale Same scale lengths as MIL-F-8785B

lengths above 2000 ft

3.7.2.2 Turbulence in- Three RMS intensities are specified
tensities consistent with other revisions

6
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TABLE 1. CONTINUED

Paragraph Title Remarks
3.7.2.3 Gust lengths Discrete gusts lengths are same as

MIL-F-8785B

3.7.2.4 Gust magnitudes Light and Moderate gusts calculated as
in MIL-F-8785B, Severe gusts taken fromMIL-A-OO8861A

3.7.3 Low-altitude dis- Introduces a separate model for Category
turbance model C Flight Phases

3.7.3.1 Wind speeds New requirement, mean (surface) wind vs
probability of occurrence

3.7.3.2 Wind shear New requirement, applies a logarithmic
profile to the variation of wind speed
wind speed with altitude

3.7.3.3 Vector shear New requirement, change in wind direc-
tion with altitude produces low level
wind shears

3.7.3.4 Turbulence Revised variations in scale length and
intensity close to the ground

3.7.3.5 Gusts Discrete gusts as in MIL-F-8785B

3.7.4 Carrier landing This section contains a ship wake model
disturbance model supplied by NADC

3.7.5 Application of Reorganized discussion from MIL-F-8785B
the disturbance
models

3.8 Requirements for Introduces a new section to be used for
use of the dis- explicit consideration of the effects of
turbance models atmospheric disturbances, if required by

procuring activity

3.8.1 Use of distur- Modified discussion from 3.7.1 of
bance models MIL-F-8785B

3.8.2 Qualitative Contains definitions of the effects of
degrees of suit- increasing disturbance intensity on fly-ability ing qualities or (indirectly) pilotopinion rating

3.8.3 Effects of atmo- Introduces disturbances as a potential
spheric distur- cause of degraded flying qualities
bances

3.8.3.1 Requirements for To be substituted for 3.1.10.1, includes
Airplane Normal disturbance effects
States

____
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TAB3LE 1. CONCLUDED

Paragraph Title Remarks
3.8.3.2 Requirements for i'o be substituded for 3.1.10.2, includes

Airplane Failure disturbance effects in with Failure State
States probabil ities

4.1 Compliance demon- All requirements by analysis, some by
stration flight test or simulation (from Amendment

2). Conditions tabulated for new/modified
requirements.

4.1.1 Analytical com- Start of an expanded treatment of com-
pliance pliance

4.1.1.1 Effects of Failure Renumbered 6.7.1 from MIL-F-8785B,
States

4.1.1,2 Effects of atmo- Added for guidance on satisfying the
spheric distur- new disturbance requirements
bances

4.1.1.3 Computational as- Renumbered 6.7.3 from MIL-F-8785BIsumptions

4.1.2 Simula.ion Added for guidance on use of simulation
4.1.3 Flight Test Exempts atmospheric disturbance require-

ments from flight test demonstration
4.2 Airplane States Table updated
4.4 Tests at special- Added by Amendment 2

ized facilities
6.1 Intended use Clarification

6.2.2 SpeEds Vs definition clarified, VG added

6.2.5 Longitudinal para- s definition clarified, CLstall defined
meters

6.2.6 Lateral-directional AOmax definition clarified
parameters

6.2.7 Atmospheric distur- New parameters defined, old ones redefined
bance parameters as necessary

6.2.8 Terms used in high- Post-stall, post-stall gyration and spin
angle-of-attack defined (Amendment 2)
requ i rements

6.3 Interpretation of Conforms to new lower limit
Fs!n limits of
Table 5

6.5 Engine considera- Clarification (Amendment 2)
tions

6.8 Related documents Updated (Amendment 2)

In, addition, references to "elevator, aileron and rudder" have been changed
throughout to "pitch, roll and yaw control".

8
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SECTION Il

H ISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

A. SPECIFICATIONS

Since publication of MIL-F-V785B in 1969, the Navy and Air Force have
conducted and sponsored a nunter of analyses specifically to validate or
recommend revisions to those requirements. The Flight Dynamics Laboratory

(FDL) sponsored several comparisons of military airplanes (which had been
designed to earlier specifications) to the new requirements:

F-4 AFFDL-TR-70-155, (McDonnell) - Reference 4

F-5/T-38 AFFDL-TR-71-134, (Northrop) - Reference 5
P--3B AFFDL-TR-72-141, (Pacer Systems) - Reference 6

C-5A AFFDL-L'R--75-3, (Lockheed - Ga.) - Reference 7

As reported in Reference 8, McDonnell's Brulle and Moran compared F-15
developmental and other simulator data to MIL-F-S785B and other requirements.
On their own, some manufacturers have made detailed comparisons of the
flying qualities of other aircraft - both civil and military - with the
MIL-F-8785B requirements. These reports are aot generally available.

It has been the practice of the Air Force Systems Command's Aeronautical

Systems Division (ASD) to write out d.cailed specifications for each new
aircraft, tailoring the wording of general specifications as appropriate.
Thus the F-15 was designed to handle requirements based on a preliminary
draft of MIL-F-8785B; perhaps the most notable change to that was the Level 2
floor for the unaugmented airplane. In keeping with the prototype concept, I
the YF-16/17 flying qualities requirements were just one page long - only
slightly more detailed than the 1907 Signal Corps handling requirements for
the Wright Flyer, Reference 9. For the production F-16, however, MIL-F-8785B I
requirem!ents were used with some modification. A noteworthy addition stated
requirentn~s in terms of handling qualities during tracking (HQDT - see
Twisdajv & Franklin's AFFTC-TD-75-1, Reference 10). During YC-14/15 development,
both Boeing and Douglas wrote proposed detailed flying qualities requirements
for a follow-on production airplane; with the help of these and inputs from
NASA and other sources, ASD generated the specification to be used in the
developent of a production configuration (Reference 11). This document had
much in common with MIL-F-8785B, with relatively few modifications for STOL
flight conditions.

The VOL has sponsored reviews of MIL-F-8785B with the objectives of
recommending revisions. Reference 12 contained recommendations in the
areas of equivalent systems, phugoid, short period requirements for
Category C, longitudinal pilot induced oscillations, control system lags,
turn requirements at high load factor, and failure and engagement/disengage-
ment transients. Reference 13 contained recommended revisions for almost
all the main sections of MIL-F-8785B. Reference 14 contained recommendations

9 I
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for heading control, airplane normal and failure states and Category C short
period requirements. Reference 15 documents a Naval Air Systems Command -
sponsored study of aircraft configurations which could satisfy MIL-F-8785B
hut have unacceptable flying qualities.

Other military flying qualities specifications have been published since
1969. In 1970, Mh,-F-83300 set out requirements for piloted V/STOL aircraft,
again with Cornell Aero Lab help in generation (Reference 16) and suggesting
improvements (Reference 1i). The year 1970 also savi publication of ACARD-R-
577 on V/STOL handling to revise AGARD Rep 408A. In Reference 18, Di Franco
and Mitchell (also CAL) gave preliminary requirements for lifting re-entry
vehicles during terminal flight. An outline for remol.ely-piloted-vehicle
flying qualities design criteria is given in Reference 19. The result of an
extensive effort to revise the British military flying qualities requirements
of Av. P. 970 is reported in a 1975 RAE Tech. Memo, Reference 20.

Several related Military Specifications have been issued since the
appearance of MIL-F-8785B. MIL-A-008861A(USAF) revised the flight loads
requirements as part of a general revision of Air Force structural loads
requirements in 1971. Coordinated with MIL-F-8785B amendments, MIL-S-83691
(USAF) in 1971 ar,' -83691A in 1972 state Air Force Flight Test Center require-
ments for demonstrating stall/post-stall/spin characteristics in flight. Also
for Air Force use alone, in 1974 MIL-F-9490D set forth completely revised
requirements for piloted-aircraft flight control systems, making frequent
reference to the generic MIL-F-8785 specification.

Civil requirements have also been developed, although these are generally
less detailed than the military specifications. Franco-British authorities
published TSS Standard 3-0 (formerly TSS-5) in July 1969 to guide Concorde
design. In the United States, the FAA revised a number of times its 1965
tentative requirements for powered-lift transport aircraft; and periodically
updated Parts 23, 25, etc. of the Federal Aviation Regulations. The British
CAA also issued provisional ai'rworthiness requirements for powered-lift air-
ci'aft, in 1972, as well as revising the British Civil Airworthiness Require-
ments. An exhaustive list of ;ivil specifications is impossible here, but
the Society of Automotive Engineers' ARP842B design objectives for flying
qualities of civil transport aircraft should be mentioned. This document
contains design charts in terms of modal parameters, and is more closely
related to the military specifications, although of Itself it has no authority.

This summary of related developments of specifications and regulations has
stated little about research and development aimed at improving flying
qualities requirements. Chalk, Neal and Harris included recommendations for
work to improve the requirements in their final report on the MIL-F-8785B
revision, Reference 21. The AGARD Flight Mechanics Panel has held a number of
meetings on related subjects, and also has had a committee to survey handling
qualities specification deficiencies (Reference 22).

NASA, the military services, civil authorities, and individual manu-
facturers have expended considerable effort. Much of this, however, has been
concentrated on vertical or short take-off and landing, where less was known
to start with. We want to extend MIL-F-8785 in that direction, but learning
continues, and STOL operation is beyond the scope of the present proposed
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revision. For conventional flight, we seem to have reached a combined state
of resources and technical capability that male the needed progress more
difficult. Some analytical studies have been made, but progress has been slow,
especially in getting validation sufficient for specification use. For lack
of resources to do more, much effort has gone into milkig a few good but
limited sources of flight evaluation data such as Reference 23. We have
found the scope of the current revision effort restricted severely by inade-
quacies both in progress and in substantiation of the advancements achieved.

B. BACKUP DOCUMENTS

Reference 24 represented an unofficial backup document to the then-current
flying qualities specifications. The author discussed some of the requirements,
presented some substantiating data and then reviewed other proposed require-
ments. Reference 3 was an official backup document for MIL-F-8785B, being
listad in the "related documents" in the amendments to the specification.
Substantiation and full discussion of the requirements were presented in this
reference. Reference 25 in support of MIL-F-83300 and Reference 26 in support
of MIL-F-9490D have followed in the sane format. Similarly, the Air Force
Flight Test Ceuter issued Reference 27 in support of NIL-S-83691. The
current report continues this lead.

A different r.pproach was followed for AGARD-R-577, for which Volume I
included discussion with the requirements and Volume II contained substan-
tiation. For the future, we plan to put the flying qualities specification
into a new format for such documents. A MIL-STANDARD will be prepared, which
will have only the basic form of the requirements. A supporting MIL-HANDBOOK
will contain for each item in the Standard, the rctionale, suggested quanti-
tative criteria to Insert into the basic requirements, verification proceduresand leason: learned from past experience. The Standkerd will thus be the
framework for a detail specification; the Handbook will provide the information
necessary to tailor the detail specification to the mission requirements
under consideration. Reference 29a contains a discussion of the new format.

'1*I
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C. THE REVISION EFFORT

Amendments to MIL-F-8785B In 1971 and 1974 were directed principally at
revising the stall/post-stall/spin requirements. Coordinated with AFFTC
development of KTL-S-83691, emphasis was placed on departure resistance. A
few minor changes were made also to clarify MIL-F-8785L requirements. Interim
ArrAendment-I was further revised to secure coordination of the Navy and Arny,
and the result published as Amendment-2.

An effort to revise MIL-F-8785B more fully was started in August 1973.
An initial ruoand of meetings 'was held with other government agencies and with
major airframe companies. During the period from September 1973 to mid-1974,
input was received, either at personal meetings or by correspondence, from
the following organizations:

Air Force: ASD, FTC, TPS, ADWC, TFWC, SAC, MAC, ATC, TAC

Naval Air Systems Command

Army Aviation Systems Command

NASA HQ, Dryden, Ames

Boeing

Calspan

Do uglas

General Dynamics/ FW
Grumman

Lockheed-Georgia

Lockheed-Cali forni a

McDonnell

No rth rop

Rockwell

Systems Technology, Inc.

After these initial meetings the work of reviewing existing and proposed
requirements, and either validating MIL-F-8785B or proposing revisions, was
performed by members of the Flying Qualities Group. Workinr papers containing

proposed revisions were submitted by the following people:

J. Callahan, Major USAF (currently assigned Columbus AFB, MS)

J. Lockenour (currently with Northrop Corp.)

D. Mayhew (currently with Draper Labs.)

D. Moorhouse (AFWAL/FIGC)

R. Quaglieri (curreu.tly AFWAL/FIGD)

M. Sanders, Major USAF (currently assigned England AFB, LA)

R. Woodcock (AFWAL/FIGC)

These working papers were collected for internal review in early 1976.
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From May 1977 through August 1977, Moorhouse and Woodcock (FDL) and
T.P. Sweeney (ASD) critically reviewed the collection of working papers.
The proposals were revised and correlated into a single Working Paper, dated
August 1977. This document was distributed to various government agencies
for comxnunt. Following preliminary coordination meetings with the Navy
(Naval Air Systems Command, Naval Air Test Center ana Naval Air Development
Center. in Dec 1977) and ASD (Jan 1978) a revised Working Paper dated February
1978 (Reference 28) was prepared for industry review. This version was
distributed to major airframe companies, research concerns and universities
with a solicitation for commeuts.

A symposium was held in September 1978 as a part of the review process,
the proceedings are documented as Reference 29. Workshop sessions plus other
comments received were used to further refine the items to be revised. A
draft of the revised flying qualities specification, MIL-F-8785C, was prepared
and conmsnts were obtained in 1979 and 1980, and the final version was issued
in Nov. 1980.

The report is intended to supplement Reference 3. Therefore, it seems
in order to put a list here of changes and errata to update that reference.
It is not surprising that over the years we have found a few typos of conse-quence in that 689-page report.

Corrections to AFFDL-TR-69-72:

Cover and title page: Delete "OFFICIAL USE ONLY" and replace the distribution
notice with "Approved for public release; distribution unlimited."

p. 114, Fig. 25 (3.2.2.1.1): Caption should read "...n/c=5.5. .

p.116, 3.2.2.1.2 DISCUSSION: The first four lines should read: The discussionof 3.2.2. 1. 1 pertains to ..hat is itnq.o -tant to the pilot when the short-period ,
damping is satisfactory. However, when the damping is too low, the airplane
short-period response overshoots and oscillates. When...

p.l19, 3.2.2.2 DISCUSSION, line 3: Inscrt "stable" before "stick-fixed."

p.1 2 2 , 3.2.2.2.1 DISCUSSION, Center - Stick Controllers, 2nd para, line 4should read "...values of 18/(n 7 -l) and 85/(nL-1) were chosen"

0.139, 3.2.2.3 DISCUSSION, Historical Development..., 3rd page, 3rd equation
below the sketch: Within the firnt parentheses, the second term should be:

M, e0 i2 q

p. 146, 3.2.2.3 DISCUSSION, Design Options (Fully Powered Control Systems),
polynomial: The num~erator of the coefficient of s needs another set of paren-
theses :

Kj. (M(~S. 1/TG2) - K + ,

2

p.147, 3.2.2.3 DISCUSSION, Design Options (Fully Pow-red Control Systems) 1
2nd page: Change 'iCp" to "1CR" in typed lines I & 7, the two equations
following the latter, the next typed line and the last equation on page 147
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(2 places). Change "percussion" to "rotation" in typed lines 2 (2 places)
and 6.
p. 148, Change "i(:p" to "ICR" in the sketch's feedback box (2 places) and the
first and last equations on p.148.

p.149, Underlined caption of sketches: Change "IcR" to "lcp" and "percussion"
to "rotation." At bottom of sketch (2 places) and in last 2 equations, rhange"1cR" to "icp;' also in next to last line of text (2 places)
p.150, as on p.149, (2 sketches, lines 1 & 2, line below sketch, lines 7 & 11
of the full paragraph).
p.151, as on p.149 (2 sketches)

p.152, as on p. 149 (1 sketcch, equation, 3rd line below sketch).

p.153, ist three and 5th equations, change "1'"" to "ICR".o' CP

p.154 Work diagram in feedback box change "I to "ICR" 3 place ; also once in
text 3 lines below. CP
p. 155, Ist polynomial: the numerator of the coefficient of s should be:e+Ij a e/a _ •a7~

M6e q V Ta & V a

2nd polynonmial: the last term should be:

v a r®2  q
-g6e

Last equation: should be:
ae 1 ae

Tf2  T 2 qTf2 ._•-•L _e- + •e+

p.156, ist line of text: the parenthetical expression should be (Ha -0,
Ka =0) e

p. 2 95, 3.3.4 DISCUSSION, Bank Angle in a Specified Time, 4t , 4th line belowtable: '"h " should be '- "

p.420, 3.7.2 DISCUSSION, 2nd page, lines 5, 11, 36, 40, 41, 44, 47: spell it

"homogeneity."
p.5 1 2 , Bibliography: In entry B67, delete "(Title Unclassified)" and
"CONFIDENTIAL'."

p. 5 1 3 , Change entry B76 to read, Cooper, G.E.: "Understanding and Interpreting
Pilot Opinion." Aeronautical Engineering Review. Vol. 16, No. 3, p. 47,
March 1957.
p.519, Bibliography, entry C9: Delete everything after the underlined title
and replace with "NASA Langley LWP-269, 1966."

p.5 2 3 , In entry C46, delete "(Title Unclassified)" and "CONFIDENTIAL."
p.5 3 6 , In entries E32 and E33, delete "(Title Unclassified)" and "CONFIDENTIAL."
For E32, add at end "(ARC R&M 2983, published in the ARC TR for the year 1953,
in 1964)".

p.554 , In entry J33, delete "(Title Unclassified)" and "CONFIDENTIAL".
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p. 5 3 3, In entries P43, and P48, delete "CONFIDENTIAL". In enry P47,
delete "SECFET".

p. 6 4 0 , Appendix V, 2nd page, 1st line above sketch: add at end of sentence,
"(assumiag that the vane axis is normal to the flight path)".

p. 6 41, Appendix V, 3rd page, 2nd full paragraph, line 3 should read, "...Dutch
roll frequency squared, w 2  

. Last line should read, " L and L7 NO
nd

p.66 6 , Anpendix V, VB-3, Theory, 4th page, equacion at bottom should be:

IP = +I+g - Pp - 'PP 2 - 'P 3

p.t6 8 , Appendix V, VC, 1st page: In equation 1, a minus sign should precede

•a. In equation 2, "Kp should be "K" and "Np" should be "N

p. 6 6 9 , Equatioi. 5 & 7 foc: op and 0ý should read:

1$, ={ • .
p

p.6 70 , equations with sketch: Each of the three paired quantities in the de-

nominators of KS and KR should have a hir over them, as is done in the numerators.

p. 6 7 1, equation )0: In the first bracket in the denominator, the square root

should be:

4g L'

as in the second bracket.
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SECTION III

STATEMENT AND DISCUSSION OF
REQUIREMENTS ON SCOPE (I.)

1. SCOPE

A. 1.1 SCOPE

REQUIREMENT

. ,ope: This specification contains the requirements for the flying
and handling qualities, in flight and on the ground, of U.S. Military, manned,
,piloted airplanes except for flight at airspeeds below Vcon (MIL-F-83300).
It is intended to assure flying qualities that provide adequate mission perfor-
mance and flight safety regardless of design implementation or f>.ght control
system mechanization. The structure of the specification allows its use to
guide these aspects in design tradeoffs, analyses and tests.

1.2 Application: The flying qualities of all airplanes proposed or contracted
for shall be in accordance with the provisions of this specifi, .ion. The
requirements apply as stated to the combination of airframe and related sub-
systems. Stability augmentation and control augmentation are specifically to
be included when provided in the airplane. The automatic flight control system
1; also to be considered to the extent stated in MIL-F-9490 ot MIL-C-18244,
whichever applies. The requirements are written in terms of cockpit flight
controls that prot.ze essentially pitching, yawing and rolling moments. This
approach is not meant to preclude other modes of control for special purposes.
Additional or alternative requirements may be imposed by the procuring activity
in order to fit better the intended use or the particular design.

DISCUSSION

The scope has been defined in terms of the type of vehicle for which
this specification applies. Also, ground handling is mentioned explicitly.
Our intent is given moze pominence by incorporating in the opening paragraph
material from 1.2 and 6.1. As suggested in Reference. 5, mention of deviation
has been deleted from 1.2; of course, the possibility remains implicit.

Applicability to stability and control augmentation systems (SCAS) is
stated in order" to remove any possibility of misunderstanding. It has never
been our intent to restrict application to the "bare airframe". A new
paragraph, 3.1.12, gives guidance for application to configurations in which
a SCAS introduces new modes or characteristics. As always, the procuring activ-
ity may introduce new or different requirements for a particular case. Also,
it should be nrted that the Air Force's current flight control system
specificatio MIL-F-9490D, makes frequent reference to MIL-F-8785.

Factors affecting V/STOL conversion speed, V , are discussed in Reference
2.5. con
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B. 1.4 FLIGHT PHASE CATEGORIES

REQUIREMENT

1.4 Flight Phase Categories: The Flight Phases have been nontined into three
Categories which are referred to in the requirement statements. These Flight
Phases shall be zonsidered in the conce.pt of total missions so that there will
be no gap between successive Phases of any flight and so that transition will
be smooth. In certain cases, requirements are directed at specific Flight
Phases indentified in the requirement. When no Flight Phase or Category is
stated in a requirement, that requirement shall apply to all three Categories.
Flight Phases descriptive of most military airplane missions are:

Nonterminal Flight Phases:

Category A-- Those nonterminal Flight Phases that require rapid
maneuvering, precision tracking, or precise flight-
path control. Included in this Category are:
a. Air-to-air combat (CO) e. Reconnaissance (RC)
b. Ground attack (GA) f. In-flight refueling

(receiver) (RR)
c. Weapon delivery/launch g. Terrain following (TF)

(WD)
d. Aerial recovery (AR) h. Antisubmarine search

(AS)
i. Close formation flying

(FF)

Category B - Those nonterminal Flight Phases that are normally accomplished
using gradual maneuvers and without precision cracking, although
accurate flight-path control may be required. Included in this
Category are:
a. Climb (CL) e. Descent (D)
b. Cruise (CR) f. Emergency descent (ED)
c. Loiter (LO) g. Emergency deceleration

(DE)
d. In-flight refueling h. Aerial delivery (AD)

(tanker) (RT)

Terminal Flipht Phases:

Category C - Terminal Flight Phases are normally accomplished during gradual
maneuvers and usually require accurate flight-path control.
Included in this Category are:
a. Takeoff (TO)
b. Catapult takeoff (CT)
c. Approach (PA)
d. Wave-offi/go-around (WO)
e. Landing (L)

When necessary, recategorization or addition of Flight Phases or delineation
of requirements for special situatioas, e.g., zoom climbs, will be accomplished
by the procuring activity.

DISCUSSION

Reversal of the order of the third and fourth sentences, as presented in
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Amendnent-2, was incorporated in order to improve the flow of thought.

The Flight Phase Categories have not been revised. Reference 3 discusses
the rationale for putting Flight Phases with similar flying qualities require-
ments into the three Categories. There was, however, the caveat at the end of
1.4 which suggested that additional requirements could (or should) be specified
by the procuring activity. Some aspects-e.g., attitude regulation - are common
to many tasks. Still, as airplane nmssions and tactics evolve, it becomes more
probable that a specific Flight Phase may not be adequately represented by
the 'average' cl-aracteristics of the appropriate Category. Reference 29b
documents experience with t;ie A-10. That airplane appeared to meet MIL-F-8785B
requirements for Category A (which includes ground attack) and it was rated
Level I during flight tests u..ing a straight--in approach. Its flying qualities
were unsatisfactory, however, '7hen evaluated in an operationally realistic
ground attack task. In addition, advancing flight control technology has
greatly increased the potential for tailoring the flying qualities for specific
tasks within a Flight Phase Category without compromising other tasks. Truly
task-oriented flying qualities ,ould receive an impetus from the inclusion of
reouirements related to actual operational tasks into the specification for
a particular airplane.

In close air support, a wide variety of attack maneuvers may be character-
ized by three general phases, as sketched:

USC',l

jig; 14 I•C

// b..•J P4
41 %

Ground Attack Maneuver Scenario

Target acquisition - rapid rolling toward target while developing 4 to 5g's;
bank and g's held until rollout onto target (return to zero bank and ig)

Weapon delivery or tracking/firing - errors eliminated and pipper maintained
on target

Break - a gross maneuver to reposition for another attack while maintaining
aircraft survival.

For the gross target acquisition maneuvers, highly predictable terminal orien-
tation of the velocity vector is vital to minimizing the duration of the rela-
tively vulnerable weapon delivery phase. Excellent roll response is required,
in ternL, of both quickness and maintaining turn coordination. Weapon delivery
requires rapid, precise control of the velocity vector for dropping unguided
bombs, or the pipper line of sight (and thus aircraft attitude) for gunnery.
(Material extracted from Reference 29b)
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While the original stability augmentation of A-10 apparently met MIL-F-8785B
requirements on lateral-directional dynamics, and pilots rated it satisfactory
in "the originally planned tactical maneuvers... It was only as the maneuvers
became very aggressive that the problem surfaced." For these aggressive
maneuvers, the average maxima quoted are:

normal acceleration 4.5g
roll rate 93 deg/sec
bank angle 93 deg I
tracking time 2.33 sec

In the development of the A-10 to satisfy the requirements of the task
outlined above, the aerodynamic configuration remained unchanged and the flight
control system modifications were relatively minor. This will not necessarily
be so in more sophisticated designs. The cost of fixing such deficiencies
could be very high after a new airplane has flown, and so it would obviously
be beneficial to consider operational maneuvers as early as possible in the
design phase. In the example cited, little more than the sketch would
be required as an additional Flight Phase in the specificaLion.

For this more severe Flight Phase, more stringent requirements might be

placed on Dutch roll damping and roll-yaw coupling - see the sketched responses
of lateral tracking error to a roll-
control doublet. Although no A-10
deficiency was indicated at high g's,
certainly for such a severe Fl'ght -g

Phase the lateral-directional charac-
teristics must be investigated in
pullups and turns - and possibly during .. .
rapid rolls - as well as in straight

F• flight. (While the requirements of ,
MI-F-8785B apply throughout the V-h-n gi

Flight Envelopes, often the lateral-
directional behavior has been evaluated ohm

priarlyin 1-g flight). Commonly it
is observed that the amount of aileron-
to-rudder crossfeed needed to coordinate
turn entries varies considerably with
angle of attack. Thus, one might find
no single crossfeed gain suitable for I"I HS
all phases of the ground attack Response to a-Scond, HalI-Stik
described. Aileron Doublet For Tracking Scenario
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SECTION IV

STATEMENT AND DISCUSSION OF
APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS (2.)

2. APPLICABLE DOCUME-,NTS

A. 2.1 ISSUES OF DOCUMENTS

REQUIREMENTS

2.1 Issues of Document. : The following documents, of the issue in effect on
the date of invitation for bids or request for proposal, forma part of this
specification to the extent specified herein:

SPECIFICATIONS
MILITARY

MIL-D-8708 Denmnstration Requirements for Airplanes

MIL-A-8861 Airplane Strength and Rigidity Flight Loads

MIL-F-9490 Flight Control Systems - Design, Installation and Test of,
Piloted Aircraft, General Specification for

MIL-C-18244 Control and Stabilization Systems, Autonmtic, Piloted Aircraft,
Gekneral Specification for

MIL-F- 18372 Flight Control Systems, Design, Installation and Test of,
Aircraft (General Specification for)

MIL-W-25140 Weight and Balance Control Data (for Airplanes and Rotorcraft)

MIL-F-83300 Flying Qualities of Piloted V/STOL Aircraft
MIL-S-8369 1 Stall/Post-Stall/Spin Flight Test Demonstration Requirements

for Airplanes

STANDARDS

MIL-STD-756 Reliability Prediction

(Copies of specifications and standards required by contractors in conntoction
with specific procuremont functions should be obtained from the procuring
activity or as directed by the conitracting officer).

DISCUSSION

MIL-S-83691 was substituted for M1il-S-25015 in Amendment-2. MIL-A-8861
and MIL-F-83300 were added to the list. All the listed docuiiients, and no
others, are called out In one or more requirements of MIL-F-8785C.

As of the publication of this Technical Report, tho latest versions of
these documents are:

M[L-D-8708B(AS), 31 January 1969 MLL-F-94901)(USAF), 6 June 1975
MIL-I1-8861(ASG), 18 May 1960; MIL-D-008861A(USAF), 31 March 1971
MIL-C-18244A(WEP) , I Deceiiiber 1962 MIL-F-18372(Aer), 31 March 1955
MIL--W-25140A, 15 April 1973 MIL-F-83300, 31 Deceuber 1970
MIL-S-83691A(USAF), 15 April 1972 MIL-STDI-756A, 15 May 1963

20
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SECTION V

STATEMENT AND DISCUSSION OF GENERAl,
IUJQUIREMENTS (3. 1)

3.1 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

Experience in recent aircraft procurenents and at the Air Force Flight
Test Center has emphasized the importance of precision tracking as a nmans of
evaluating flying qualities and identifying and correcting flying quality
deficiencies. Although this discussion tends to emphasize longitudinal
flying qualities, it was found that precision tracking is imiportant to flying
qualities in all axes.

Reference 10 documents a study in which flight tests were conducted and
techolques developed for evaluating handling qualities in coniat-oriented
air-to-air tracking nmneuvers. The 'l1eal) IL F-4C, incorporating a variable
gain augmentatLion system, was the tracking aircraft. It was found that
handling qualities levels, as defined by pilot ratings, correlated well with
pipper notion, tracking error, and pilot conuments. Pilots were able to detect
even snmll degradations in handling qualities, and could rapidly select values
of gains and gradients which resulted in an optimum flight control system.
Such subtle anonmlies as unconmunnded pitch excursions were readily identified
during tracking tests. It wa, felt that these "pitch glitches' would not have
been discovered by the pilot or engineers in a conventional stabiiLtv and
control program, and miLght not even have been detected until after the
aircraft had been accepted into the ope rat iona .l inventory and perhaps been
introduced into combat . Reference 10 presents detailed procedural inforniation
on air-to-air tracking techniques, which is intended to be incorporated into
a future edition of AFFTC Stability and Cont;rol Manual.

The flying qualities specification on the F- 15 was originally written
such that the Level I short-period response requiremen ts were to be in accord
with MIL-F-8785B. it was found tha' , whereas those requirements on up vs
nJ/' help define an adequate baseline al rfrane/flight control system, the require-
ments were inadequate as a requl reziUnt on precision tracking. The tracking
maneuver Itself was found to he a valuable tool for handling qualities invest-
igations, and aft e.g. limits were defined from precision tracking tasks. This
experivence smggested that a flyiung qualities criterion be evolved which siL-
pleiates that, for longitudinal tracking, a pilot slmuId be able to keep the
pipper on target within a given mmJ! tolerance for a miniminum number of Feconds.
The tracking naneuvers could typically commence with the pipper displaced
10 mi ls down or uI fnrum the target

Tracking experiments were used extensively during the YF-16 flight test
program. Reference 35 documents Wte technique used and the results obtained.
The tracking technique iN referred to as ilandling Qualities During Tracking
(IIQI)') . A distinction needs to be mWde between HQDIT and operational tracking.
IIQI)T is not oriented toward probability of hits/probability of kill predictions,
nor is it uoed to evolve or evaluate operational tactics. Typically, a IHQI)1
nmneuver involves about forty seconds of precision tracking of a specific aim
ipoint on a target aircraft during a constant-g or slow windup turn. Gun camera

ti lm is scored and conputer processed to display a quali tative and quant! tative
sumnwry of the run. Pilot ratings and comrients, supported by analysis of
the general trend of the pltchi and azimutih tracking characteristics, may then
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reveal flying quality deficiencies which impact the capability of the fighter
to accomplish its mission. In AFFIC experience the tracking performance has
been too variable for valid comparisons - the useful data being the pilot ratings
and comments.

References 10 and 35 both point out that a fixed, depressed - reticle
gunsight is essential for the evaluation of flying qualities during t.acking.
The use of an automated fire control system computing sight tends to mask the
true tracking characteristics of the closed-loop system consisting of the
pilot, aircraft aerodynamics and flight control system. The computing sightr dynamics involved computation and presentation delays which were long relative
to motions seen when tracking with a fixed pipper. In the YF-16 program, the
fixed sight was used for precision tracking during the development phase,IL whereas the computing sight was used at a later stsge for an overall evaluation J
of the integration of the fire control system with the airframe/flight control

sys te m.

Current and projected research on flight/fire control system integration
is expected to generate the principles needed to perform the trade-offs between
aircraft and sight dynamics. Until these guid-lines are developed and accepted,
however, there is no assurance that a fire control system can compensate for
any flying qualities problems. On the contrary, poor aircraft dynamics may
compound sight or fire control problems. For the present, therefore, continued
evaluation with a fixed sight is warranted.

The importance of precision tracking to the development and evaluation of
flying qualities suggests that MIL-F-8785B could be rewritten in terms of per-
formance standards during prescribed tracking tests. This approach, however,
raises a long-standing controversy: should the specification parameters be
oriented more toward aircraft design or toward operational use? tAnd what:
requirements can we have sufficient confidence in? Currently, our flying
qualities requiremwLts are primarily on airplane characteristics rather than
on what a pilot can do with the airplane. We see increasing emphasis, however,
on relating requireiinnts of all kinds directly to mission performance. For
specificatiou pvri)ooL"s we would need to find tasks for which pilots can
obtain ionsis-w pcrforimnce with the vehicle, then seek a broader acceptance
of pilot-iii--the-toop Lying qualities requirements (see George's summary in
Re 1. 29d) .

it is recognized ihat expertise in the conduct ef flight tests and the
extraction of flying qu-nlities data therefrom is properly vested in such flight
test agencies as Naval Air Test Center and Air Force Flight Test Center.
Historically, an attempt has been made to avoid specifying requirelmnts on
the pilot-vehicle comibination in MIL-F-8785B, because of the reliance of such
requirements on pilot skill, experience, and background. These variables could
lead to inconsistencies in evaluating the degree of compliance with such require-
ments. It is further felt that: specifying flight test objectives would leaveunanswered the question of what characteristics make a system capable of meeting
those objectives. The approach taken in revising MIL-F-8785B, therfore, is
based on the premise that if aircraft flying qualit-es are going to be judged
in closed-loop tracking, then 'he specification should provide guidance and
requirements oriented toward developing an aircraft which will exhibit good
flying qualities during tracking. For the future, we hope to nmake the mission
orientation more explicit.
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MIL-F-8785 itself was a significant departure from its predecessors in
formalizing a framework for considering flying qualities. New requirements
called for definition of Normal and Failure State; establishment of Operational,
Service and Permissible Flight Envelopes; statement of three Levels of flying
qualities; and application of these Levels according to the probability of
encountering failures which degraded flying qualities in the Operational and
Service Flight Envelopes. We saw this framework as necessary for a rational
approach to flying qualities specification; but a number of users feared that
tile cost and effort of designing to and showing compliance with the MIL-F-8785B
requirements would be increased manyfold. While we cannot claim to have overcome
all objections, the following excerpt from the AFFDL/FCC 21-25 June 1971
Weekly Activity Report indicates that things are not all that bad.

12. visited the Handling Qualities
Group to discuss experience in applying Military Speci-
fication, M1L-F-8785B in a recent study effort. 1The purpose of
the effort was to establish a set of flying qualities requirements
based on MlL-F-8785B to be applied in a weapon system development
program and to take a prelimiinary look at the ability of the con-
figuration to meet these requirements. The airplane in question
was intended solely to conduct weapon delivery missions against
ground targets. It was a relatively unsophisticated, subsonic
airplane required to carry several external store coiiqulements, and
to follow four mission profiles in the conduct of its basic air-to-
ground weapon delivery operations. Applying the portions of the
specification concerned with defining aIrplane normal and failure
states and establishing flight envelopes at first appeared
to be a task of iw)numantal proportions, but, as iL was necessary in
order to identify the applicable MIL-F-87851B requirements, there was
no way to avoid it. 'T'hey found that defining the normal states for
each flight phase was More of a bookkeeping problem than anything
else. It was, however, the only approach to insuring that the coin-
bination of configuration, loading, etc., that were critical, with
respect to each of the MI;L-F-8785B requireime nts were identified.
Because of this, and because of the ipq roved understanding of all
aspects of the total system that resulted, felt that the
effort involved was worthwhile. All that was required in thiOs
documevntation effort with respect to flight unvewlopes was that the
operational flight envelopes be constructed. Since these representI
the speed, altitude aid load factor capability necessary to comp)lete
the imission, consideration of the effect of external stores, etc.,
on airplane limitations was not necessary, which simplified the
task a great deal. There was considerable overlap of the envelopes
constructed by , which led to a tianajgeable numiber of envel.-
opes to be considerred, was very Liberal in sizing these
envelopes, realizing that larger envelopes enhanced the competitiveness
of their design. They had not come to grips with the problem of
providing Level I flying qualities within these large envelopes,
and tile inq)act on such things as system weight, cost, coiiplexity,
reliability, etc. T'hey acknowledged that they miight have had LO
reduce these envelopes because of these considerations, in order to
be responsive to the need for a relatively simple system. The
identification of system failures that would have an affect onl flying
qualities, and the assessment of the failure consequences in terms
of degraded flying qualities were found to be straightforward.
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'The process of establishing the per flights probability of these
failures presented no particular problem. identified some
failure modes through this evaluation which would not otherwise have
been recognized. They did not have confidence in the accuracy of
their failure probability analysis because of the inaccuracy in the
system component failure rate data available in the open literature.
Looking back on the application of MIL-F-8785B in This particular
study, concludes that it was by no means as big a problem as
had been anticipated, and that the benefits throughout the service
life of the airplane would have more then compensated for the addi-
tional design effort required. They would recommend no changes to
MIL-F-8785B based on their experience in this application of the
specification. (Wilson)
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6

A. 3.1.1 OPERATIONAL MISSIONS

REQUIREMENT

3.1.1 Operational missions. The procuring activity will specify the opera-
tional missions to be considered by the contractor in designing the airplane
to meet the flying qualities requirements of this specification. These
missions will include all associated Flight Phases and tasks, such as takeoff,
takeoff abort, landing and missed approach. Operational missions include
aircrew upgrade and training.

DISCUSSION

This change is an attempt to clarify the meaning of the paragraph
and the detail to which the mission should be defined.
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B. 3.1.3 MOMENTS AND PRODUCTS OF INERTIA

REQUIREMENT

3.1.3 Moments and products of inertia. The contractor shall define the
moments and products of inertia of the airplane associated with all. loadings
of 3.1.2. The requirement of this specification shall apply for all moments
and products of Inertia so defined.

DISCUSSION

This is a semantic change to include cross-products of inertia explicitly.
The axis system in which values are given must be identified, of course.
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C. -3.1.4 EXTERNAL STORES

DISCUSSION

This paragraph is unchanged. However, it takes on increased signifi-
cance because o~f changes elsewhere. Static longitudinal stability is no
longer required for Level 3 and the requirements for control-surface-fixed
short-period and dutch-roll stability have been deleted. Thus, granted
Special Failure States, the basic airframe may be quite unstable. Stability
then will be provided through the flight control system at least for normal
operation.

The tolerable amount of basic-airframe instability is a flight safety
consideration; an excess of control authority over that needed to trim
must be available for recovery from high angle of attack, maneuvers, upsets,
etc. External stores, being general.ly destablizing, will tend to aggravate
the recovery problem by decreasing the amount of control available for
recovery. Thus, especially in these cases particular attention must be1
given to anticipating the full operational complement of external stores
possibly allowing growth margins. It just may not be possible to carry a
store that is more destabilizing than har, been designed for.
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D. 3.1.6.2. 1 AIRPLANE SPECIAL FAILUIR'E STATES

DISCUSSION

This paragraph has not been changed. With the emergence of "relaxed
static stability" and other "control-configured vehicle" designs it takes
on increased significance.

In the last analysis the procuring activity is responsible for approving
desig&n tradeoffs that bear upon safety. Rather than inhibiting imaginative
design, then, this paragraph should be construed as forcing examination of
failure possiblities as they affect flight safety through deterioration of
flying qualities. The present state of the art can support some properly
implemmanted reliance on stability augnentation to maintain Level 3 flying
qualities, but it must be done carefully and for good reason.

Concerning the admis-ibility of a Special Failure State on the basis
of its remoteness of possibility, the comAined probability of having any
flying qualities worse than Level 3 - not just the individual Failure State
probability - musL he kept extrenely remote.

28
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E 3.1. 7 OPERATIONAL FLIGHT ENVELOPES AND 3. 1.8 SERVICE FLIGHT ENVELOPES

DISCUSSION

Paragraphs 3.1.7 and 3.1.8 have not been changed. Sonme Air Force fighter
pilots have expressed dissatisfaction with the terminology, which might be
taken to imply no operational need for flight outside the Operational Flight
Envelope. Considering the Service Flight Envelope boundaries which must
encompass the Operational, these pilots saw no way to extend the Operational
Flight Envelope to higher angles of attack or lower speeds which they have
found useful in air conmat operations. We have never intended co preclude
such use where it is safe, so we looked-unsuccessfully-for a nanle to replace
"Oi)erational" which would not have that restrictive connotation. 1t seems I
worth noting, nevertheless, that an "Operational Flight Envelope" defines the
region in which Level 1 flying qualities are normally required - but this
region will not always encompass the entire conmat flight envelope.

Similarly, Level 2 flying qualities are required in the Service Flight
Envelope. Note, however, that the minimum service speed is a function of
stall speed, Vs, and the first item in the definition is based on lift plus
thrust component. For STOL or high-thrust-to-weight configurations, Vs by
this definition can be significantly lower than the aerodynamic or power-off
stall speed. Other items in the definition of Vs and minimum service spee(
give a inimt'm usable speed which could be higher or lower than the aero-
dynamic stall speed. This applies in level flight and in maneuvers. it is
doubtful that this interpc.'¢•tation has in fact been used; however, there are
operational lienefits to be gained from imiproving flying qualities at extrene
fl!ght conditions. The safe, usable attainnEnt of more extreciiE flight conditions
may be enwhasized for missions in which maneuvering at high angle of attack
is critical. The procuring activity could accoiplish this by tailoring the
requirentents for determining the Service a'id Permissible Flight Envelopes. j
As an example, we could require that the Service Flight EnveLope include the
aerodynamic stall speed, with the Permissible Flight Envelope define'u consistent
with operational maneuvur, appropriate to the mission (sec Section V.G).

Ii the revised roll performance requirenints of para. 3.3.4 we have felt
the need to wake a further distinction as a function of airspeed within tile
Operational and Service Flight Envelopes.
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F. 3.1.8.4 SERVICE LOAD FACTORS

REQUIREMENT

3.1.8.4 Service load factors. Maximum and minimum service load factors,
n(+) [n(-)1, shall be established as a function of speed for several signifi-
cant altitudes. The maximum (minimum] service load facti'r, when trimmed for
1g flight at a particular speed and altitude, is the lowest [highest] algebra-
ically of:

a. The positi~ve [negative] structural limit load factor

b. Th-o steady load factor corresponding to the minimum allowable value of
lift coefficient for st~il warning (3.4.2.1.1.2)

c. The steady load factor at which the pitch control is in the full airplane-
nose-up [nose-down] position

d. A safe margin. below [above] the load factor at which intolerable buffet
or structural vibration is encountered.

rewrUSIttNreiennsa ghageoatak(4.) Spcfcly sal

Amendment 2 changed the wording of subparagraph b. to conform to the
warning reference was changed from angle of attack to lift coefficient.
The paragraph numb~er for stall warning requirements was changed.

F".
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G. 3.1.9 PERMISSIBLE FLIGHT ENVELOPES

REQUIREMENT

3.1.9 Permissible Flight Envelopes. The contractor shall define Permissible
Flight Envelopes which encompass all regions in which operation of the airplane
is both allowable and possible, consistent with 3.1.10.3.3. These Envelopes
define boundaries in terms of speed. altitude and load factor.

REIATED MIL-F-8785B PARAGRAPHS 3.1.9, 3.1.9.1, 3.1.9.2, 3.1.9.2.1

DISCUSSION

This revision deletes the restrictions on the Permissible Flight Envel-
opes (PFE), leaving only the real requirement that it be defined and that
it shall be possible for the pilot to return the aircraft to the Service Flight
Envelope. The cross-reference of 3.1.9 and 3.1.10.3.3 means that Level 2
flying qualities are not required outside of the Service Flight Envelope up
to stall, maximum dives or other similar limits which can be used to define
the PFE. The revision is intended to emphasize that the contractor is required
to d( ne the PFE appropriate to the airplane type and mission. For a
transport missioa, the requirement applies primarily to safety of flight items
related to stall and maximum dive speed. For a fighter mission, consideration
of extreme flight conditions related to combat would also be appropriate.
The PFE limits in MIL-F-8785B are still valid for many missions and the dis-
cussion in Reference 3 (some of which is repeated here) is still valid.

The maximum permissible speed in dives and level flight can and must be
defined for pilots' information. To allow for upsets, phugoid oscillations
and other inadvertent excursion.; beyond placard speed, some margin is often
needed between the maximum periiLssible speed and the high-speed boundaries of
the Operational and Service Flight Envelopes. No attempt has been made to
quantify such a margin, leaving only the basic requirement of 3.1.10.3.3. The
margin may also be set by other requirements, e.g. structural, gust upset, etc.
Civil airworthiness requirements will be appropriate for some military
airplanes.

The minimum permissible speed mus't also be defined; however, we feel that
minimum usable speed should be emphasized and not just allowed as a deviation
from stall speed. In MIL-F-8785B the minimum permissible speed was defined
in terms of V. or controllability limits. As noted in the discussion of mini-
mum service speed (see Section V.E), the literal definition of V5 could produce
speeds less than the aerodynamic stall speed. We suggest, therefore, the
definition of a minimum usable speed consistent with the mission requirements
and the other flight envelopes.

This change, of course, does not relieve the need to meet the requirements
on flight at high angle of attack (see paragraphs 3.1.10.3.3) but rather is
intended to emphasize consideration of those requirements according to the
mission.
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H. 3. 1. 10.3.3 FLIGHT OUTSIDE THE SERVICE FLIGHT ENVELOPE

REQUIREMENT

3. 1.10.3.3 Flight outside the Service Flight Envelope. From all points
in the Permissible Flight Envelopes, it shall be possible readily and
safely to return to the Service Flight Envelope without exceptional pilot
skill or technique, regardless of component or systam failures. The
requirements on flight at high angle of attack, dive characteristics, divc
recovery devices and dangerous flight conditions shall also apply.

DISCUSSION

This change was made by Amendment 2. Consistent with other changes in
the amendment, references to 'stall' and 'spin' have been replaced by the
more general reference to "flight at high angle of attack." The requirements
of 3.4.2 in Amendment 2 place more emphasis on resistance to loss of control.

32
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1. 3.1.11 INTERPRETATION OF SUJCIERLIEET

REQU IREMENT

3.1.11 Interpretation of subjective, requirements. In several instances
throughout the specification subjective terms, such as objectionable
flight characteristics, realistic time delay, normal pilot technique and
excessive loss of altitude or buildup of speed, have been employed to
permit latitude where absolute quantitative criteria might be unduly
restrictive. Final determination of compliance with requirements so worded
will be made by the procuring activity (1.5).

DISCUSSION

This paragraph, moved from section 4 by Amendment 2 for added emphasis,
seems self-explanatory. The further changes in the present revision to
replace 'qualitative' with the word 'subjective' was made to prevent con-
fusion with the definition of qualitative requirements to account for the
effects of atmospheric disturbances (3.8.2).

F'J
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J. 3.1.12 INTERPRETATION OF QUANTITATIVE REQUIREMENTS

REQUIREMENTS

3.1.12 Interpretation of quantitative requirements. The numerical requiremnts
of this specification generally are stated in terms of a linear mathmatical
description of the aircraft. Certain factors, for example flight control
system nonlinearities and higher-order characteristics or aerodynamic
nonlinearities, can cause the aircraft response to differ significantly from
that of the linear model. The contractor shall define equivalent classical
systems which have responses most closely matching those of the actual air-
craft. Then those numerical requirements of section 3 which are stated in
terms of linear system parameters (such as frequency, damping ratio and modal
phase angles) apply to the parameters of that equivalent system rather than
to any particular modes of the actual higher-order system. The procuring
activity shall. be the judge of the adequacy of the response match between
equivalent and actual aircraft.

DISCUSSION

In the past, both operaLional experience and flying qualities research
were largely limited to aircraft which behaved in the classical manner:
response to control and disturbance Inputs characterized by transfer functions
of familiar form. The effects of additional dynamics introduced through the
flight control system were recognized at the time MIL-F-8785B was written,
but limited knowledge prevented adequate treatnxnt. Still, aircraft design
developments continue to emphasize equalization to "improve" aircraft
response. In Reference 15, Stapleford discusses both good and bad possibil-
ities. Certainly one would expect that failure to consider one or more
dynamic modes in the frequency range of pilot control would give erroneous
resul ts. P'rine examples include the F-1430 and the YE-1731 designs. Thie F-14's
stability augmentation system was designed to increase the low short-period
frequency. At one stage It did that well in landing approach, but it also
introduced higher-order dynamics which resulted in an overall "effective
short-period frequency" little changed from augmxontation-off. In a flight
evaluation of predicted YF-17 characteris tics using the FDI1 CGalspan NT-33
Variable Stability Airplane, pilots rated the short-period response poor to
kad, - Tle equivalent-system approach may not have been used to improve the
response. However, it is pertinent that a coufiguration intended to have good
flying qualities got "good" plilot ratings in flight only after the flight
control system compensation had been simplified.

Boothli et a, 32 suggest several simple imechanizations which augment
stability without increasing the order of the system response. However,

prefilters, forward-loop conitensation, crossfeeds, etc. are legitimate

design tools which are being used on many current aircraft and indeed seem
to be the norm. T'hese artifacts do increase system order and we need to be
able to account for their effects in the requirements. Thus, with modern
flight control and stability augnentation systems, there is considerable
confusion regarding the "proper" selection of modal parameters such as short-
period frequency and damping. Correlation of Level I flying qualities with
characteristics of the bare airframe Is certainly not valid for agmented
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aircraft in general. Stability and control augmentation frequently introduce
additional dynamics in the frequency range of pilot -,ontrcl, thereby invalid-
ating any interpretation of the requirements in tors of particular roots
of a transfer function. Although these fallacies have been pointed out
many times, misinterpretations continue. The feeling is not uncommon that
some requirement just do not apply. To clarify application of the require-
ments to flying qualities in general this new paragraaph, 3.1.12, has been
added.

In reality we are only interested in pilots' )p4.,io:.a as to whether the
actual airplane dynamics enable the appropriate taskS Lo be performed well
enough with acceptable workload. We now require, ther;ore, that the actual
dynamics be approximated by the responses of transfer functions of classical
form. The appropriate parameters of this equivalent tiansfer function must
meet the modal requirements of the specification. Thi- so--called "equivalent

* system" approach allows continued use of the familiar ,:'ta base for a broad
range of mechanizations. It was proposed first in RLf, Lence 12, and more

'* recently has been advocated strongly by Hodgkinson and others (References 29c,
33, and 34).

In order to demonstrate compliance with th0 model. requirements of MIL-F-
8785C, equivalent systems must first be defined to approxi;.ate the actual
airplane dynamics whether predicted analytically or ohtai-nd from flight test.
Considerations for specific axes are discussed -,l.sew'.ere [-*i.lowing the appro-
priate requirement. In general, however, it has been ned'esstary to add a term
representing a time delay to the 'classical form' of the transfer functions.
This term has allowed a closer match of the higher-frequency content of most
advanced systems considered to date. The timei delay has been correlated with
pilot opinion ratings, and has yielded new requirements in 3.5.3.

The preceding discussion should not be taken to imply that there is little
problem with applying the specification requirements to equivalent system
parameters. For configurations which exhibit conventional-appearing dynamics,
application is indeed straightforward. It also appears to be true at present
that pilots are most comfortable with respOILse to dynamics that are 'natural',
i.e., like the classical modes. Certainly, additional prominent modes result
in a more complicated dynamic response. As we consider configurations with
dynamics which depart more and more from the classical order or form, then
more and more judgement will be required in defining the appropriate equivalent
system parameters and assessing compliance with the requirements. Hodgkinson
has suggested that flying qualities will be poor if no equivalent system can
be found to give a 'good' fit to the actual response. Success o" the equivalent
system approach in applying or defining the Level 2 and 3 boundaries is not
definite at this time. There are also questions which remain to be answered:
Is the equivalent system solution unique? (Not universally, it seems). Can
the equivalent system parameters be juggled until compliance is indicated?
(In limited observations, some tendency toward equivalent results from differ-
ent techniques has been noted). Are requirements necessary for either the
amount or the quality of the mismatch? (To date this has not been a major
problem). In spite of the qualifying remarks and the above questions, this
approach is a way to apply known requirements to advanced configurations with
high-order dynamic responses. We preserve the validated data base of MIL-F-
8785B and the experience in its use. At the same time the equivalent systems
are to be defined by matching an appropriate airplane response to pilot control
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input. We, therefore, focus attention on the quality of the actual. overall
response perceived by the pilot, rather than imply consideration of a dominant
mode as may be inferred (however incorrectly) for MIL-F-8785B. We also
believe that the use of the equivalent system approach is responsive to the
needs of designers. Failure of an equivalent system parameter to meet the
requirement then indicates the characteristics of the system (e.g., damping,
delay or lag, etc.) that must be improved. We acknowledge that the use of
equivalent systems Is not a magic solution to good flying qualities; however,
properly used it is a good tool for designing or evaluating advanced configur-
a tions which are becoming indiscriminately complex.

Determining Parameters of the Equivalent System

To facilitate the reduction of higher-order systems to equivalent systems,
a computer program is required. At this stage, Judging the adequacy of a
match remains something of an art - no method should be used blindly, without
exercise of engineering judgment. One such program utilizes a first-order
maximum-likelihood least-squares fit to find an optimum set of equivalent-system
parameters, given an initial estimate of this set, which minimizes a cost function.
The cost function is a measure of che area contained betwon the two amplitude
and phase curves in the sketch. One possible choice is, for frequencies at

- High Ordcr Response
- -Equivalent System

- • Frequency • rod/sic

J J Note. Intervals equi-spaced on log ;cale,I I

I I

SP20

20
Minimize Cost Functional, L (G,2 + WPi 2 ); W _ 0.02

i.e., Mismatch i-1

SKETCH OF EQUIVALENT SYSTEM DETERMINATION
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equal ly 'ioaced l1e3ari thmic increments , the sum of squa res of the galin errors
(in dec ibels) and, with a weight ing factor, the phase errors. It is not clear,
however, that e'ach frequency should he given equal weight. One might want
to force a good fit in the region around "crossover," which is v' measure of
the bandwidth expected for piloted closed- Loop control. That choice generally
wool d require some connideration of pilot adap tat ion: whethier, what form, how
much.

The match may he over a spec!ir ld Frequency range, or an open-loop phase
angle value may he substituted for the upper frequency limit.* As we shall1 see,
the phase-angle Mutff opt ion is eapuep I 1 1 .inp'.rtint . Opt ions could allow
the user to match ei ther the amlplitudi or phase port ion of thle Bode plot, or
bo0th portions, we ight ing the impor taice of each. Any or all, of the equiva) ent
system parameters may be "turned 1 ouse" simultaneously to undergo optimizsation,
wL[ii the rest of them remaining I nnuL Lye at st-ipuinted valueb, possibly being
freed In aI l ater I te rat ion. The k nemat ic relationships among the met ion
variables must be kept in mind; this point is discussed lIn some detail where
nplpro pr I it to toSpe if iV requ IremientLS .

The I nit [l set. or equivalent system pairameters can be det erm ined by
avariety of standard techni~ques, such as an "Veyeholl1' fit Of thle Bode

plel , analog matching techniques In the tWie domain (as In reference 23),
so f fIclI ntI to WintLa .1 I-xe the numerator tLime constanti, I' ý, at Lthe, bare-air-frame
value,( The i WItil value of santic gain is n ot cvritial, and can be
nomi~naly et: to 1.

To someW exteLnt , vx per unc e lIms whown that handli 1ng quo ... t Las prod icted
b~y eq i-vo lent system p~arameter's ore 10 r ly on Innnntive to the frequency
range over whi Ich the parameters were determined . The r o 1.lowing general.

gudide Ins are offered for short-term response:
1. Low-i reqUency vuitoff :I tpproX InIIIely .1 to .1 3 rod/sec - but at ¶

leosw 3 t limes the undamnped natural. f re0luVeny or. time coniftLan't of
any I ighLtIy-dampvd (egpiug'olId) mode.

2. II I.gh-l roqouecy cutoff: a frequency, (jIrod/see) 2 to 4 Omen, (one
or two oct ave s above) Ltem frequency at wli I li plinise anigl e centr ibut ion,
I(rod) , of the ali**raftr and fli Ight cont.rol system is given by

w-4 .7 + 0. Ul

Thle rutoff I re0qUVnCY usual ly need not eXceed 10 O)rdstne or' two
octaves gloera I Iy shin d be Hulf iIcloot margin f romu the l)Veak-resp41O111L' frequenIcy,
lin the aJI(_,ncv of a I las ing phenomena or nearby large s tru t~ural1 resonances.

A one-minuInte period corresponds to n frequency of 0.1I rod/see. l'hugcii d
ri recj Onc y usun I1I y Is inumre or lessm of haot orde r of ma gnl i tule . Spiroal d iver-
gene irequ iromen ts 11LiiiIt d ivyergen I iiverse L ime constant to be smallecr than
w) 08 for Level 2, (1. 1 for LovelI 3. The lii ghie(S t fre'quenlCy observed for
pil ot control In tLight trackilng Is 8 to 10) rod/sec. The phaSC. cutof f is
hosed on the Ne I -Sm ithI ainmIysis of 1ongi tudi1nal1 dynlinI-CHs their pilot model.,
w ithi a 0).'3 see . Lime declay , vaon con tr ibuhte no more than 900 lead c-ompmnaot ion:
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a maximum phase lead of n/2 - 0.3w ti help meet the -n phase-angle
stability criterion. Certainly that much or more high-frequency lead
would greatly downgrade pilot opinion.

Deciding whether a fit is good enough remains a matter of judgment.
We have no experience with trying to outsmart this requirement- but for
the higher-order systems which have been examined, most of the time a
decent fit could be found when looking for the best fit. The fraquency
range in which the fit is poorest, and the nature of the deviations,
should be considered if the fit is not uniformly good.

Tranpfer functions are inherently linear representations. Various
requirc....ats state specifically that they apply to all amplitudes of motion
to each1 cycle of oscillation. Generally, the intent in this specification
is to establish bounds on parameters of a rational quasilinear representa-
tion of the system for all reasonable amplitudes of control imputs and
airplane motions. The control saturation attendant to very high feedback
gain can result in poor flying qualities at moderate to large amplitudes
if saturation of control-surface amplitude or rate alters the motion para-
meters too severly from their values at small amplitude.

It is, of course, possible to find higher-order systems for which a
good fit could not be attained with an equivalent system. The problem
might arise with two or more lightly damped second-order roots in the
frequency range of interestL, or an uncommon closed-loop resonance near or
beyond 10 rad/sec, The question has tu be posed whether we could realis-
tically expect to encounter these systems it, practice. Examining several
actual higher-order systems, having both good and bad flying qualities, such
configurations seem to be rare. In the experience of liodgkinson and others
(Reference 33) inability to match with an equivalent system may in itself
be an indicaLl[on of very poor flying qualities.

One often encounters more than one equivalent system giving a good
fit. Slight differences in the frequency range used, differences in initial
parameter values, or differences in optimization procedure can lead to a
multitude of "equivalent" systems. The situation is analogous to the non-
uniqueness problem encountered by past researchers in analog matching.
Although this may present a dilemma for purposes of identifying a plant, in
our experience it has not been a problem for purposes of predicting handling
qualities Levels; each "good fit" equivalent system for a given higher-
order system has generally led to the same prediction of pitch tracking
flying qualities.
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SECTION VI

STATEMENT AND DISCUSSION OF
LONGITUDINAL REQUIREMENTS (3.2)

3.2 LONGITUDINAL FLYING QUALITIES

In the time since MIL-F-8785B and Reference 3 were published, various
atte:•pts have been made to develop new requirements. There is much discussion
on relative merits of the frequency domain vs the time domain, and on open-
loop vs closed-loop requirements. We have kept the form of the requirements
as in MIL-F-8785B for the present revision. In the future Standard and
Handbook, the intent is to present alternative requirements and discuss the
applicability of each, concentrating on how the different criteria are similar
rather than highlighting differences to choose a "best".
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A. 3.2. 1. 1 LONGITUDINAL STATIC STABILITY

REQUIREMENTS

3.2.1.1 Longitudinal static stability. For Levels 1 and 2 there shall be no
tendency for airspeed to diverge aperiodically when the airplane is disturbed
from trim with the cockpit controls fixed and with them free. This requirement
will be considered satisfied if the variations of ritch control force and
pitch control position with airspeed are smooth and the local gradients
stable, with:

a. Trimmer and throttle controls not moved from the trim settings by
the crew,

b. 1-g acceleration normal to the flight path, and,

c. Constant altitude

over a range about the trim speed of + 15 percent or + 50 knots equivalent
airspeed, whichever is less (except where limited by the boundaries of the
Service Flight Envelope). Alternatively, this requirement will be considered
satisfied if stability with respect to speed is provided through the flight
control system, even though the resulting pitch control force and deflection
gradients may be zero. For Level 3 the requirent'nts may be relaxed, subject
to approval by the procuring activity of the maximum instability to be allowed
for the particular case. In no event shall its time to double amplitude be
less than 6 seconds. In the presence of one or more other Level 3 flying
qualities, no static longitudinal instability will be permitted unless the
flight safety of that combination of characteristics has been demonstrated Lo
the satisfaction of the procuring activity. Stable gradients mean that the
pitch controller deflection and force increments required to maintain
straight, steady flight at a different speed are in the same sense as those
required to initiate the speed change; that is, airplane-nose-down control
to fly at a faster speed, airplane-nose-up control to fly at a slower speed.
lhle term gradient does not include that portion of the control force or control
position versus airspeed curve within the breakout force range.

DISCUSSION

Explicit sanction is given to zero control gradients if stability with
respect to disturbances is provided through stability or control augmentation.
This was not intended to be excluded by MIL-F-8785B, as can be illustrated
by quoting directly from Reference 3: "''he primary purpose of the static
stability paragraphs of MIL-F-8785B is to prevent divergences in airspeed
and angle of attack which might remain undetected by a busy pilot so that,
at the worst, the airplane would end up in an unsafe flight condition or
run out of control available for recovery. A statement banning such diver-
gences was therefore made the primary requirenment of 3.2.1.1. Airplanes
having certain types of SAS, such as maneuver- command systems, have zero
gradients of control force and position with speed yet can be quite stable
with respect to external disturbances. If such systems meet the primary
intent of 3.2.1.1, i.a., positive stability with respect to speed, paragraph
3.2. 1.1 should not be interpreted as disallowing these systems." Thus,
although artificial stability was "allowed" by the discussion of Reference 3,
the increasing use of control modes such as attitude hold/rate conmmand makes
it more desirable to add this clarification to the specification itself. For
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design guidance it should be noted that zero speed stability removes an airspeed
cue that pilots sometimes find valuable, particularly at low speed; and that
automatic trimming has been known to lead to an insidious slowdown of some
aircraft to stall when the pilot holds a small back force.

A second effect of the revision is to limit the requirement for stability
to Levels 1 and 2. MIL-F-8785B allowed no static instability, even for
Level 3, giving a designer only the choice between making the basic airframe
stable or requesting approval of a Special Failure Statc. This conservative
requirement was self-defeating, because once the boundary was violated,
there was no explicit limit or even guidance on the tolerable amount of
instability. Reference 3, p. 56, does provide a brief qualitative discussion
on control-surface-fixed instability for consideration of possible Special
Failure States. Again, it was decided to put this allowance into the speci-
fication itself with an explicit limit on the instability allowed and with
additional guidance, such as 3.410, Control Margin.

Excesses of either stability or instability increase the control power
required. Conceivably, supersonic performance optimization may give an
uncontrollably rapid divergence subsonically. In that case, simple pitch
rate augmentation might be used to restore control with high reliability
(e.g., the SST "hard SAS"). In Reference 36, Wasserman and Mitchell report
that "with increased pitch damping (T, held constant),... the associateddelay in the appearance of the instalility in attitude response was considered
'insidious'".

The original backup document, Reference 3 p. 60 and 61, in discussing
data interpretation allows that "A certain amount of static instability
might have been allowable for Level 3, as shown in several references.
After studying the available data, it is obvious that many factors influence
the amount of instability which can be handled. Because even a small insta-
bilitycan be quite dangerous under some circumstances (e.g., low total damping),
it was decided to require the airplane to be statically stable, even for
Level 3. Aside from the data, the r-e is great reluctance to allow airplanes
to be designed with any instabilities, because of design and requirement
uncertainties, and because of the possibility of experiencing several Level 3
flying qualities simultaneously..." That report shows data that indicate
a Level 3 limit for phugoid-mode time to double amplitude of 8 to 10 seconds
(pp. 70, 71).

Since publication of MIL-F-8785, ground-based and in-flight simulation
studies related to the Boeing SST, the B-I and other configurations have
shown the apparent feasibility even of instrument landing with static in-
stability as great as 6 seconds to double amplitude. The Concorde now in
conmt'rcial service becomes statically unstable as the angle of attack for
stick shaker operation is approached. Tlhe F-16 with a degree of relaxed
static stability appears to be a very successful design. Still the possible
cases are so diverse that it seems better not to allow any instability with-
out substantiation that the airplane does indeed remain flyable. Therefore,
the requirement provides for review of the actual Level 3 boundary by the
procuring activity. For cases similar to those which have been previously
investigated in some detail, perhaps analysis would be an adequate basis
for approval. In other cases, ground-based or in-flight simulation might
be necessary to establish an appropriate quantitative Level 3 boundary.
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An unstable airframe (even though stabilized through the flight control
system) runs the risk of uncontrollable divergence if control authority
or rate is insufficient; see 3.4.10, Control Margin.

Level 3 applies to Airplane Failure States of greater or lesser probabil
ity in the Service or Operational Flight Envelopes respectively. It is rational
to ask how to consider combinations of adverse conditions: Flight Envelope,
maneuvering, turbulence level, wind shear, visibility; etc. Worst-case
combinations of everything are possible, but with slight probability.

In view of Air Force missions, IFR must be considered common; therefore,
one would seem remiss not to consider both VFR and IFR for Level 3. The Level 3
definition is perhaps as explicit as neces.3ary about maneuver capability;
somehow or other get through the remaining Flight Phases and make a safe land-
ing, without particular danger of damage. Other factors might also be consid-
ered to compound the difficulty to the extent that they are commonly encoun-
tered: light to moderate turbulence and winds, with the expected exponential
shear near the ground; loose formation Ilight, perhaps including in-flight
refueling with difficulty but not danger.

The 6-second limit on instability was derived from in-flight and ground-
based simulator studies which have shown that unstable configurations are
safely flyable. Reference 36, for example, indicated a Level 2 boundary at
2.5 seconds in 'light' turbulence and 4.25 seconds in 'moderate' turbulence.
Pilot ratings were fairly constant at 5 to 6 until the time to double
amplitude was reduced below 6 seconds, when significant deterioration began.
A seemingly conservative value was chosen for the absolute limit on allowable
pitch instability. These experiments were conducted in a research atmosphere,
however, not in a real operational environment. There is also the matter
of design uncertainties "cliffs", where small differences in configuration or
flight condition can have a large effect on flying qualitiesk This degree of
instability allows little margin for later addition of more - destabilizing
external stores.

Little is yet known about the cumulative effects of several poor flying
qualities together, except that an aircraft that is safe with any one
"unacceptable" quality can become unflyable with some combinations of these
characteristics. Further, a number of plausible single and multiple failures
can degrade several handling qualities at once. Loss of just the pitch axis
of augmentation, for example, could degrade damping, frequency, maneuvering
force gradients, friction and backlash. A pilot-induced oscillation could
not be stopped by clamping the control stick if d6,,/dnz is unstable. Con-
sideration must also be taken of the pilot controller characteristics and
other modes, to ensure that there will not be any unsafe combinations of
Level 3 qualities.

Control of an unstable vehicle requires a high degree of pilot attention.
In approach and landing pilots do concentrate on flying to the extent that
a rather large amount of instability may not even be noticed; the pilot may
unconsciously compensate if feasible, to retain precision and closed-loop
stability. World War I experience with unstable fighters showed high
effectiveness to be possible, but with significant aircraft loss rates due
to loss of control. At this date it is not possible to sort out the exact
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degree of instability or the contributions of inadequate pilot training, lack
of a known spin recovery technique, and other airplane idiosyncracies. In
cruise, pilots tend to be less atentive to the controls. Several flight
investigations, however, have documented the adequacy of the new Level 3
instability limit for safe flight in general.

Note that the revision allows an unstable airframe with artificial
stability, does not require it. A designer can consider this option in
design trade-offs, but for some missions the best solution may not be an
unstable airframe.

The new revision keeps the Amendment 2 clarification of the definition of
stable gradients. Specification of constant altitude in these requirements is
definitive at some sacrifice of relevance. Reference 3, Appendix TVA, pages
679 and 630, discusses flight test techniques.

Substantiation

In response to a step control input, stable aircraft reach new steady
values of 0, a, h and V; unstable aircraft have the same initial response, then
diverge, as illustrated by the following figure I (from Reference 37). For
a supersonic transport design, impulse responses are shown for various
degrees of static instability as C varied. Also shown is the responseof a configurations having much more static instabili.ty, with time to double
amplitude increased by a pitch damper. Evaluation pilocs rated both of these
configurations unacceptable, but termed the latter's characteristics insidious.
From Reference 38, commenting on an F9F-2 airplane with static instability
ameliorated by a pitch damper to give about 6 seconds to double amplitude:

"The rate of divergence of the airspeed was
scarcely noticable to the pilots in normal
flying. However, this degree of instability
might be objectionable for flight operations
where accurate control, of airspeed is re-
quired."

From Reference 39, pilot tolerance of aperiodic instability is much
greater than of oscillatory instability (Figures 2 and 3); nevertheless, the
2/3 sec T2 boundary of that variable-stability YF-86D evaluation for
aperiodic divergence is not considered safe. With less than 1 second to
double amplitude, "there was a dangerous situation in that a short distractlon
of the pilot's attention could allow the unstable vehicle to diverge to the
point that it was difficult to recover". For statically stable configurations
"the unacceptable boundary is close to the zero damping boundary over most
of the frequency range... in the very low-frequency and very high - frequency
ranges a small amount of posit-ve damping is required to remain within the
acceptable region". Commenting on this different tolerance, Taylor and Day
(reference 40) state:

"at the higher frequencies, the technique for controlliagthe motion was not learnead as quickly ... Controlling

the pure divergence in the region of a static insta-
bility was more natural and less tiring than controlling
the oscillatory airplane motions, inasmuch as the pilot need
only to counteract the angle-of-attack divergence
without leading the motion to stabilize the aircraft."
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Figure 3. Pilot rating as a function o5 1/T 2 and 1/T 1 / 2 for constant
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Neglecting the 0.15-second control-system time constant T,
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The unchanged phugoid requirerent, T2 > 55 seconds for Level 3, still
limits the tolerable oscillatory instability at low frequency (the cx, q
and nz feedbacks used in these variable - stability airplanes would not
suppress the phugoid mode in the region of low short-period frequency and
damping). Higher-frequency instabilities are unlikely, requiring considerable
negative aerodynamic damping; the limit of 6 seconds to double amplitude
would fit the Level 3 boundary of Ref. 39 for o < wn < 6 rad/sec.

For aperiodic instability, reference 41 shows that the boundary of
acceptability "for energency condition" (Cooper 6.5) was insensitive to
the value of lift-curve slope, or I/TO2 or nz/a, for positive lift-curve
slopes. This boundary value was 2 seconds to double amplitude.

Reference 36 demonstrates that at least at low speeds, the "short-
period" approximation can give a grossly different value of T2 ; further,
configurations with unstable values thus calculated are rated bad. The
T2 obtained from the angle-of-attack trace matched the theoretical value
well when Cr was actually linear. References 36 and 37 both elaborate
on the range of values for tine to double amplitude obtained by different
means: calculation f -om three-degree-of-freedom equations and various
simplifications, measurement from a,8 or V responses. MN nonlinearities
gave different results for nose-up and nose-down perturbations; of course
the worst direction would govern, for all reasonable magnitudes. Most of the
evaluations gave some consideration to turbulence. Reference 36's baseline
configuration had a Level 2 value of dY/dV, but zero values were included
in the evaluation - with a little improve ment Jn rating, less noticeable
in turbulence. The evaluations considered both visual and instrunmnt- flight.

On the basis of all these considerations, 6 seconds to double amplitude
seems a reasonable, safe limit. Oýperators may be well advised to give
pilots of potentially unstable airplanes sonm flight simulator experience
with such instability. The provision for deninstratl n "to the satisfaction
of the procuring activity" impleiants reference 3's caveat that two or more
Level 3 characteristics together may be unflyable.
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B. 3.2.1.2 PHUGOID STABILITY

DISCUSSION

The phugoid requirements have not been changed. An attitude hold/rateI command system used as the normal means of piloted control will tend to sup-
press the phugoid mode. If the mode is not evident, then certainly the
damping requirement of 3.2.1.2 has been met. Of course an attitude command is
not suitable for unrestrictedmaneuvering. However, attitude command may be
found acceptable - possibly even desirable - for small corrections to an
essentially straight flight path as on landing approach; and rate plus integral
signal in the forward loop with pitch-rate feedback, can provide attitude
hold hands-off while retaining rate command for maneuvering. As discussed
under 3.1.2.2, the resulting zero gradient of control force with airspeed
is permitted (See also the discussion on side effects of stabiltiy and control
augmentation under 3.5.4).

Reference 12 proposed that increased phugoid damping should be required
at all Levels when the frequency was greater than about 0.1 rad/sec. Con-
versely, Reference 7 recommended that the requirements be relaxed if the period
of the phugoid oscillation was greater than 30 secs. Considering data scatter
plus the interaction of the requirement with gust response due to Mu and with
separation from the short-period frequency, we have not changed the MIL-F-
8785B requirements.

Reference 33 discusses two different approaches to deriving equivalent
system parameters for the phugold mode. The actual pitch dynamics can be
matched by an equivalent 'full'longitudinal transfer function of the form:

0 K (s + 1/Tl )(S + I/ T) E AES

+ + w2 ,)(S2 + 2r + W 2 )Fs (s2 + 2 PEwnp+ 2pE)(S2 + SPE npSPE)

The nmtching would obviously be done over a frequency iange that spans the I
range of control inputs (typically 0.01 to 10. rad/sec.). If the (equivalent)
short period and phugoid modes are separated so th!'t there is no significant
interaction, then it is accurate to match the phugoid mode separately, i.e.,

0 Kp(s + 1/tr)

Fs (s2 + 2r, pn ES + w2n E) E

over a restricted frequency range appropriate to the mode. A lower frequency
bound of 0.01 rad/sec. is probably appropriate, but the upper bound is a
function of the response characteristics. At this time we suggest using the
frequency corresponding to the minimum gain between the resonant peaks of 4
the pitch rate response to pilot input.
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C. 3.2.1.3 FLIGHT-PATH STABILITY

DISCUSSION

No change is made at this time. It should be noted, however, that
engine response must also be considered in determining the adequiacy of
speed and flight-path control. For example, Reference 29e discusses the

F-100~~~ ~~ enie ofeYhnscnb oei the dloesignspofanewn engines io
piloting difficulties created by changing to slower-responding engines inthe F-4. Engine manufacturers are little aware of flying qualities, so
people concerned with the airframe must take special pains. As shown by the
F-100 engine, often things can be done in the design of a new engine to
improve its response. Integration of flight and propulsion control systems
offers further possibilities (Reference 42 is an example of work being done
in this area).

For STOL operation on the normal approach glide path, Gerken (Reference
11) with C-14 and C-15 type aircraft in mind specifies the MIL-F-8785B values
of dy/dV "when the longitudinil column is used chiefly for rapid flight
path crintrol"(conventional techni.que). On the other hand, for "backside
tc,.innque", "when a primary controller other than the longitudinal column
is used to effect a rapid change in flight path", he specifies dy/dV no more
than: Level 2 0.35 degrees/knot at Vomin

Level 1 0.20 degrees/knot at Vomin

and no more than 0.05 deg/kt more positive 5 knots slower. When a speed hold
mode is functioning, the requiremet t does not apply. The new part ofthe requirement accounts for the "back-side technique", which can be learned:

control flight path with throttle, and airspeed through pitch attitude com-
manded by column or stick.

Reference 11 states other pertinent requirements as well. For Level 1,
hands-off flight path stability is called out - reinforcement of short.-
period and phugoid requirements. Also, the ratio of steady pitch attitude
to flight-path angle "at constant airspeed for column inputs, for airplanes
that use the longitudinal column for rapid flight-path control, shall be
0.75 < AO/Ay _< 1.5 for Level 1, 0.5 < AO/Ay < 1.5 for Levels 2 and 3." The
requirement implies a functioning airspeed hold mode while the pilot commands
flight path in the "conventional" anmner with pitch control, rather than in
the "backside" manner with throttle. It is intended zo assure conventional
response in STOL operation where bare-airframe characteristics may be masked
by augmientation.

The numerical requirements of MIL-F-8785B were chosen with some consid-
eration of turbulence, and Reference 20 specifically comments that "the values
specified make sufficient allowance for the effects of at least moderate
turbulence". In Reference 28 we suggested a possible form for flight-path
stability requirements as explicit functions of atmospheric disturbances.
Recognizing that flight path/airspeed control becomes more difficult as
disturbance intensity Increases, the following form is suggested for the
maximum value of rate of change of flight path angle with airspeed:
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ATMOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES

FLYING LIGHT MODERATE SEVERE

QUALITIES

LEVEL 1 0.06 -0.03 -0.12

LEVEL 2 0.15 0.06 -0.03

LEVEL 3 0.24 0.15 0.0

The nunbers suggested for moderate and severe atmospheric disturbances are
arbitrary, at present. It should be pointed out, however, that the sense of
these requirements can be satisfled by increasing airspeed which is coimionly
done in adverse conditions. In application, therefore, th's requirement would
probably mean defining the approach speeds to be used in adverse conditions,
rather than a "rule of thuinb" of adding 50% of the wind or 50% of the reported
gusts to the approach speed.

Lack of data precluded any atcempt to include such a requirement in the
specificaticn. If desired by the procuring activity subjective requiremants
would be applied through the new section 3.8.3.

Ralph Smith, Ref. 43, proposes an alternative to the dy/dV requirement
to apply when the "backside technique" is used, an upper bound on time to
ý.Lrest rate of sink Ay - 3 deg. by throttle control:

Level. I ts < 3.0 sec.

Level 2 3.0 < ts < 5.0 sec.

ievel. 3 5.0 < ts
based on reported experience with 14 Class II, III and IV airlplanes. His
calculations included increumntal elevator deflection for a 5 deg. increase
in angle of attack. For front-side operation he believes his proposed short-
period requirellmnts (discussed in the next subsection) to be sufficient.
"More research is clearly needed if ntre definitive power approach requirements
are to be developed".

I
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D. 3.2.2.1 SHORT-PERIOD RESPONSE

REQUIREMENT

3.2.2.1 Short-period response. The short-period response of angle of attack
which occurs at approximately constant speed, and which may be produces by
abrupt pitch control inputs, shall meet the requirements of 3.2.2.1.1 and
3.2.2.1.2. These requirements apply, with the cockpit control free and with
it fixed, for responses of any magnitude that might be experienced in service
use. If oscillations are nonlinear with amplitude, the requirements shall
apply to each cycle of the oscillation. In addition to meeting the numerical
requirements of 3.2.2.1.1 and 3.2,2.1.2, the contractor shall show that the
airplane has suitable response characteristics in atmospheric disturbances
(3.7 and 3.8).

3.2.2.1.1 Short-period frequencyand acceleration sensitivity, The equivalentji1
short-period undamped natural frequency, wnsp, shall be within the limits
shown on figures 1, 2 and 3. If suitable means of directly controlling normal
force are provided, the lower bounds on WnSl, and n/n of figure 3 may be relaxed
it approved by the procuring activity.

3.2.2.1.2 Short-period damping. The equivalent short-period danping ratio,
r Spý shall be within the limits of table IV.

TABLE IV. Short-period damping ratio limits.

Category A and C Flight Phases Category B Flight Phase"

Level Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum

I 0.35 1.30 0.30 2.00
2 0.25 2.00 0.20 2.00
3 0,15* 0.15

*May be reduced at altitudes above 20,000 feet if approved by the
procuring activI ty.

DISCUSSION

The first change is to add the reference to Sections 3.7 and 3.8 to the
MIL-F-8785B requirement for "suitable response characteristics in atmospheric
disturbances" in 3.2.2.1, rather than delete that sentence as proposed earlier.

The other change is to call out explicitly equivalent frequency in3.2.2.1.1 and equivalent damping ratio in 3.2.2.1.2 even though it would

be covered by 3.1.12. The equivalent parameters are to be determined by
approximating the actual frequency response by an equivalent transfer function
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of the form:

6(s) KýAES (s + I/TE)

F (s) s2 + 2EWES + 2w"

Note that it is required to match the overall airplane reEponse to pilot--
applied control force so as to include all the contributions from the flight
control system, feel system, etc. In ar ideal 'classical' system which is
truly represented by the short-period mode, the equivalent time delay would
be too small to be of concern, the equivalent frequency and damping ratio
would be the values determined from the short-period roots, and

]. i g I•VS

TE T62 V 2m

For some configurations, this may still, be a valid representation. For an
augmented system in general, however, the tine delay is liable to be signif-'
icant and the other parameters assume equivalent values which may differ from
their classical approximation. A. is the total effective time delay contributed
by all sources including high-frequency flight control system modes (actuators,
compensation, etc.), digital sampling and computation delays, etc., etc. The
requirements on allowable time delay, both actual and equivalent, are presented
in Section 3.5.3.

The interpretation of equivaler' numerator time constant has also been
questioned, because of its relation i the airframe parameter na. In practice
we suggest that if a 'good response m,.tch' can be obtained using l/T fixed at
the value calculated from the airframe nC, then this would be the preferred
approach. Reference 34, however, presents data to support using an optimized-
fit "equivalent nc" for comparison with the wn y vs n/a requirements in MIL-
F-8785C. This equivalent n (= Vi ) is to be nterpreted as a parameter influ-
encing the acceptability of the snhoTt-term response to pit;,h control input;
it is not the steady-state "normal acceleration sensitivity, n/a ". This
approach will be required for many augmented systems, especially when the
relationship between pitch acceleration and steady state normal acceleration
is modified by the flight control system. In that case, we would also
recommend matching both normal acceleration and pitch rate response simultan-
eously. As discussed under "Alternative Criteria" it may be desired to
specify both w2 /[(V/g)(I/TE)? and w,2 /(n/a).

Figure 7 (from Reference 34) indicates the possible interpretations of
results with I/TE free in obtaining the equivalent system parameters. For the
point plotted at the high value of n,,, the proximity to the lower frequency
boundary is consistent with pilot comments of sluggishness. Data from
References 23 and 48 were compared with the MIL-F-8785C boundaries using this
interpretation of equivalent n,,. The results are given in Figures 8 and 9
(also form Reference 34), showing reasonable correlation. Rather than specify
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this approach at this time. we recommend that any configuration which shows
a significant change in equivalent system values from n% fixed to n. free
be considered a potential flying qualities problem. In particular, it may
be appropriate to consider alternative criteria as discussed in the fol-
lowing subsections.

The Level 3 flooron uWn i(n/a) was adopted in MIL-F-8785, according to
Ref. 3, to account for unceilainties in the data and concern for safety
when the pilot is not concentrating intently the riloting task. To 11
keep this floor is not exactly consistent with allowing 6 seconds to double
amplitude in 3.2.1.1, longitudinal static stability. Although it was not
possible to reach agreement to delete the Level 3 boundary of 3.2.2.1.1,

the specification does allow the Procuring Activity to grant a Special
Failure State upon review. Of course, the specification can - should - be
tailored for each procurement. Expressed willingness to consider relaxed
static stability would be a prior evidence that, given enough justification,
reliability, etc., this Level 3 floor would be waived.

ALTERNATIVE CRITERIA

Numerator Time Constant

All along, there has been considerable discussion as to whether T'02 or
n. is the more appropriate parameter to characterize pitch respcnse. References
44 and 45, for example, both discuss the importance of the numerator time
constant, while Referpnce 46 suggests that it is the important parameter in
landing approach. The British flying qualities specification (Ref. 20) uses
the w2/nm requirement, )f MIL-F-8785B/C, except that the Category C requirements
are modified by the addition of the following:

Minimum values of n. V < 100 kn V > 100Kn
I

Lev6A. 1 boundary 1.67 V(Kn)/60

Levels 2 and _' boundary 1.0 V(Kn)/100

With the classical approximate relationship between n. and TO2 , this is
equivalent "o specifying maximum values for TO2 of 3.1 secs. for Level 1 and
5.2 secs. for Levels 2 and 3. There is also a note that these lower bounds of
n. may apply to Category A as well as Category C.

Die *req-iirerrents of MIL-F-8785B were in terms of n• and did not consider
numerator time constant per se.. It is possible for two classical aircraft to
have the same values of short-period frequency and damping and n. but differ-
ent numerator time constants, just by virtue of having different airspeeds.
The specification would not discriminate
between these two configurations

in terms of flying qualities, although there
is a change in pitch dynamics, as sketched. IF!
Mhc effect of that change on pilot opinion
rating is going to be influenced by -he \
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proximity of 1/T3 2 to the short-period frequency (and possibly by the phugoid
dynr.mics also). To support using r., instead of I/TO2 for the final version
of MIL-F-8785B, Reference 3 cited:

(32Sp/(n/a) and C boundaries fit the available flight data,
over an n/a range of 12.3 to 61.5 for Category A Flight Phases,
roughly 2 to 20 for B-70 Category B, and 2+ to 11 for Category C.
w2  /(n/a) corresponds to (Fs/n)MF and to Bihrle's Control
Anticipation Parameter, Reference 47, the ratio of initial
pitching acceleration to steady-state load factor, for pitch
control. This correspondence holds for any forms of stability
and control augmentation involving only the pitch control, as
well as for the basic airframe.

Also wn2Sp/(i/a) tends to be invariant with speed, so that over a wide speed
range an airplane can stay within the boundaries. That is a nice practical
convenience.

The use of an equivalent n. based on a numerator time constant should
bridge the two opposing factions. Preliminary studies at Naval Air Development
Center indicate the following tendencies for several current airplanes:

The actual short-period roots can be misleading indicators offlying qualities.

With I/TO2 fixed at - Zw, large TE would indicate poor flying
qualities.

2With free I/TO2 , smallwE/(n/a)E would indicate poor flying qual-
ities.

Simultaneously matching 0/Fs and n/Fs reduced the TE and (n/a)E
excursions somewhat.

Now, TE is to represent the numerator time constant T0 in the short-period
response to pitch commands, according to the classical frequency response
sketched. To determine airplane characteristics
pertinent to attitude control, then, TE should
be freed so that the best fit to the prescribed

1/Fs transfer function may be found. But
in the short term, normal acceleration is
related to pitch attitude by the raio of I Fthe two transfer functions. Using the short- / )

period approximation,
n (V/g) s rota
Ss/h-Zw) + 1

(As noted earlier, strictly this n is near the instantaneous "enter of rota-
tion, so that the n/6 zeros are very large). For control aiid stabilization
with a single control surface, feedback cannot change the nimerators of any of
the transfer functions; while forward-loop and feedback zeros cascade
the same additional dynamics on all the respcnses - for example:
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Thus the time constant of the n/f response ratio is independent of the flight
control system:

l/T°  _Zw
Zw is a fairly accurately known stability derivative of the controls - fixed
aircraft. Also, recall that Bihrle's Control Anticipation Parameter (CAP,
Ref. 3) is:

qo s 2 N,9gl w-o WS g
CAP = .=-- -- 0

nf. Nnj n/a V
840

The equivalence of CAP and w,2/ (n/a) holds fairly generally unless stability
augmentation employs an addi tonal control surface (e.g., wing flap. Since
qo/r, is found from n(s)/o(s), the TO in CAP should correspond to -Z, which
is not necessarily 1/TE. For consonance between pitching and normal-acceler-
ation response to control inputs, then, T should remain fixed at its known
value instead of being freed to optimize the fit. (Fortunately, in a number
of cases we have found that it makes no difference, the optimized T value
is close to the basic - airframe value). E

An alteraative "CAP" uses initial cockpit normal acceleration instead
of 4o, since at the pilot location:

npo = no + Xpqo

T1his interpretation seems to fit some large aircraft, but how then would
one explain past successful combat aircraft with zero or negative xp?

These dilemmas cannot always be resolved conclusively. If a good
match can be obtained with fixed TE, that would seem tc be the thing to Ao.

From the frequency - response sketch of J0/Fs I it is the frequency
separation of w and I/TE that determines the degree of departure from
"ideal" K/s - like response at frequencies below wrpS

log WF, - log I/TE = log (WET)

so that from consideration of the pitch response alone, the proper parameter
would be wET. Nevertheless, Ref. 3 shows that the similar parameter w2 T~g/V
correlatesEt~e available data; Ref. 34 shows further correlation.
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Bandwidth and Phase Sensitivity

For Category C Flight Phases Ashkenas, Hoh and Craig (Ref. 14) propose
Levell and 3 requirements (Fig. 10) to assure adequate pitch attitude
bandwidth and preclude excessive response sensitivity to pilot gain and com-
pensation. To the phase angles and slopes of O/Fs and 8/6s are added the
contribution of an 0.3 - second (pilot's) time delay. Phase ,l is measured
at a frequency of I rad/sec. Slope is taken as the averave over a 1-octave
spread (W/ 2 < w < V2). For a minimum-phase system (stable, with I/To,
and I/TO2 positive) Mb/Aw is measured at the higher of the frequency for peak
q or 1 rad/sec.

This requirement gets directly at "The basic inner attitude response
features which are necessary regardless of outer-loop control problems or aux-
iliary (e.g., direct lift) control". It applies to "The complete airplane
attitude response including both the phugoid and short-period modes, ... flight
control system characteristics [and] the various controlled element forms
resulting from current flight control augmentation concepts". However, we
saw sufficient drawbacks not to use it. There is no Level 2 boundary, and
the data points shown with pilot rating < 6.5 were scattered on both sides of
the "Level 3" boundary. In addition, recent experience (e.g., Ref. 48) j
indicates that a I rad/sec. bandwidth is often insufficient for the flare and

touchdown phase of a precision landing. Also, there is a natural reluctance
to have such different forms of requirement for terminal and up-and-away
flight.

Ralph Smith's Criteria

Ralph Smith (Ref. 43) proposes a set of requirements for short-term
longitudinal response based on a "no-tracking hypothesis": "Optimum handling
qualities demands minimum closed-loop control by the pilot". His parameters
include:

tq time to first peak of the q(t) response to a step input

iii stick force. j

az- )4(Jwcd _F) (Jc) - !4. 3Wc; azp is normal acceleration at pilot station.Fs
Wc criterion frequency, rad/sec. approximately the crossover

frequency of the pilot - aircraft system dynamics for
pitch attitude tracking; a function of aircraft dynamics and
disturbance bandwidth (Fig. 11).

His proposed requirements are:

0.2 < tq < 0.9 for Level I
S < -2db/octave f( Level I

A__ (j) > -1230 for Level 1., -1650 for Level 2

> -1600 when - 1220 > 4(jw) > -1300, for Level 1
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0
> 220' when -148() ", (Jo) -1650, for Level 2

s C' -

Level 3 floors exist, but data to establish them Is lacking. This set of
requirements was proposed tentatively, subject to further validation. Smith
proposes similar requirements for direct-lift control modes and for tasks
in which relative position Is important, such as aerial refueling and forma-
tion flight. Time did not permit full consi[deration of Smith's suggestions
for M[L-F-8785C.

Tlime-Domain Criteria

With the thought that pilots are relatively more interested in pitch
rate at" low speed but normal acceleration at high speed, Malcolm and Tobie
(Ref. 49) proposed a criterion lin terms of the parameter:

V

C* = K(nz +--c q 4-1 1) 1

where n, + ip q is the normal Load factor at the pilot station and VCo,
often taken to be 400 ft/sec., is the airspeed at which the n and q signals

are equal. Malcolm and Tobie derived C* Lime-history boundaries from Cornell
Aero Lab "bul lseyes" (see Ref. 3, p. 63). Later, Kisslinger and Wendi.
proposed modified C* boundariles (Ref. 50) derived from their ground-based
simulator studies. Time-hi I story bounds are an appealing form of criteria,
usefu.l to the flight control designer. However, several investigators
(e.g., Neal. and Smith 23, and Brulle in a Mcl)onnell internal memo dated
31 l)ecember 1.974) have found the C* criterion Lacking in good correlation
with pilot ratings of flying qualities.

While pilots do not charactorstlical I.y make the step control inputs

used in this and a number of other time-response criteria, a step does have
a broad-band frequency contLeiit altliough amplitude varLes with frequency.
malcolm and Tobie also devised a frequency response version oF their C*
cr i terion.

Time Re,;.ponse Parameter (TRI')

Abrams' T'lP (Ref. 50) is based on d e ld time, [; d , lay time, t cycliHC

time, t ; and ratio of overshoot to sLUadV stale, .. for the pitc i-rate

and normal-acce orat:ion responses to a step st Icrk force (Figure 12):

'TRlP = (TRP)6 + (!'RP);a + 0.. (, - 0.2)
z 11z

(TRP))O = (t /t )-, 4- 0.08 (A 1 - 1.0)
dC

(TRm)n = 0..5 (t - 0.7) + 0.3 (A - 0.3)z d11 n
z
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where tile constants were determined Lmp I 1'ical ly. The 0.2 (T -0.2) term
is used only when TRP is small, less than .23. All terms muse be positive
if any should be negative they are set to zero.

Brulle and Moran (Ref. 8) plot this criterion using the data of Ref. 52
to show good correlation with Cooper-Harper pilot rating:

PR = 10 - 12.19 exp (-3.18 TRP)

with +1 rating encompassing almost all the data. Using fixed-based simulator
evaluations, Brulle again gets excellent correlation of TRP with pilot rating.
However, Figure 12 shows this trend to be rather different from that of the
Di Franco data. Some moving-base simulator results were intermediate, as
were some cases which had deadbeat response with and without direct lift.
For these Abrams has suggested a modified TRP with an additional term,

TRP - 1.4t11z + .16

Thus TRP appears to be a useful. indicator of flying quality trends, though
it does not yet seem definitive enough to use as a requirement.

Chalk's Pitch Rate Response Cr1iteria

In Reference 53, Chalk proposed requireiients on pitch rate response as
shown in Figure 13. Maximum values for effective time delay, t 1 , were
also specified but since they are similar to the requlrements in 3.5.3 of
MIL-F.-8785C they are not discussed here. For a classical second-order
system the parameters used, transient peak ratio and rise time parameter,
art, directly related to the parameters used in MlL-F-8785C, viz damping

ratio and Control Anticipation Paraieter. Once formulated as shown,
however, the requirements are Independent of system order and apply directly
to the actual response - thus avoiding problems of interpretation. Tlhe
actual numbers themselves are also revised from the corresponding ones 'In
MLL-F-8785i.

CLOSED-LOOP AND PSEUDO CLOSEI)-LOOP CRITERIA

Neal-Smith Criteria

A criterion for good closed-loop pitch tracking was proposed by Neal
and Smith in Reference 23. Thie gain a,,d phase characteristics of the open-
loop transfer function of pitch attitude to pitch attitude error, including
a specified pilot model is overlaid on a Nichols chart. The pilot model
has a 0.3 second time delay, plus lead/lag compensation as illustrated in
F1 g. 14. Pilot gain and equalization are adjusted as necessary to meet the
closed-loop bandwidth and droop standards shown in Figure 15. Figures
16-20 illustrate use of the Nichols chart. The resulting closed-loop reson-
ance and pilot compensation are then compared to the boundaries indicated
in Figure 21, which also contains flying qualities interpretations of the
various regions of the figure. Bandwidths were found which resulted in
quite good correlation of these boundaries with pilot comments. Examples of
further validation of the Neal-Smith criteria are contained in Reference 54
for the B-i boniwer and Reference 55 for an F-4C with a highly augmented
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Transient Peak Ratio

The transient peak ratio Aq /Aq1 shall be equal to or less than the following:

Level AqF/Aql1
1 .30
2 .60 j
3 .85

Rise Time Parameter

The parameter At - t 2 -t 1 shall have a value between the following

limits:
Nonterminal Flight Phases Terminal Flight Phases

Level Min At Max Level MLin At Max

(9) (500) (9) (200)
1 2.74 ea<,152.4 1 2.74 As.61

VT V Tp VT VT
(3.2) (1600) (3.2) (645)
.975 487.7 .976 196.6

2 4  t -%. - 2'
-1

where: VT * ms true airspeed.

Constant in parenthesis is used for VT " ft/sec.

Straight line drawn
Tangent at Maximum
Slope

S-~Steady State

C,=,35

0 1 2 3

Figure 13. Requirements for Pitch Rate Response to Step
Input of Pitch Controller Force
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Figure 21. Proposed Criterion for Fighter Maneuvering Dynamics
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command augmentation system. Radford and Rogers Smith (Reference 56a'
compared the Neal-Smith and other criteria with the data of Referenc.' "3
(LAHOS data). In making the comparison they also modified the orginal
rules to achieve a better correlation. Specifically, they (a) note that
landing is a high-bandwidth task, (b) proposed not forcing 3 db of droop
but using that value as a limit on droop, (c) found that a reduced pilot
time delay was necessary, and (d) suggest the need for an additional
"adaptability" parameter relating variations in required pilot lead, peak
amplitude ratio and bandwidth. Hodgkinson, on the other hand, used the
LAHOS data to compare application of the Neal-Smith criterion with the
equivalent system approach (Reference 56b), concluding that the Neal-Smith
approach offered no better correlation. We felt that we would need a
better definition of the required bandwidth for each task before this
criterion could be used in the general format of MIL-F-8785C. It can cer-
tainly be a help in the design process.

Reference 23 also discussed a way to simplify or approximate the
criterion, which was developed into a proposed revision in Reference 14.
This proposed requirement is a function of only open-loop characteristics
of the pitch response, as shown in Figure 22, from Ref. 13.

Step Target Tracking

In Reference 57, Onstott proposes a two-stage model of tracking a step
change in aim error during target tracking. Both models incorporate a0.3-second time delay and adjustable lead, and the second model also has

an integral term. The model parameters and the switching time are selected
to maximize the time on target (with a pipper diameter of 5 milliradians).
Onstott used the Neal-Smith data to divide the rms error vs time-on-target
plane into regions of flying quality Levels, (Figure 23). His finding that
both quickness of acquisition (small rms pitch error) and time ot. target
determine flying qualities acceptability is obviously correct in general.
This is another approach that we feel would be an aid in the design process
but is not defined sufficiently to be used at the basis for a specification.

Reference 56a also compared this approach with the LAHOS data. They
found reasonable correlation overall, with some anomalies.
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Paper Pilot and Similar Optimal Pilot Models

"t"Paper Pilot" is now an adult. Anderson proposed this closed-loop
flying qualities prediction technique in 1969 (Ref. 58) as a unified way to
specify hover dynamics for both rate and attitude control systems. Paper
Pilot adjusts parameters of a pilot model,

Y -e K p(T Los + 1)(s - 21-01(s + 2/-0

Yp ]K (TL + 1)

to minimize a rating function,

R =RI + R2 + R3 + 1.0
1 2 3 1.
_ _ _ _ _ _ 0 < R1  < 2.5

C-,, required performance, determined empirically to be 0.8ft
R2=2.5TL_<3.25 sec.

R3 T TLx_< 1.20 sec.

Tq in radians/second

for compensating in the presence of atmospheric turbulence. Several
theses extended the model to other piloting tasks. Dillow and Picha (Ref.59) used a pilot model with a "smarty-pants Kalmn filter" in single - and

dual-axis tracking tasks with thresholds. 'T7hey were able to find weighting
iunctions which gave good to excellent correlation between analysis and
experiment in hover, pitch tracking and roll tracking. Using these cost
functions they obtained good correlation of trends, if not ratings and
performance, with other experimental data. Dillow and Picha's pilot model
uses perceived control variables and their rates. Rms control rate (adjusted
to correspond to a 0.1 sec. neuromuscular lag) is a measure of pilot work-
load, although incimplete understanding of the parameter is professed.

More recent closed-loop analyses utilizing optimal pilot models include
the work of Hess (Ref. 60) and Levison (Ref. 56c). Although various invest-
igators have clainmd success particularly with single-axis tracking, much
of the flying qualities community remains reluctant to use closed-loop par-
ameters directly in a specification (Ref. 29d). For the present, pilot-
vehicle analysis has achieved wider acceptance as a design tool, e.g.,
Ref. 61, than as a form of design requirenx'nt.

S umma ry

As the preceding discussion should indicate, many different criteria
have been proposed for the short-term pitch control task. Studies which have
compared various criteria, such as Ref. 8, have typically been unable to
find one that is better than the rest. We have chosen the equivalent systems
approach for MIL-F-8785C for reasons already discussed, not the least of
which is continuity with MIL-F-8785B. This does not imply rejection of other
approaches. For the future MIL-Standard and Handbook we plan to include
alternative criteria with guidance on the similarities rather than the differ-
ences.
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F. 3. 2.2.1.3 RESIDUAL OSCILLATIONS

REQUIREMENTS

3.2.2,1.3 Residual oscillations. Any sustained residual oscillations in
calm air shall not interfere with the pilot's ability to perform the tasks
required in service use of the airplane. For Levels 1 and 2, oscillations
in normal acceleration at the pilot's station greater than +0.05g will be
considered excessive for any Flight Phase, as will pitch altitude oscil-f lations greater than +3 mils for Category A Flight Phases requiring precise
control of altitude. These requirencnts shall apply with the pitch control I
Sfixed and with it free.

DISCUSSION

T'is paragraph is directly from MIL-F-8785B. T•he phrase "in calm air"
was inserted in order to distinguish the requirement from response to
atnmspheric disturbances (formal consideration of the effects of atimospheric
disturbances is contained in thienew section3.8). I
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F. 3.2.2.2 CONTROL FEEL AND STABIIITY IN MANEUVERING FLIGHT AT CONSTANT SPEED

REQUI REMENT

3.2.2.2 Control feel and stability in maneuvering flight at constant speed.
In steady turning flight and in pullups at constant speed, there shall. be no
tendency for the airplane pitch attitude or angle of attack to diverge
aperiodically with controls fixed or with controls free. For the above
conditions, the incremental control force and control deflection required to
1,iiintain a change in normal load factor and pitch rate shall be in the same
sense (aft - more positive, forward - nmre negative) as those required to
initiate the change. These requirements apply for all local gradients
throughout the range of service load factors defined in 3.1.8.4.

3.2.2.2.1 Control forces in maneuvering flight. At constant speed in steady
turning flight, pullups and p)uLhovers, the variation in pitch controller force I
with steady-state normal acceleration shall have no objectionable nonlin-
earlties within the following load factor ranges:

G(IAS S MI N AI

1, It 6. ILI 0.5 .5 [ ( +) I-1 or 3

tv 0 Whichever is lessI

Outside this range, a departure from linearity resulting in a local gradient
"hich differs from the average gradLent for the maneuvyr by more than
50 percent is con1Sidered excessLve, except that larger increases in force
gradient are permni. sI.b Ic at load factors greater than 0.85n,,. All local
force gradients !bhal I be within the limlts of table V. In addition, F,/nz
should be near the 1,evel I upper boundaries of Lable V for coiinations of
hligh frequency and low dl,lilpiung. 'The term gradient does not include that

portion of the foree verstms n. curve within the breadout force.

Since the range of acceptabile force gradients for side stick controllers
varies with the control deflectlon gradient and the task to be performed,
the contractor shall show that the control force gradients will produce
suitable flying qualittes.

3.2.2.2.2 Control nwttions in maneuverjning Ifl. For al, types of pitch
controllers, the control oK)tions in maneuvering, fliglht shall not be so
large or so sinall as to be ol)Jectilonable. For Category A Flight Phases, I
the average gradient of pitch-control force per unit of pitch-control
deflection at coilst ant Ipe, ds sbal I ot be less than 5 pounds per inch
for wheel and center sti ck constolletr-s or 2 pounds per degree for sidestick
controllers for Level, I and 2.

1) 1 SCIISS I ON

In 1 ine wI tb a1the1r revIs ions , the req iii renii ts from I,- F-M87 85 have
bUeen rewri tten in te rui; ol aIrpl ano reslponst. and pi lot controliler inputs

8 0
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TABLE V. Pitch. rranev!nAjr forc• erta lmt_.

Center Sti .Qjontrollpe_

Level Maximum Gradient, Minimum Gradient
(Fs/n)max, pounds per g (Fs/n)min, pounds per v

240 The higher of
nl/ c 21

but not more than 28.0 nL-1

nor less than 56. * and 3.0

23.60 The hiiher of
n/ a 18

but not more than 42.5 nL-1

nor less than 85 and 3.0
nL-1

3 56.0 The higher of
12
nt-

and 2.0

*For nL<3, (Fs/n)max is 28.0 ror Level 1, 42.5 for Level 2.

Maximum Gradient, Minimum Gradient,
Level (Fs/n)max, pounds per, g (Fs/n)min, oounds oer g

The higher of
n/a .5

1 but not more than 120.0 nL-I

nor less than 120 and 6.0
nL-1

The higher of
n/ •I

2 but not more than 182.0 nL-1

nor less than 182 and 6.0S~nL-1

3 240.0 5.0

I
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to achieve the basic result desired. There is now no requirement on the
variations of control surface deflection, so artificial stability would meet
this requirement.

In revising the steady-state control force requirements the following
additional changes were made:

K a. allowance for gradient changes in moderate maneuvers outside the
fine tracking range

b. defined the range over which the gradients are required to be
linear

c. low-damping correction to force gradicot ranges was inserted

d. some notes were added to cover sidestick controllers

e. some refinements were made to the limiits of Table V

f. simplified the definition of stable gradients

g. mention of pitch rate as well i;* normal acceleration; additional
control modes become possible if direct force control is employed

Recent experience in aircraft design has shown that it can be desirable
to have multiple stick gains (Ref. 35). These gain changes can be trans-
parent to the pilot if not located within the range of fine tracking
force inputs. In general ig is sufficient clearance for level maneuvering.
For high-g tracking, the pilots do not usually trim to within ig of their
task. This leaves a preload on their stick, resulting in better control.
If the gradient were linear from ig trim, the total force would be too high
and the gradient would be too heavy (Fs/nz too high) for good tracking, or
too light for trimmiied flight. Problelms of overstressing the aircraft due
to a light gradient can be havidled with another gradient change, usually
abrupt and quite heavy to indicate a near stall/nL condition, i.e., a "soft
stop" on the stick.

Longitudinal flying qualities depend in a correlated way on several
key parameters. Primary among them are stick gain (Fs/nz7 ), short-period
frequency (wn ), short-period damping (•s), and the 0 to nz coupling
response termsý'rT2 ) . MIL-F-8785C currently attempts to handle these in
a minimum coupled way. As a result, an unfortunate choice of parameters,
all within the Level I boundaries, may not produce a Level I rating.
Destabilizing coniminations such as high wn , low • , and high gain
(low Fs/nz) should be avoided to prevent PY .endenes. With these
considerations, low damping was added as a potential cause of making higher
force gradients desirable.

In Reference 62, it is concluded that insufficient data currently
exists to substantiate adequate specifications on sidestick controller
characteristics although it is pcssible to derive design guidance. An
earlier study (Reference 63) found thaL pilots can tolerate a wider range of
values of Fs/rz wiLh z1 ;mall amount of stick motion. The trends also
indicate a better optimum, i.e., a lower pilot rating, is possible with
a small amount of deflection. The problem now is to find out if there
is an optimum value, or range of values, of deflection. Graves et al
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(Reference 64) report the results of a study in which pilots preferred the
no-motion stick in a fixed-base simulation, but then universally chose a
motion stick in flight tests. The possibility remains, however, that filter-
ing or nonlinear gains may be an adequate substitute for motion in some
applications. A major factor in the difficulty of side stick controller speci-
fications is the lack of standardization in construction and design formats
(i.e., pivot locations, rotation axes, slide motion inputs and force versus
torque activation). Until such formats are settled and/or specified in
documents such as MIL-F-9490, only cautions can be included in the flying
qualities specification. Experience with a YF-16 proposed slidemotion stick

indicates that such motion is not desirable for side sticks (Ref. 35). Some
data on sidestick conttollers is available (a section is contained in References
35 and 62 through 72). Reference 62 summarizes available data, and also pre-
sents results from an additional data gathering program using inflight simu-
lation conducted by the AF Test Pilot School, sponsored by AFFDL. The addi
tion of the 2-lb/deg requirements to the specification was based on results
from Reference 63, but Reference 62 would give 1 lb/deg. More specific
criteria for sidestick controllers will be formulated as soon as feasible.

References 46 and 47 indicate a consensus that the minimum force gradient
for both stick and wheel controllers are too high, especially Level 2 and 3
limits. Data from reference 4 shows that a local gradient of Fs/nz=O was
rated Level 3. Other sources recommend that for high load factor conditions
2 lb/g minimum gradient is desirable with a center stick. Caution should be
exercised when considering the zero force gradient; such gradients were
obtained with a nondegraded F-4 at aft CC in a condition of high a and nz.
Most important is that the aircraft was trimmed for 1g, leaving a positive,
hence recovering force on the stick if released and the initial load factor
change response was still in the correct direction. Thus, the pilot comments
reflected Level 3 ratings, but the environment was not hostile. The recommen-
dation in Reference 4 was only to lower the Level I and 3 minimum local
gradients to 2 lb/g. Wheel controlled aircraft are normally flown one-handed
(References 6 and 7); thus high minimum gradients cause undue fatigue. As
with the conterstick case, no data can be found to establish a limit directly.
Upon reflection, considering possible onehanded operation and the nature of
Level 3, 5 lb/g seems reasonable. Material in Reference 33, on the other hand,
tends to support the present Level 1 and 2 requirements. B-1 (stick) and
YC-14/YC-15 (wheel) experience shows that lower minimum force gradients are
acceptable in those aircraft,

The "average gradient" is the steady control force less breakout force
divided by (n-l), in steady turns, pullups and pushovers from trimmed straight
and level flight.

We have not relaxed the maneuvering stability requirement to allow a
divergence for Level 3, as we did for static stability in 3.2.1.1. Maneuvering
instability thus will be tolerated only as an approved Special Failure State.
We will continue to review this conservative approach.
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G. 3.2.2.3 LONGITUDINAL PILOT-INDUCED OSCILLATIONS

REQUIREMENT

3.2.2.3 Longitudinal pilot-induced oscillations. There shall be no tendency
for pilot-induced oscillations, that is, sustained or uncontrollable oscilla.-
tions resulting from the efforts of the pilot to control the airplane. The
pitch attitude response dynamics of the airframe plus control system shall
not change abruptly with the motion amplitudes of pitch, pitch rate or normal
acceleration unless it can be shown that this will not result in a pilot-
induced oscillation. The requirements in 3.2.2.3.1 through 3.2.2.3.2 shall
be met for all expected airplane motion amplitudes and frequencies, starting
at any service load factor.

DISCUSSION

i F IThe qualititative requirement of MIL-F-8785B is retained in view of uncer-
tainties in the state of the art of flight control system design. This para-
graph is a tacit recognition of the complexity of the PIO prulblem and an
admission that no detailed specification is, at this time, a guarantee against
building a PIO-prone airframe/flight control system combination. The require-
ment has be a expanded to preclude PIO, 1'IO tendencies or general handling
quali ies deficiencies resulting from amplitude-dependent changes in airplane
dynamic response to pilot control inpucs. These effects can be of mechanical
origin, e.g., bobweight coupled with static friction, or due to saturation of
elements within the automatic control system. PIO has occurred in the T-38A,
A-4D and YF-12 due to such abrupt changes.

The revision stresses inclusion of large-amplitude motions and starting
from maneuvering flight. There is, of course, no intent to subject an air-
plane to loads beyond structural limits.
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Ht. 3.2.2.3.1 DYNAMIC CONTROL FORCES IN MANEUVERING FLIGHT

REQU IREMENT

3.2.2.3.1 Dynamic control forces in maneuvering flight. The frequency
response of normal acceleration at the pilot to pitch control force shall
be such that the inverse amplitude is greater than the following for all
frequencies greater than 1.0 rad/sec. Units are pounds per g.

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

One-handed Controllers 14 12 8
11 - 1 n L- I nL- I

Two-handed Controllers 30 25 .17
nL,-I 11- 1 1 1 L-1]

3.2.2.3.2 Control feel. The deflection o' the pilot's control must not
lead the contro f~orce throughout the frequency range of pilot control
iuputs . In addition, the peak pitch control forces developed during
abrupt maneuvewrs shall not be objectionably light, and the buildup of
control force during the maneuver entry shall lead the buildup of normal
accelerat ion.

RELATED MIL-F-8785B PARAGRAPH

3.2.2.3.1

1)1 SCUSS1ON

The title and wording of II.,-F-8785B pe'ragraph 3.L2..2331 have been
changed and expanded for clarity, based largely on the proposals of Reference
13. The numerical values are from that reference al.to•ugh we have used the
dcsignations one.-handed or two-handed controllers . Tlihat Is the basic difference
between the two note,' of numbers, so that sidesticks are now Included. From
Re ference 13: The woru dvnamir has been substitu ted for transient In the title
to avoid anv connotation of the direct ratio of force to normal accr leration
in a transient C' ,0onse Lo ta step or pul.se fo rc input. T'he requirement is
mad, applicable to frequelnie s greater than I.0 rad!,/-ec to avoid ,.onfusion
w it the phiuOid mode.

The MlI1-F-87858 requirement did not specify different valurs for different

, Iev I.,;. T'he requiremient thus appl. Led for .al! conditions of system failure
except approvod Alrp!.ane Special Fal ,ure States, according to 3.1,10.3.2. That
made ih, olqu!.roment too severe, qo thaLt 'epa ratv. values of dynamici con trol.
force per g have been specified for levels I, 2 aod 3. It i{s presumed that

satLisfact ion of the riequireMnt~its will bhe certifl.ed by the Program Office or
Flight Tet Center In any manner chat [q convenlent to them. in fact, si-
nunsoida[ roukt , no I rli'e not - nod p,'obabl '.' would not. - be ased; .a more sophisti-
rated toe-c procedur, cou.ld ,slH11y be do vised us.aN modern smgoal analysis
concepts and mit.tlids.' liowVelv, tie in tWent of the requfremnn it 1s Wade d Lear
by ,'IsuInF tilie specifticotions in tite frm shown- It is unambiguous.
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Paragraph 3.2.2.3.1 is very nearly the same as the MIL-F-8785B require-
ment on transient control forces (para. 3.2.2.3.1). It differs in that the
load factor is now referenced to the pilot's location rather than the center
of gravity. It thus lends explicit recognition to the importance of pilot-
centered motion cues to handling qualities. For some combinations of short-
period frequency, coLatrol moment arm and distance of the pilot from the c.g.
the effect is significant. In general, it appears that the formulation of
the PIO requirements in terms of normal acceleratiorn at the pilot tends to
provide a small additional margin of latitude to the control system designer.
The numerical values in the revised paragraph were proposed in reference 13.

The MIL-F-8 7 85B 3 or 6 lb/g values for all Levels are thought too severe.
The new 1.5 ratio oŽ static to dynamic Fs/n minima corresponds to a 9E
boundary of 0.35 or less, whereas the MIL-F-8785B requirement could corres-
pond to a required ýE as great as 0.7 for low but adequate steady force
gradients. "The trends and values of stick force per g and danping ratio
are quite consistent with the data for center sticks in Figures 2 through 5
(3.2.2.3.1) in Reference 3 ... " . Again, it is felt that this require-
ment will usually be satisfied if the requirements of 3.2.2.1, 3.2.2.2,'and
3.2.2.3 are met, at least for aircraft not employing direct lift control
(DLC).

The requirement in paragraph 3.2.2.3.2 that the pi3ot's control deflec-
tion not lead the control force is repeated from section 3.5 (para. 3.5.3.1
of MIL-F-8785B, para. 3.5 of MIL-F-8785C) for emphasis.

In the manner of reference 3's discussion (pp. 137 et seq.) of bobweight
effects, consider an airplane with spring and bobweight feel and a first-
order servo:

FEEL SYSTEM SERVO AIRFRAME
66 K6 K1/T 6e A (s + 1/Tn1) (s + 1/T..2  nz

Sf f n__ '2______

S2+ ý Wf +W 2 S + 1IT S2+ 2SPW S+ WS

BOBWEIGHT

with nz measured at the bobweight location. The ,,irframe and servo charac-
teristics can be taken as including the effects of any series stability
augmentation, which by definition does not feed any signal to the pilot's
control stick or column. The block diagram may be rearranged:

AIRFRAME

Fs + Kfwf2 6s K • 1/T 6e NUMERATOR __+nz

I 2 + 2+ 22 s22 `f f8f SP

______K_ KBAn(8 + I/Tnj) (s + I/Tn2)

S2+ 2 9 14 s + to 2
SP SP SP
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which can be simplified to:

CLOSED= LOOP FEEL SYSTEM SERVO

F2 KW 2 (s 2 +2 s + W )(s + 1/T) K T/Tsf f SP SP SP ___

2+ 201W1 s + W1 2(s 2 + 2ý W s + W 2 )(s + 1/TI) s]SP S P f f f __

SP SP fP
nz -4--IJNUMERATOR ,.

where the primes denote control-free characteristics, with the bobweight loop
closed. The following sketch, from reference 3, illustrates the frequency
response of such a closed-loop feel system when the controls - free short-.
period natural f:equency,I)Sp, is higher than controls - fixed.

1. der.

I I

I o

II

As can be seen, LOSp > LASp tends to make 6s lead Fs, i.s well as to increase
the maximum amplitude of S.s/Fs. References 3, 13 and 73 relate such char-
acteristics to pilot-induced oscillations. This phase requirement, alone,
might have eliminated th'9 longitudinal PIO experienced with the A4D-2 and
the T-38A. Calspan (ref. 13) proposed the same requirement citing these
reasons. Although this requirement is partly intuitive, it appears to be
consistent with what little is known about interactions between the neuro-
muscular system, the feel system and human subjective response. There is
some evidence (e.g., reference 74) to indicate that decreasing average
stick force levels will result in increased pilot phase lag; by the PIO
theory of reference 73, this would promote PIO in a pilot-vehicle system
that had a tendency to develop pitch loop resonance.
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iI
An additional PIO-related requirenent was proposed but, in the end,

not adopted for this revision. This result of Ralp- ,'•x ' Ref. 73 is,
nevertheless, thought to provide useful design gu,'

Control system phase lag. The total phase arty.e 1 .;' ,o'•'r. ace .er-
ation measured at the pilot's location lags tbe pilot's irk 0.o'ce at a
criterion frequency wR must be less in magnitude than D degrees,
where wR is in radian/second. The criterion izequercy ,R . ned to be
any frequency within the range 1 < wR < 10 radiýlln/se . , a- -71 lightly
damped (resonant) oscillations in pitch attitude can isulL from turbulence
inputs or from piloting control of the airplane when used in the intended
operational manner. This requirement may be waived at the discretion of the
procuring activity for those flight conditions for which the ratio of nor-
mal acceleration measured at the pilot's location to pitch rate, evaluated
at the criterL-n frequency, is less than .012 g/deg/sec.

This statement was proposed as a replacemrent for paragraph 3.5.3,
Dynamic characteristics. However, in Navy experience the latter has proved
its merit. Since this proposed addition is somewhat redundant with para.
3.5.3 as revised, it was not incorporated into the specification. The PIO
theory of reference 73 postulates that if the pitch loop is resonant at
frequency wR, then the pilot may at some time (which cannot necessarily be
predicted) attempt to control normal acceleration a. to the exclusion or
near-exclusion of e. According to Smith, a PIO may Bccur when the normal-
acceleration response nz(Jw) /nz (Jw)(sub. e denoting the error sensed by the
pilot) is "subjectively predictable": concentrated about some resonant
frequency within the pilot's bandwidth of control, with a magnitude there
above a threshold value. This situation may arise. during pitch target
tracking or as a result of the pitching response to a large, abrupt control
input, failure transient or gust, A pilot attetnating to control normal
acceleration at that frequency will incite a PIO if no phase margin exists
there; that is, if the phase angle of the n,(j.)/nv (Jw) transfer function
is more negative than -180o at the resn.irt frequency. Using a pure .25-
second time delay plus. gain to model the pilot, the stated phase requirement
for the airplane is evolved. Violation of the phase criterion of 3.2.2.4.3
implies that if the pilot switches to az contro.1, the acceleration loop will
be dynamically unstable and a PIO will bg initir.te4, '.is paragraph provides
the flight cont,ýol system engineer with a quantitative criterion for min-wnum req ulred dynampic performance of fuel and control systems. Ilie amplitude •criturion cf this paragraph is proposed as a quantitative guide for prelimin-

ary identification in thc design process (airframe or flight control system)
of those flight conditions for which longitudinal PIO is probably not a
realistic possibility. A combined threshold is postulated of maximum
acceptable rms pitch rate in tracking and minimum a. consciously felt by
the pilot. More data should be collected from inflight simulation to
establish the validity of this response ratio; the number selected, .012
g/deg/sec, conforms with past cases of longitudinal P1O (ref. 73). The
frequency wR is, in disguise, a cloed-loop, pilot-vehicle parameter.
Fortunately it is also a very physical parameter (pitch loop resonant fre-
ýuency) that is readily understood and accepted. No method is given In the
proposed specification for its selection; methods for doing so are contained
in reference 73. The frequency w. can be readily identified from flight te,,t;
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it would probably be an easy matter for SPO engineers to ascertain compliance
with 3.2.2.4.3 without relying on pilot-vehicle analysis methods. Analytical
estimates can, and should, be made by the airframe manufacturer as part of the
design evolution. Smith points out that the fixed-base piloted simulation
often used in flight control system design is appropriate for estaltlishing w
This usage is valid even though ground-based simulation is widely regarded
as an ineffective way to investigate PIO tendencies - in Smith's theory, the
steps beyond determiring wR'

It should be noted that Smith's proposed requirements as well as those
adopted, are equally valid for classical and nonclassical aircraft control
system dynamics, and for linear and nonlinear systems.

89'
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I. 3.2.3.3 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL IN TAKEOFF

DISCUSSION

The requirement has not been changed. As noted in reference 13, the
diagram in reference 3 is simplified depiction: thrust is shown acting
through the center of gravity and parallel to the runway. That ie an
adequate depiction for the purpose intended, but not to calculat'. compliance.
The thrust may produce significant vertical force and pitching moment about
the c.g. For given aircraft attitude, throttle and pitch covtrol settings,
the nose-wheel lift-off speed can be calculated by balancing moments about
the c.g:

qScCm + Tzt - (W - qSCL - T sin C) (X + uY) - 0

where Tz is the thrust moment about the e.g. and C- it + a is thrust inclina-
tion to the horizontal. C is the aerodynamic pitching moment of the complete
airplane, X and Y are horizontal and vertical distances, respeutively, betwe,ýn
c.g. and main-gear axle, and u is the main-gear coefficient of rolling friction.
Then

9V 1. L' It - - C

L,.

L" -Lw - 44;%) *.L) L
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J. 3.2.3.3.2 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL FORCE AND TRAVEL IN TAKEOFF

REQUIREMENT

3.2.3.3.3 Longitudinal control force and travel in takeoff. With the trim
setting optional but fixed, the elevator-control forces required during all
types of takeoffs for which the airplane is designed, including short-field
takeoffs and assisted takeoffs such as catapult or rocket-augmented, shallbe within the following limits:

Nose-wheel and bicycle-gear airplanes

Classes I, IV-C ----------- 20 pounds pull to 10 pounds push

Classes IV-C, IV-L -------- 30 pounds pull to 10 pounds push

Classes I!-L, III --------- 50 pounds pull to 20 pounds push

Tail-wheel airplanes

Classes I, II-C, TV ------ 20 pounds push to 10 pounds pull

Classes II-L, III --------- 35 pounds push to 15 pounds pull

The elevator-control travel during these takeoffs shall not exceed 75 percent
of the total travel, stop-to-stop. Here the term takeoff includes the ground
run, rotation and lift-off, the ensuing acceleration to V (TO), and the
transient caused by assist cessation. Takeoff power shalaTe maintained until
V (TO) is reached, with the landir. gear and high-lift devices retracted in
tweXnormal manner at speeds from Vo (TO) to V (TO).min max

DISCUSSION

The editorial, nonsubstantive change of Amendment 2 is retained.
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K. 3.2.3.4 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL IN LANDING

REQUIREMENT

3.2.3.4 Longitudinal control in landing. The pitch control shall oe suf-
ficiently effective in the landing Flight Phase in close proximity to the
ground, that in calm air:

a. The geometry-limited touchdown attitude can be maintained in level
flight, or

b. The lower of Vs(L) or the guaranteed landing speed can be
• ~ob taine d.

This requirement shall be wiet with the airplane trimmed for the approach
Flight Phase at the recommended approach speed. The requirements of
3.2.3.4 and 3.2.3.4.1 define Levels I and 2, and the requirements of
3.4.10 define Level 3.

DISCUSSION

The addition of "in calm air" is intended to clarify the application
of the requirement, in view of other revisions concerning requirements for
the effects of atmospheric disturbances (3.8). The requirement to provide
sufficient control to achieve either stall speed or attitude limits is applied
independently of disturbances. In operations, landing speed would be
increased to achieve a safe landing in wind/turbulent/gusting conditions. An
editorial change removes a superfluous "the" after a.

Although no specific margin of control is required during flare and
ianding, the general provisions of the new paragraph 3.4.10 Control Margin
apply here. A number that has been used in some civil trar•sport applications
is for a nose down pitching acceleration capability in excess of trim than
0.08 rad/sec5 for Level I and 0.05 rad/sec2 for LQvels 2 and 3 (Ref. 53).

I
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L. 3.2.3.5 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL FORGES IN DIVES -SERVICE FLIGHT ENVELOPE

REQUIREMENT

3.2.3.5 Longitudinal control forces in dives - Service Flight Envelope.
With the airplane trimmed for level flight at speeds throughout the
Service Flight Envelope, the control forces in dives to all attainable
speeds within the Service Flight Envelope shall not exceed 50 pounds push
or 10 pounds pull for center-stick controllers, nor 75 pounds push or 15
pounds pull for wheel controllers. In similar dives, but with trim
optional following the dive entry, it shall be possible with normal piloting
techniques to maintain the forces within the limits of 10 pounds push or
pull for center-stick controllers, and 20 pounds push or pull for wheel
controllers. In event that operation of the trim system requires removal ofI
one hand from wheel control the force limits shall be as for a center-stick.
The forces required for recovery from these dives shall be in accordance
with the gradients specified in 3.2.2.2.1 although speed may vary during
the pullout.

DISCUSSION

One-handed wheel control requires the sane forces as for a center-
stick controller.

The force limits with fixed trim apply in straight diveis at all speeds
greater than the trim speed. With trim at a low airspeed, this requirement
effectively limits the control force variation with speed.
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SECTION VII

STATEMENT AND DISCUSSION OF LATERAL-

DIRECTIONAL REQUIREMENTS (3.3)

3.3 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL FLYING QUALITIES

GENERAL DISCUSSION

In discussing the development of MIL-F-8785B, Reference 3 noted that:
"This section was difficult to organize since, primarily, because of
coupling between lateral directional motions, each requirement has
implications in many areas of flying qualities. Conversely, each flying
qualities area is generally a function of many different parameters."
These problems have been compounded by potential effects of the flight
control system such as higher-order system dynamics, altered mode char-
acteristics, artificial stability, additional modes (six-degree-of-freedom
control), etc. Since Reference 3 was published, detail revisions have been
proposed by Calspan and STI (References 13 and 14). The proposals are
either changes to existing requirements or additional ones. As yet, no
one has found a truly simplifying principle fcr lateral-directional flying
qualities requirements.

In treating highier-order systems according to 3.1.12, normally the
equivalent lateral-directional system would be taken as the classical
three-degree-of-freedom roll response to a stick- or wheel-force input,with the provision for an added time delay. For roll, this is of the form:

4(s) K K (s 2 + 2 ý4EWIES + wiE) eAs

FA (s+(s + /T s + (TRE)(2 + 2ýDEwDEs + WDE 2 )

and for sideslip: I
B(s) K (s + I/TBl)(s + 1/TB2)(s + 1/TB3) eA

FR (s + I/TSE)(s + l/TRE)(s2 + 2  wDES + wDE)

Equivalent system parameter values obtained by matching the responses of
such transfer functions to the actual high-order responses would then be
used for comparison with modal requirements. The actual high-order
responses, however, would be used for comparison with time domain require-
ments such as ýT,Posc/pav and AB.

In general, the 'best' match is expected to be obtained by matching both
the lateral and directional transfer functions simultaneously (as discussed
in Reference 33). It is also obvious that many configurations, modes and
flight conditions would be amenable to the use of even lower-order trans-
fer functions, such as the conventional approximations of first order roll
subsidence or second order Dutch roll. At present, no rules for application
are available. One possible approach, however, would be to use the parameters
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resulting from the best match to justify further reduction in the order of
the equivalent representation. The order reduction may be complicated by
the introduction of additional poles and zeros by the flight control system

representations should not be used until validated by analysis of the trans-

fer function forms above.
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A. 3.3.1.1 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL OSCILLATIONS (DUTCH ROLL)

REQUI REMENT

3.3.1.1 Laceral-directional oscillations (Dutch rll). The frequency,
i . and damping ratio, •d' of the lateral-directional oscillations fol-i nd9
lowing a yaw disturbance input shall exceed the minimum values in Table VI.
Tho requirements shall be met in trimmed and In maneuvering flight with
cockpit control: fixed and with them free, in oscillations of any magnit.,de
that might be experienced in operational use. if the oscillation is non-
linear with amplitude, the requirement shall apply to each cycle of the
oscillation. In calm air residual oscillations may be tolerated only if
the amplitude is sufficiently small that the motions are not objectionable
and do not impair mission performance. For Category A Flight Phases, angu-
lar deviations shall be less than +3 mils.

TABLE VI. Minimum Dutch roll frequency and damping

iLevej Flight Phase Class Min Mi n e: Mi Wnd'

Category " rad/sec rad/sec

A (CO, GA) IV 0,4 - 1.0

A I, IV 0.19 0.35 1.0
II, III 0.19 0.35 0.4*

I B All 0.08 0.15 0.4*

C I, II-C,

IV 0.08 0.15 1.0

II-L, Il 0.08 0.10 0.4*

2 All All 0.02 0.05 0.4**

3 All All 0 -04**

* The governing damping requirement is that yielding the larger value of d
except that a ý of 0.7 is the ma-dmum required for Class III.

•* Class III airplanes may be excepted from the minimum wnd requirement,
subject to approval by the procuring activity, it the requirements of 3.3.2
through 3.3.2.4.1, 3.3.5 and 3.3.9.4 are met.

When W2J/B is greater than 20 (rad/sec) 2, the minimum Cdwnd shall
be increased above the (dw0nd minimum listed above by:

Level 1 -A~d n 014 (,/ 2 d-20)
Lee -Ad rand = .00 (ndlýl61d-0

Level 3 -Aed wnd = .005 (w nd
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DISCUSSION
Im

Five changes to the Dutch roll frequency and damping requirement of
MIL-F-8785B(ASG) have been made:

1. Damping ratio for Category A Flight Phases CO and GA has been
increased to 4 .4

2. The minimum Level 1 Cdwnd requirem-nt for Class 1I-L and Class
III airplanes, Category c Flight Phases has been reduced from
0.15 to 0.10 rad/sec

3. The Level 3 requirement :'educed from 4d .02 to 4d = 0

4. A maximum required • -- 0.7 has been defined for Class III air-
craft which have a low wnd

5. The requirement for a stable airframe, control surface fixed,
de leted

The first change was incorporated into the A-X specification by ASD and
is planned to be retained in future procurements. For this reason the change
was included in MIL-F-8785C. The minimum Dutch roll damping ratio and fre-
quency boundaries in MIL-F-8785B(ASG) were not well substantiated in Ref. 3,
for frequencies below wnd = 1.0 rad/sec. Since publication of Reference ",
the experiment of Reference 76 has been performed. Data from this exper-
iment indicated that when aileron excitation of the Dutch roll mode was
small, then configurations with wd = 1.0 rad/sec and Cd = .1 or ý dwnd = 0.10
were satisfactory for the landing approach Flight Phase. The new date tab-
ulated in Figure 24 show that 23 evaluations all resulted in pilot ratings
of 3.5 or better for this Dutch roll value. Also shown in Figure 24 are
data from Reference 77, for wnd = .8 and ý d - .1. These are configurations
207 and 209 of chat reference. Configuration 207 had L'ý= 0, was evaluated
6 times, and received an average rating of 5.5. Configuration 209 had
L"B = -16, was evaluated 13 times, and received an average rating of 4.5.
These new data are considered sufficient justification for reducing the
minimum 4 dwnd limit for Class II-L ond II from 0.15 to 0.10 sec- .

The requirement foi" positive damping for Level 3 seems unsupp'-rted
by any of the available data. In fact, slightly negative or zero 4 d seems I

consistent with a large body of data for pilot ratings in the neighborhood
of 6.5 to 7. Furthermore, for some designs this requirement, especially
if applied to high-altitude flight, could lead to unnecessary configuration
compromi3es or to fail-operational yaw dampers where neither is justified
by mission requirements. Thus the Level 3 value of 4 d has been reduced
from (,d = .02 to (,d =0. We remain reluctant to allow nagative damping even
for Level 3.

Deletion of the requirement for surface-fixed stability allows an aero-
dynamically/inertially unstable basic airframe provided that the procuring

activity judges the benefits, reliability and alternatives sufficient to
approve an Airplane Special Failure State (3.1.6.2.1).
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REFERENCE 76 HALL-BOOTHE; CLASS II-L; CATEGORY C

GROUP 6 w = 1.0 C = .11

PR = 2.5, 2.5, 2.0

GROUP' 11 wd = 1.00 c .11

PR = 2.5,3.5, 1.0, 2.0, 2.0, 2.0, 3.0

GROUP 13 wd = 1.00 d 099

PR - 3.0, 3.0, 3.0, 3.0

GROUP 14 wd = 1.01% = .10

PR 2.0, 1.0, 3.0, 3.0, 3.0, 2.0, 2.0, 2.0, 2.5

REFERENCE 77 SECKEL; PU-797, CARRIER LANDING

CONFIGURATION 207 w(j = .8 d= .I La = 0

PR = 5.5 6 EVALUATIONS

CONFIGURATION 209 wd •8 1d= Lo 16

PR = 4.5 13 EVALUATIONS

Figure 24 (from Referencet 13)- DUTCH ROLL DATA FOR Wnd
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B. 3.3.1.3 SPIRAL STABILITY

REQUIREMENT

3.3.1.3 Spiral stability. The combined efects of spiraj stability,
flight-control-system characteristics, and rolling moment change with
speed shall be such that following a disturbance 4Ln bank of up to 20 degrees,
the time for the bank angle to double will be greater than the values in
Table VIII. This requirement shall be met with the airplane trimmeJ for
wings-level, zero-yaw-rate flight with the cockpit controls free.

TABLE VIII. Spiral Stability - 'finimum Time to Double Amplitude

Flight Phase
Category Level I Level 2 Level 3

A & C 12 sec 8 sec 4 sec

B 20 sec 8 sec 4 sec

DISCUSSION

The requirements on time to double amplitude of the spiral mode have
been simplified by removing the breakdown by airplane Class. Flight Phase
Category C has been grouped with Category A rather than B and the Level 2
limit has been reduced from 1.2 sec to 8 sec. Eliminating the breakdown by
Class is a simplification that is more consistent with the available data.

Grouping Category C Flight Phases with Category A Flight Phases is based
on the consideration that during Category A and C Flight Phases the pilot
is in more continuous control of the airplane than in Category B Flight
Phase and is therefore less concerned about long-term attitude character-
istics. This point wab demonstrated in the TIFS Phase I landing approach
experiments reported in Reference 78. Spiral roots with time to double of
9.6 sec were hardly noticed and a case with time to double of 6.4 sec,
although noted, was not considered reason for downgrading the rating
evaluation. Based on these data together with the extensive data in Ref. 79
and re-examination of the data in Reference 80, it was decided that the
Level 2 limits on T2 be reduced from 12 sec to 8 sec. Even this limit is
a conservative interpretation of the data in Referenice 79 which could be
used to support a value of T2 = 6 sec for Level 2. The gradient of pilot
rating with time to double is steep, however, and a conservative inter-
pretation is believed necessary.

Data in Reference 81 for unstable real roots resulting from reduced
directional stability aLso indicate T 2 = 6 sec as a reasonable limit for
cruise flight. A limit of 2.7 sec for landing approach is also indicated
in this report but this value is regarded as too fast and inconsistent
with other data to be accepted. The data in this report does lend support
for the decision to group Category C with Category A rather than Category B.

In addition, the changes are consistent with the data presented in
Reference 3, Figure 2 (3.3,1.3).
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C. 3.3.1.4 COUPLED ROLL-SPIRAL OSCILLATION

REQUIREMENT

3.3.1.4 Coupled roll-spiral oscillation. For Flight Phases which involve
more than gentle maneuvering, such as CO and GA, the airplane characteristics
shall not exhibit a coupled roll-spiral made in response to the pilot's
roll control commands. A coupled roll-spiral mode will be permitted for
Category B and C Flight Phases provided the product of frequency and
damping ratio exceed the following requirements:

Level rs '•nrs

1 0.5

2 0.3
3 0.1•

DISCUSSION

The coupled roll-spiral requirement of MIL-F-8785B(ASG) was based
primarily on the data in References 82 and 76 and the analysis of Ref. 83.
Reference 84 documents additional experience with the M-2 lifting body
research vehicle and Reference 85 reports the results of a ground simu-
lator study of the effects of a coupled roll-spiral oscillatory mode on
flying qualities for the Cruise and Landing Approach Flight Phases. Also,
there are a few points In Reference 86 that were evaluated in the T-33
variable stability airplane used as a ground-based simulator. These
points were set up to represent the augmented M2-F2 vehicles before it was
flight tested.

The above referenced data have been plotted on Figure 25 [Figure 1
(3.3.1.4) from Reference 3]. Examination o: these data together with the
comments available in the various reports indicates that a coupled roll-
spiral oscillatory mode can be acceptable provided the frequ,'ney and
damping are above certain minimums. The less than satisfactory ratings
obtained for coupled roots in this best area are due primarily to pilot
objections to "spiral stability" and lack of roll control effectiveness
and high steady forces in turning fligrit. This is particularly true of
the data in Reference 85. In this experimant the roll control gearing
and feel system characteristics were set to be compatible with the base
configuration for each Flight Phase and were not varied during the exper-
iment as the roll spiral was changed. This constraint is probably the
cause of complaints about lack of roll control effectiveness.

The data from Reference 84 do not have pilot ratings associated with
each point but the report indicates that control problems were encountered
when the angle of attack was near zero or negative for the augmented
M2-F2 and that the M2-F3 exhibited improved flying qualities but also had a
similar trend of deterioration for negative angles of attack. Data are
also shown for the M2-F2 with the SAS turned OFF. This data correlates
fairly well with the proposed boundaries considering the fact that the
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Dutch roll mode is also affected by the angle of attack change. Additional
cases, evaluated in a fixed-base simulator, are reported in Reference 8.

It should be noted that the coupled roll-spiral case3 studied in all
of the above experiments were the result of combinations of normal sta-
bility derivatives that have taken on rather unusual values, in general,
the coupled roll spiral results from fairly large L'O, large N' /L'P, and
large N'r. If L'V is low, the coupled roll-spiral will be low •requencyand the airplane is likely to be difficult to control.

From Figure 25 it appears that boundary lines of constant ýrs wns
fit the data better than the boundaries recommended in Reference 13,
which are also shown.

It is possible to have a coupled roll-spiral mode as a result of I
introducing roll attitude stabilization. In this case the roll damping
need not be low and L'% need not be large for the mode to exist, thus the
flying quauities may be quite satisfactory for Flight Phases that do rot
require rapid maneuvering. This should be especially true if proper
attention is given to feel system gradients and roll control gain so that
they are compatible with the attitude command response that results.
Reference 87 reports different reactions from two pilots to two particular
mechanizations of direct side force control with "roll stabilizacion"
although the roll stabilization was not documented therein.

We do not expect any problem in the determination of equivalent
system parameters for comparison with this requirement. Starting from
the complete lateral and directional transfer functions, it should be
straight-forward to identify that the roll and spiral modes are coupled.
The two first-order terms in the denominator would then be combined into
a second-order term to match the actual response. The roll-spiral damping
would then be a product of the match.
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1). 3.3.2 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DYNAMIC RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS

REQUIREMENT

3.3.2 Lateral-directional dynamic response characteristics. Lateral-
directional dynamic response characteristics are stated in terms of response
to atmospheric disturbances and in terms of allowable roll rate and bank
oscillations, sideslip excursions, roll control. forces and yaw control
forces that occur during specified rolling and turning maneuvers both to the
right and to the left. The requirements of 3.3.2.2, 3.3,2.3 and 3.3.2.4
apply for roll commands of all magnitudes up to the magnitude required to
meet the roll performance requirements of 3.3.4 and 3.3.4.1.

3.3.2.1 Lateral-directional response to atmospheric disturbances. The
combined effect of wnd, Cd, TR, dP/0, 1"/ld, gust sensitivity, and flight-
control-systerm nonlinearities on response and controllability characteristics
in atmospheric disturbances shall be considered (see 3.8.3). In particular,
the roll acceleration, rate and displacement responses to side gusts shall be
investigated for airplanes with large rolling moment due to sideslip.

DISCUSSION

The wording of these two paragraphs has been changed slightly to be
consistent with bther revisions, without any change in intent. Neither
the Calspanl 3 nor the STI14 recommended revisions have been adopted. Both
Calspan's revised definitions and boundaries and STI's rudder coordination
parameter should be useful as design guides, but they still are complicated
and seem to be no more adequate than the present requirements. I
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E. 3.3.4 ROLL CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS

REQUI REMENT

3.3,4 Roll control effectiveness. Roll performance in terms of a bank
angle change in a given time, 01., is specified in Table IXa for Class I
and Class II airplanes, in 3.3.4.1 for Class IV airplanes, and 3.3.4.2
for Class III airplanes. For rolls from banked flight, the initial con-
dition shall be coordinated, that is, zero iateral acceleration. The
requirements apply to roll commands to the right and to the left, initiated
both from steady bank angles and from wlngs-level flight except as otherwise
stated. Inputs shall be abrupt, with time measured from the initiation of
control force application. The pitch control shall be fixed throughout
the maneuver. Yaw control pedals shall remain free for Class IV airplanes
for Level 1, and for all carrier-based airplanes in Category C Flight Phases
for Levels I and 2; but otherwise, yaw control pedals may be used to reduce
sideslip that retards roll rate (not to produce sideslip which augments
roll rate) if such control inputs are simple, easily coordinated with roll
control inputs and consistent with piloting techniques for the airplane
class and mission. For Flight Phase TO, the time required to bank may be
increased proportional to the ratio of the rolling moment of inertia at
takeoff to the largest rolling moment of inertia at landing, for weights
up to the maximum authorized landing weight.

TABLE IXa. Roll performance for Class I and II airplanes

Time to Achieve the Following Bank Angle Change (Seconds)

Class Level Category A Category B Catetory C
600 450 600 450 300 250

I 1 1.3 1.7 1.3

1 2 1.7 2.5 1.8

1 3 2.6 3.4 2.6

II-L 1 1.4 1.9 1.8

IT-L 2 1.9 2.8 2.5

II-L 3 2.8 3.8 3.6

lI-C 1 1.4 1.9 1.0

II-C 2 1.9 2.8 1.5

II-C 3 2.8 3.8 2.5
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DISCUSSION

1his paragraph now contains requirements only for Classes I and II,
serving as an introduction for other Classes in subparagraphs. The num-erical requirements for Classes I and II are unchanged from Reference 2.
Alihhough experience seems to suggest that the requirements are too severe,there is insufficient data to formulate new ones.

As an introduction to all the roll control requirements, some of the I
wording has been changed in order to make the intent clearer. Rolls shouldbe initiated "from steady bank angles and from wings-level flight' instead
of "from zero roll rate". The requirements also apply in both left and
right rolls.

Conditions for application have been made more explicit. All the
requirements of MIL-F-8785B have applied throughout the appropriate
V-h-n Flight envelopes; but application of some requirements at other thanig has sometimes been overlooked. Specification of fixed pitch controller
also expresses our continuing intent.
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F. 3,3.4.1 ROLL PERFORMANCE FOR CLASS IV AIRPLANES

REQUIREMENT

3.3.4.1 Roll performance for (,lass IV airplanes. Roll performance in
terms of ýt for Class IV airplai.,s is vpecified in Table IXb. Additional
or alternate roll performance requirements are specified in 3.3.4.1.1 and
3.3.4.1.2; these requirements t ike precedence over Table IX. Roll per-
fornance for Class IV airplanes is specified over the following ranges of
airspeeds:

Speed Range ......_Equivalent Airspee Range
Symbol For Level I For Levels 2 & 3

VL Von<V<Vmn + 20 KTS Vn<V<Vtn+ 20 KTS

L Vmin + 20 KTS (1) < V < 1.4 Vomn0  Vmin + 20 KTS < V < 1.4 Vmin

M 1.4 Vo0 < V < .7 Vmax(2) 1.4 Vmin .< V < .7 Vmaxn~ Vna

(2) V < VoIWx .7 Vmax _ V_< Vmax

(1) Or Vomin whichever is greater

(2) Or Vo7in whichever is less

Table lXh. Roll performance for Class IV airplanes

Time to Achieve the Following Bank Angle Change
(Seconds)

Level Speed Range Categoty A Category B Category C
300 500 900 900 300

VL 1.1 2.0 1.1

L 1.. 1.7 1.1

M 1.3 1,7 1.1
U 1.1 1.7 i.3

VL 1.6 2.8 1.3

L 1.5 2.5 1.3
M 1.7 2.5 1.3

IH 1.3 2.5 1.3

VL 2.6 3.7 2.0

L 2.0 3.4 2.0
3

M 2.6 3.4 2.0
U 2.6 3.4 2.0
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3.3.4. 1. 1 Roll performance in Flight Phase CO. Roll performance for Class
IV airplanes in Flight Phase CO is specified in Table IXc in terLts of Ot for
3600 rolls initiated at ig, and in Table IXd for rolls initiated at load
factors between .8no(-) and .8no(+).

3.3.4.1.2 Roll performance in Flight Phase GA. The roll performance require-
ments for Class IV airplanes in Flight Phase GA with large complements of ex-
ternal stores may be relaxed from those specified in Table IXb, subject to
approval by the procuring activity. For any external loading specified in
contract, however, the roll performance shall be not less than that in
Table IXe where the roll performance is specified in terms of 4t for rolls
initiated at load factors between .8no(-) and .e 0o(+). For any asymmetric
loading specified in the contract, roll control power shall be sufficient to
hold the wings level at the maximum load factors specified in 3.2.3.2 with
adequate control margin (3.4.10).

TABLE IXc. Flight Phase CO roll performance in 3600 rolls
Time to Achieve the Following Bank Angle j hange

-..... (Seconds)

Level Speed Range 300 900 1800 3600

VL 1.0

L 1.4 2.3 4.1
M 1.0 1.6 2.8
H 1.4 2.3 4.1

VL .

L 1.3
M 1.3 2.0 3.4

H 1.7 2.6 4.4

VL 2.5
3 I. 2.0

M 1.7 3.0
H 2.1
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TABLE IXd. Flight Phase CO roll performance

Time to Achieve the Following Bank Angle-Change
(Se cond .__

Level Speed Range 300 500 900 1800

"VL 1.0

L 1.1

M 1.1 2.2

H 1.0

VL 1.6

L 1.3
2

M 1.4 2.8
H 1.4

VL 2.5

L 2.0
3

M 1.7 3.4

H 1.7

TABLE LXe. Flight Phase GA roll peLirmance

Time to Achieve the Following Bank Angle Change
_. ......... (Seconds)

Level Speed Range 300 500 9g0 1800

VL 1.5

L 1.7

M 1.7 3.0

VL 2.8
L 2.2

2
M 2.4 4.2

H 2.4

VL 4.4
L 3.8

3
M 3.4 6.0

Ht 3.4
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3.3.4.1.3 Roll response. Stick-controlled Class IV airplanes in Category
A Flight Phases shall have a roll response to roll control force not
greater than 15 degrees in 1 second per pound for Level 1, and not greater
than 25 degrees in 1 second per pound for Level 2. For Category C Flight
Phases, the roll sensitivity shall be not greater than 7.5 degrees in
I second per pound for Level 1, and not greater than 12.5 degrees in 1 second
per pound for Level 2. In case of conflict between the requirements of
3.3.4.1.3 and 3.3.4.3, the requirements of 3.3.4.1.3 shall govern. The term
sensitivity does not include breakout force.

RELATED MIL-F-8785B PARAGRAPHS

3.3.4, 3.3.4.1, 3.3.4.1.1, 3.3.4.1.2, 3.3.4.1.3 and 3.3.4.1.4

DISCUSSION

The roll requiremeiits for Class IV are extensively modified, although
the majority of the change is reorganization to allow better definition of
the intent of the requirements. The most obvious change is the division
of the Operational Flight Envelope into speed ranges with different require-
ments for the different speeds. This change reflects feedback that the
roll requirements were too stringent at the extremes of the envelope, whereas
the operational need for the performance was at mid-range speeds. In
general, the revision retains the MIL-F-8785B roll requirements in the
speed range 'M', with a relaxation in the other speed ranges for the
Category A Flight Phases.

The initial proposals for the speed ranges were defined using ASD
experience with the F-15 and F-16. At the 1978 Flying Qualities Symposium
the authors of MIL-F-8785C presented a modified definition of the speed
range (Ref. 29f). The suggested modification - to have the four speed ranges
as a function of load factor - was incorrect. The intent is to require a
certain roll performance at all load factors in an "operaý.Ionally useful"
speed range, as sketched. The problem then becomes oni of defining the
reqtuired speeds in a general way.

nH

VL

_______V V(or. ~

For the final version of MIL-F-8785C, we returned to the definitions
proposed in Reference 28. We believe that these do represent the requirement
for superior roll performance at coxdat flight conditions. The procuring
activity should retain that philosophy in developing a system specification.
Also at the 1978 Symposium, Lockenour presented Northrop's suggested defi-
nitions based on the F-5E known performance (Ref. 29g). These recommendations
are repeated in Figure 26.
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8785B PROPOSED RiEISION
SPEED RANGE

SYMBOL EQUIVALENT AIRSPEED RANGE

VL V MIN "':.<VMIN + 2 KTS
L VMIN + 20 KTS ,• V , 2VS
M 2 VS - V < 0.7 VMAX
H .7 VMAX V VoMAX

NORTHROP RECOMMENDATION

SPEED RANGE
SYMBOL EQUIVALENT AIRSPEED RANGE

VL Vo MIN • V < Vo MIN + 0.1 AV
L VoMIN+0.1 WV V<VoVMIN+0.4.NV
M Vo MIN+0.4aV<V<V MIN+0.7AV
H V MIN+0.7AV - V • Vo MAX

SWHEREV V0 MAX - Vo MIN

FI GURE 26;. RhECOMMEND)ED) SP;ED RlANGE DEFINITIONS
FOR'O '1 I 110 AL 1ERF'OI{RMANCi' iI Q1JiiEMENTS (Ref 29),

For a configuration with Vo greater than Mach 2 the effect of these
proposals would be to wovea 'M' to supersonic speeds, whereas typical air-
to-air combat speeds are high subsonic. The original proposal is still used,
although redefined in terms of Vo instead of stall speed. This was done
to avoid a potential difficulty wTIR very low vaules of VS (see discussion of
the revision to 6.2.2). It may be that these definitions still do not cover
all cases. It is emphasized that the proposed speed ranges should be tailored
to the specific application. The intent is to provide sufficient roll man-
euverability to do the task at the normal speeds for t'hat task, with a
relaxation permitted for speeds at which less maneuverability is normally
required. A task requirement such as discussed following 1.4 would then
take precedence over the requirements in this section. In line with these
speed ranges, the bank angle changes have also been modified to be compatible
with the speed at which the roll performance will be demonstrated.

These relaxations at low speed are concessions to the difficulty of doing
better without adding excessive structural weight, actuator size, etc. We
do this reluctantly, and some misgivings remain. The result of a recent air
combat simulation (Ref. 88) show the single outstanding factor influencing
convergence and kill was high roll performance. This was a fixed-base sim-
ulation, however, and the results must be balanced against feedback that
pilots may not be able to use such roll rates at extreme flight conditions.
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In another major change, the requirements are " more clearly applied
with respect to airplane load factor. Requirements for 360 degree rolls only
apply at ig, which agrees with current requirments tn the loads specifications.
At elevated load factors, the requirements are stated in terms of bank-to-bank
rolls through angles of 180 degrees or less. As stated in the requirements,
these rolls are to be initiated at load factors between .8n (+) and . 8 n (-).
These changes should make the roll performance more amenablS to flight test
demonstration.

The MIL-F-8785B, paragraph 3.3.4 requirement for roll control effective-
ness "to balance the airplane throughout the Service Flight Envelope in the
atmospheric disturbances of 3.7.3 and 3.7.4" does not appear in MII.-F-8785C.
T1is change is associated with the revised treatment of atmospheric distur-
bances in section 3.8, Requirements for use of the disturbance models.
Oir intent is certainin. ..,t to drop this roll effectivenesE requirement,
bit rather to apply it in a broader context.

Roll Axis Orientation

The roll axis is rot specified exactly. Its desired orientation varies
with. the pilot's intent: turns (or straightening out) to modify the flight
path, barrel rolls to slow down, •l]erai: rolls to start split S's,
The most frequent, usually most important *, is the first-named, for
turn entry or exit. With respect to the directiL of flight, a roll axis
tilted up corresponds to adverse yaw (ncaie laggng the turn entry) in sta-
bility axes; while a nose-down tilt indicates proverse yaw. Rolling about
any axis other than the flight path will generate sideslip, thus
exciting Dutch roll motion or even departure from controlled flight at high
angle of attack. Other studies have shown that a major contributor to
departure is the pa term in the side-force equation;

EY = mV0(3 + r - pc)

- and pa, is of course zero in stability axes.

At high angle of attack, however, the cockpit is higher above a flight-
path-aligned roll axis. The result is spurious responses to roll control
inputs: lateral acceleration as in the C-SA, F-15, etc; visual slewing of
a fixed reference point such as a runway threshold, which was troublesome
for the YF-16 at the pilot station. Kinematically;

yp 6Vo + rp r + hpp

Vp =Vo + xpr + hpD

Also, rolling about the flight path at high angle of attack crelt~es a
flywheel effect producing an incremental pitching moment of IXP 2 '

All things considered, generally it appears best to generate and measure
the roll motion in stability axes, examining the results carfully at high
angle of attack, where the difference between body and stability axes is
greatest. In order to achieve the needed roll performance, it may be
necessary to accept some uncomfortable lateral acceleration.

IiiI
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G. 3.3.4.2 ROLL PERFORMANCE FOR CLASS III AIRPLANES

REQUI REMENT

3.3.4.2 Roll performance for Class III airplanes. Roll performance in
terms of ýt for Class III airplanes is speciliied in Table IXf over the
following ranges of airspeeds:

Speed Range Airspeed Range
Synbol For Level 1 For Levels 2 & 3

SVoi V 1.8 Vin Vmn V 4 1.8 Vminj,

N 1.8*7Vnma(2)M1 8 Vi V 4. .7 Vmax 1. 8 Vmi n V • 7 V max

.7Vmax V&V 0  . 7 Vmax. V Vmax

(1) Or Vmi whichever ip greater

(2) Or V.0  whichever is less

TABLE IXf. Class III roll performance

Time to Achieve 300 Bank Angle Chang(econds)

Level Speed Range Category A Category B Category C

L 1.8 2.3 2.5

"ET1.5 2.0 2.5
H 2.0 2.3 2.5

L 2.4 3.9 4.0

3M 2.0 3.3 4.
h- 2.5 3.9 A. 0

3All 3.0 5.0 6.0

RELATED MIL-F-8785B PARAGRAi.PH

3.3.4

DISCUSSION

Class III roll requirements have also been redefined in terms of three
speed ranges. The requirements have been relaxed at the outer speed ranges,
except for Catee)ry C. The basic requirements for ýevels 2 and 3 have also
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have been relaxed somewhat form Mi',-F-8785B:

Category B, Level 2: 300 in 3.3sec instead of 3.0

Category B, Level 3: 300 in 5.Osec instead of 4.0

Category C, Level 2: 300 in 4.Osec instead of 3.2

Category C, Level 3: 300 in 6.Osec instead of 4.0

Reference 13 concluded from a "review of roll control used in various
experiments.. .the roll control authority requirements.. .for Category C Flight
Phases are excessive for airplanes that do not have high sensitivity to cross-
wind and turbulence. Data clearly indicate that there is an interaction
between the roll control authority and the amount of roll damping and roll
sensitivity to side velocity". The data was primarily for Class II and III
airplanes.

Roll performance of the C-5A is shown in Figures 27a and 27b(from Ref. 7).
As can be seen, the airplane does not meet the specification, however, "the
roll acceleration available was considered satisfactory by the Joint Test
Team on the basis of the offset landing maneuver, which was considered a
practical test of lateral-diiectional maneuver ability". In cruise, also,
the airplane was considered acceptable. Reference 11, on the other hand,
retained the MIL-F--8785B requirements for application to a production AMST.
Thus, although there is some justification for relaxing the Class III roll
requirements, it must be done considering the aircraft mission and potential
operation.

I
I
j
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H. 3. 3.4.3 ROLL CON'TROL FORCIES

REQUIREMENT

3.3.4.3 Roll control forces. The stick or wheel force required to obtain
the rolling performance specified in 3.3.4, 3.3.4.1 and 3.3.4.2 shall be
neither greater than the maximum in Table X nor less than the bveakout
force plus:

a. Level I -- one-fourth the valucs in Table X
b. Level 2 -- one-eighth the values in Table X

c. Level 3 -- zero

3.3.4.4 Linearty of roll resl~onjse,ý There shiall be no objectionable non-
linearities in the variation of rolling response with roll control deflection

or force, Sen1sitiviLty or sluggishness in response to snuill control deflec-
tiuons or forces shall be avoided.

3.3.4.5 Wheel control throw. For airplanes with wheel controllers, the
wheel throw necessary to meet the roll performance requirements specified
in 3.3.4 and 3.3.4.2 shall not execed 60 degrees In either direction. For
completely m.chanical systems, the requirement may be relaxed to 80 degrees.

TABLE X. Maximum roll control force

Flight Phase Ma xi mum Maxi mum
l,.ve1 Class Category Stick Force Wheel Force

(tb) (ib)

L., Il-C, LV AB 20 40

C 20 20

1i-I, I A,B 25 50

C 25 25

2 1, II-C, IV A,B 30 60

C 20 20

11-I,, 1.11 A,B 30 60

C 30 30

3 All All 35 70

1.16
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RELATED MIL-F-8785B PARAGRAPHS

3.3.4.2, 3.3.4.3 and 3.3.4,4

DISCUSSION

The requirements are unchanged; the wording has been changed to roll
control. We would also add the clarification from Reference 11: The
requirement for linearity of roll response from 3,3.4.3 is to apply to the
commanded variable. Roll rate should be linear for a rate command system,
and attitude should be linear for an attitude command system.

IxI
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I. 3.3.4.5 RUDDER-PEDAL-INDUCED ROLLS

REQU I REMENT

Deleted

RELATED MIL-F-8785B PARAGRAPH

3.3.4.5 Rudder-pedal-induced rolls. For Levels 1 and 2, it shall be pos-
sible to raise a wing by use of rudder pedal alone, with right rudder pedal
force required for right rolls and left rudder pedal force required for
left rolls. For Level 1, with the aileron control frite, it shall be pos-
sible to produce a roll rate of 3 degrees per second with an incremental
rudder pedal force of 50 pounds or less. The specified roll rate shall be
attainable from coordinated turns at up to + 30 degrees bank angle with the
airplane trimmed for wings-level, zero-yaw-rate flight.

DISCUSSION

Qualitatively, there are valid reasons for this requirement, as repeated
from Reference 3:

"Rudder pedals are used for many different purpores. Although no list
of rudder pedal usasve would be complete, some of th-e more important uses
are listed below.

a. To perform a crosswind landing-either employ a steady-rudder-pedal-
induced sideslip or else a decrab maneuver.

b. To augment roll rate anywhere within the flight envelope.

c. To raise a wing when the pilot is busy with his hands, such as when
taking a clearance.

d. For t'ackin•, for example, in air-to-ground gunnery in a crosswind
or when acquirthp ta:'-ets.

e. For wing-cavers or other tactical manPeuvers to obtain a rapid change
in heading or hank a,,lew.

f. For close foi,,iation flying.

g. To lose altitude as In a "forward" sideslip or to improve visi-
bility, fur example, a pilot landing from the rear seat of a tandem-seat
airplane.

h. To counter yawieq moments from propeller torque, speed or Mach
nu,•)er change, asymmetric thrust or stores, etc.

i. 'To coordinate turn entries or steady turns.

J. To taxi".

The requirement in MIL-F-8785B directly addressed many of the above
topics. ASD reports feedback ranging from 'three degrees per second is not
enough' to 'roll due to rudder is not required', indicating that some other
factors need to be taken into account. A tactical fighter requires man-
euverablifty over as wide a range of flight conditions as possible. At

lie I
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high angles of attack, ailerons either become ineffective or produce undes-
irable coupled motions, and roll due to rudder could be very beneficial.
By contrast, although item c above is particularly valid for single-seat
airplanes it is not necessary for (multi-crew) transports. Uncoupled pedal
response (yaw without rolling) has been foond more than satisfactory for
transport operation. In response to item d above, CCV experience (Refere..e
89) has shown that a wings-level-turn mode is beneficial for air-to-ground
weapon delivery; and this could be mechanized through the pedals.

The preceding discussion raises some obvious questions: is rudder-
pedal-induced roll a valid requirement? is 30 /sec enough or too much? should
a moximum value be specified? are the requirements a function of airplane
Class or task? Lacking answers to these questions the decisi.-n was made to
delete the requirement completely. We can probably be certair thzt 'negative'
roll due to rudder is undesirable, but the designer is encoursjg-', to t.ake.

task and configuration variables into account in establishing and txieetiý',grequirements in this area.

11
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J. 3.3.5.1 DIRECTIONAL CONTROL WITH SPEED CHANGE

REQUIREMENT

3.3.5.1 Directional control. with speed change. When initially trimmed
directionally with symmetric power, the trim change of propeller driven
airplanes with speed shall be such that wings-level straight flight can
be maintained over a speed range of +30 percent of the trim speed or
+100 knots equivalent airspeed, whichever is less (except where limited I
by boundaries of the Service-Flight Envelope) with yaw-control-pedal forces
not greater than 100 pounds for Levels 1 and 2 and not greater than 180
pounds for Level 3, without tri.mming. For other airplanes, yaw-control-
pedal forces shall not exceed 40 pounds at the specified conditions for
Level 1 and 2 or 180 pounds for Level 3.

DISCUSSION

In order to make a meaningful requirement, Amendment 1 specified that
wings-level as well as straight flight be maintained.
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K. 3.3,9 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CONTROL WITH ASYMMETRIC THRUST

REQUIREMENT

3.3.9 Lateral-directional control with asymmetric thrust. Asymmetric loss
of thrust may be caused by many factors including engine failure, inlet
unstart, propeller failure or propeller-drive failure. Following sudden
asymmetric loss of thrust from any factor, Lhe airplane shall be safely
controllable in the crosswinds of Table XI from the unfavorable direction.
The requirements of 3.3.9.1 through 3.3.9.4 apply for the appropriate Fl:.ght
Phases when any single failure or malperformance of the propulsive system,
including inlet or exhaust, causes loss of thrust on one or more engines or
propellers, considering also the effect of the failure or malperformance
on all subsystems powered or driven by the failed propulsive system.

DISCUSSION

The change to this requirement is the addition of the phrase "in the
crosswinds of Table XI from the unfavorable direction". For all conmnercial
and peace-time military operations, takeoff procedures are planned on the
assumption that an engine will fail. The intent, of course, is to ensure
safety by having the speeds and speed margins appropriate to the airplane
performance capabilities with a failed engine, Extending this to operation
in crosswinda, the ta1eoff is still planned around an engine failure (and
accoruling to Murphy's Law it would be the most uniavorable one that failed).
The requirement has thus been stated to reflect this practice.

"Safely controllable" means, in addition to having sufficient control
effectiveness, that it must not be necessary to sacrifice a required per-
formance capability, such as a c'litm gradient with one or two engines out,
:.n order to achieve controllability.

Note also that both 3.3.9.1 Thrust loss durin~ takeoff run and 3.3.9.2
Thrust loss after takeoff state: "Auotimatic devices which normally operate
in the event of a thrust failure may be used".

11
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,.3.3.9.1 THRUST LOSS DURING TAKEOFF RUN

DISCUSSION

This requirement has not been changed. The opportunity is taken to
corract a typographical error in Reference 3's statement of the requirement.
An inadvertently omitted line has caused some confusion. The last two sen-
tences of the requirement are:

For the aborted takeoff, the requirement shall be met at all
speeds below the maximum takeoff speed; however, additional
controls such as nose-wheel ste~ering and differential braking
may be used. Automatic devices which normally operate In the
event of a thrust failure may be used in either case.

"Either" refers to continued or aborted Lakeoff.
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SECTION VIII

STATEMENT AND DISCUSSION OF MISCELLANEOUS
FLYING QUALITIES REQUIREMENTS (3.4)

3.4 MISCELLANEOUS FLYING QUALITIES

A. .3.4.1 Dangerous Flight Conditions

REQUI REMENT

3.4.1 Dangerous flight conditions. Dangerous conditions may exist where the
airplane should not be flown. When approaching these flight conditions,
it shall be possible by clearly discernible means for the pilot to recognize
the impending dangers and take preventive action. Final determination of
t~he adequacy of all warning of impending dangerous flight conditions will
be made by the procuring activity, considering functional effectiveness and
reliability.

3.4.1.1 Warning and indication, Warning or ind-ication of approach to a dan-
gerous condition shall be clear and unamrbiguous. For example, a pilot must
be able to distinguish readily among stall warning (which requires pitching
down or increasing speed), Mach buffet (which may indicate a need to decrease
speed), and normal airplane vibration (wh.:ch indicates no need for pilot
action).

3.4.1.2 Devices for indication, warning, prevention, recovery. It is
intended that dangerous flight conditions br, eliminated and the requirements
of this specification met by appropriate aer-odynamic design and mass distri-
bution, rathe: than through incorporation of a special device or devices.
Such devices w "I be used only if the procuring activity approves the need,
the design criteria, possible Special Failure States (3.1.6.2.1), and the
devices themselves. As a minimum, these devices shall perform their function
whenever needed, but shall not limit flight within the Operational Flight
Envelope. Neither normal nor inadvertent operation of such devices shall cre-
ate a hazard to the airplane. For Levels 1 and 2, nuinance operation shall not
be possible. Functional failure of the devices shall be indicated to the pilot.

DISCUSSION

In Amendments 1 and 2, these requirements were expanded and rearranged to
emphasize that:

Dangerous flight conditions should be avoided through design of the basic
airframe., if possible, rather than through "a special device or devices":
stability augmentation, limiters, stick pushers, etc.
Any such devices to be incorporated must be specifically approved by
the procuring activity.

MIL-F-8785C makes no further revisions.
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Dangerous flight conditions may occur at high angle of attacks, at
transonic Mach numbers, as a result of system failures (e.g., flight control,
electrical, propulsion). In recognition of design trade-offs, the requirement
is less than absolute in reliance on design oF the basic aircraft. The pro-
curing activity approval of other means will be based upon considerations
such as:

Performance and maneuverability benefits to be gained
Impossibility or great. difficulty of design changes or alternatives
to fix the basic airframe

Importance of the dangerous conditions to primary, secondary and
possible alternative missions

Probability of encounter: a subjective evaluation of pertinent
mission requirements and failure probabilities

Consequences of encounter: results of a comprehensive failure
mode effects analysis

Operation of the device: its effectiveness, freedom from nuisance
operation and other undesirable side effects

Suitability of annunciation to pilot beforehand of inability
to perform its function

For stall, warning - rather than just indication of approach - is a
universally recognized necessity. On the other hand, an accelerometer or,
in low-load-factor airplanes, just bank angle and seat-of-pants give normally
adequate indication of approach to limit load factor.

Nuisance operation cannot be allowed to affect mission capability.
Without knowing service usage, a designer cannot assign a meaningful proba-
bility of nuisance operation.

Regarding high angle of attack, there presently exist two schools of

thought for fighter aircraft. All people agree that for air combat: a fighter
should be able to maneuver with abandon, as unconcerned as possible about
exceeding aircraft restrictions. To some this means capability to fly to
extreme angles of attack with no fear of departure'from controlled flight,
while to others it means effective limiters to prevent departure. Character-
istics of the airplane one is involved with seem to influence which side one
takes - but no limiter should act as a stick pusher, trying to take the
stick out of the pilk't's hand; pilots object. Inherent capability is encouraged
rather than devices which can subtract from the usable flight envelope,
be less than totally eff.ective, or fail. Generally test pilots hpve found
ways to defeat limiters - ii,•entionally or inadvertently. Complete safety
(given enough altitude) requires means to recover from any attainable flight
condition (see 3.4.10 discussion). For the F-16 this meant addition of a
special provision for recovery from a locked-in "deep stall", even though an
angle-of-attack limiter "normally" would prevent getting into that condition 90 .

Transport airplanes can also have high-angle-of-attack problems. Rather
than relying on a placard or the flight control system, some transport designs
limit the aft center of gravity position to preclude a locked-in deep stall.
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As recounted in the discussion of stall requirements, unreliable stall warning
is thought to have been a factor in loss of some C-133 airplanes.

Voice warning shows promise, but has yet to be evaluated definitively
for stall warning. If sufficiently intelligible and timely, it has the
potential advantage of clearly, directly commanding the crew to take the
proper action.
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B. 3.4.2 FLIGHT AT HIGH ANGLE O1 ATTACK

REQUIREMENT

3.4.2 Flight at high angle of attack. The requirements of 3.4.2 through
3.4 2.2.2 concern stall warning, stalls, departure from controlled flight, post-
stall gyrations, spins, recoveries and related characteristics. They apply at
speeds and angles of attack which in general are outside the Service Flight
Envelope. They are intended to assure safety and the absence of mission limi-
tations due to high-angle-of-attack characteristics.

DISCUSSION

Interim Amendment I (USAF) completely revised the requirements at high
angle of attack, coordinated with the Air Force Flight Test Center's concurrent
new stall/post-stall/spin demonstration requirements, MIL-S-83691. Reference 27
is background information and a user guide for that specification. These chailges
were the result of reawakened interest in the area, occasioned by numerous
aircraft losses. A large number of aircraft accident" have been attrlblltý.d to
loss of control at high angle of attack, and it was conjectured that mary losses
in Vietnam combat (with no evidence to determine a cause) might well be due to
the same cause. Whereas previous i'equirements had concentrated on demonstration
of acceptable stall and spin characteristics, the new requirements emphasize
prevention of loss of control (departure) as well. All airplanes are covered
with flight demonstration maneu,'ers and control abuse appropriate to the Class
and mission. The requirements in this regime of nonlinearities remain largely
qualititive.

Amendment 2 changed many of Amendment l's quantitative requirements
related to test anc evaluation techniques to qualitative statements, leaving
these details of test and evaluation pvocedures to MIL-S-83691 for the Air
Force, MIL-D-8708 for the Navy. MIL-F-8785C makes no further changes.

As discussed in connection with 3.1.7, although stall and post-stall

angles of attack are outside the Operational Flight Envelope defined there,
nevertheless, these angles may be useful in combat operations. But even if
an airplane will never intentionally be flown past stall warning, operators 7ill
have a natural concern about inadvertent penetration of this boundary. It is
essential both to give adeqoate design consideration and to demonstrate flight
characteristirc3 at high angle of attack.

The means of demonstrating compliance will change with the stage of the
design, as for all the flying qualities requirements - progression from rules
of thumb through wind-tunnel testing and analysis of various kinds to flight
demonstration. Since flight testing at high angle of attack has produced many
surprises in the past, the fligh, program should (a) be planned carefully and
(b) push the airplane to the limit allowed by flignt safety considerations,
searching for any problems before they are found inadvertently in service.
Generally it has been observed that during the life of any aircraft type, any
motiou that can possibly happen will.

These requirements remain largely qualitative, therby furnishing little
direct desiL, guidance. Ihis approach reflects both the complexity of this
eosentially nonlinear problem and the continuing status of high-. design as
perhaps more artful than scientific.
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C. 3.4.2.1. STALLS

REQUIREMENT

3.4.2.1 Stalls. The stall is defined in terms of airspeed and angle of
attack in 6.2.2 and 6.2.5 respectively. It usually is a phenomenon caused
by airflow separation induced by high-angle-of-attack but it may instead
(3.1.9.2.1) be determined by some limit on ujable angle of attack. The stall1> requirements apply for all Airplane Normal States in straight unaccelerated
flight and in turns and pull-ups with attainable normal acceleration up to
nL. Specifically, the Airplane Normal States associated with the configura-
tions, throttle settings, and trim settings of 6.2.2 shall be investlgated:
also, the requirements apply to Airplane Failure States that affect stall
characteristics.

3.4.2.1.1 Stall approach. The stall approach shall be accompanied by an
easily perceptible warning. Acceptable stall warning for all types of stalls
consists of shaking cf the cockpit controls, buffeting or shaking of the
airplane, or a combination of both. The onset of this warning shall occur
within the ranges specified in 3.4.2.1.1.1 and 3.4.2.1.1.2 but not within the
Operational Flight Envelope. The increase in buffeting intensity with further
increase in angle of attack shall be sufficien-ly marked to be noted by the
pilot. The warning shall continue until the angle of attack is reduced to a
value less than that for warning onset. At all angles of attack up to the
stall, the cockpit controls shall remain effective in their normal sense,
and small control inputs shall not result in departure from controlled flight.
Prior to the stall, uncommanded oscillations shall not be objectionable to
the pilot. ,

3.4.2.1.1.1 Warning speed for stalls at lg normal to the flight path. Warning
onset for stalls at lg normal to tlhe flight path shall occur between the fol-
lowing limits when the stall is approached gradually:

Flight Phase Minimum Speed for Onset Maximum Speed for Onset

Approach Higher of 1.05VS or Higher of l.IOVS or
VS + 5 knots Vs + 10 knots

All other Higher of 1.05VS or Higher of 1.15VS or
VS + 5 knots VS + 15 knots

3.4.2.1.1.2 WarniLig for accelerated stalls. Onset of stall warning shalli; occur outside the Operational Flight Envelope associated with the Airplane
Normal State and within the following range of percentage of lift at stall
at that airspeed, in that Airplane State, when the stall is approached
gradually:

Flight Phase Minimum Lift at Onset Maximum Lift at Onset

Approach 82%CLtll 90% CLtll
All Other 7% Lstall 90% CLstall
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3.4.2.1.2 Stall characteristics. In the unaccelerated stalls of 3.4.2.1,
the airplane shall not exhibit rolling, yawing, or downward pitching at the
stall which cannot be controlled to stay within 20 degrees for Classes I,
II, and Ill, or 30 degrees for Class IV airplanes. It is desired that no
pitch- up tendencies occur in unaccelerated or accelerated stalls. In unac-
celerated stalls, mild nose-up pitch may be acceptable if no pitch control
force revarsal occurs and if no dangerous, unrecoverable, or objectionable
flight conditions result. A mild nose-up tendency may be acceptable in accel-
erated stalls if the operational effectivoness of the airplane is not com-
promised and:

a. The airplane has adequate stall warning

b. Pitch effectiveness is such that it is possible to stop the pitchup
promptly and reduce the angle of attack, and

c. At no point during the stall, stall approach or recovery does any
portion of the airplane exceed structural limit loads.

The requirements apply for all stalls, including stalls entered abruptly.

3.4.2.1.3 Stall prevention and recovery. IL shall be possible to prevent
the stall by moderate use of the pitch control alone at the onset of the
stall warning. It shall be possible to recover from a stall by simple use
of the pitch, roll and yaw controls with cockpit contr.l forces not to
exceed those of 3.4.5.1, and to regain level flight wit-tout excessive loss
of altitude or buildup of speed. Throttles shall remain fixed until speed
has begun to increase when an angle of attack below the stali has been
regained unless compliance would result in exceeding engine operating
limitations. In the straight-flight stalls of 3.4.2.1, with airplane trimmed
at an airspeed not greater than 1.4Vs, elevator control pewer shall be suf-
ficient to recover from any attainable angle of attack.

3.4.2.1.3.1 One-eingine-out stalls. On muit i-engine airplanes, it shall be
possible to recover safely from stalls with the critical engine inoperative.
This requirement app] les with the remaining engines att up to:

Fl~ight Pase Thrust

TO Taakeof f
CL Normal climb
PA Normal approach
WO Waveoff

DISCUSSION

It is appropriate to apply these safety-related requirements at all
attainable load factors up to nl; although some manufacturers of very large
aircraft have objected that 1.5g is a more reasonable limit for flight test
there is no safety reason to so limit analysis or simu!ation. Amendment 2
also exchanged the arbitrary upper limits on stall entry rate for more gen-
eral application to include "all stalls, including stalls entered abruptly",
throughout these requirements. For stall prevention, Amendment 1. specified
"elevator control alone: - a simpler, natural and more universal usage than
MIL-F-8785B's " the controls".
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Stall clasjically corresponds to maximum lift coefficient, that is, CLt-C;
but other accepted indicators of stall or maximum usable lift are uncommanded
motion in pitch, roll or yaw and intolerable buffeting. Consonant with
deletion oFT specific rules for establishing the Permissible Flight Envelope,
MIL-F-8785C deletes mention that VS and QS may be set by conditions other
than aerodynamic flow separation. Although the contractor may set the low-
speed bound of the Permissible Flight Envelope arbitrarily, there is no need
to state that here. (Regardless of thm boundary location, we would expect
full stalls to be demonstrated if attainable). Note that according to 3.4.1,1,
the contractor must provide adequate warning or indication of approach to any
dangerous flight condition.

If a control limit sets minimum permissible speed of a basically stable
airplane short of stall warning, no minimum-speed warning may be necessary.
But where landing approach speed is restricted because of inability to make
altitude corrections, at least some indication - if not warning - should be
given. Any such limitation must, of course, be taken into account in setting
the airspeed for compliance with performance requlrementis. While the flying
qualities specification puts no requirement on Maneuver capab[lity at approach
speed, the normal margin from stall. speed ham been found to be generally
adequate, allowing for normal bleedo ffor airspeed ait nz I.,

As in MIL-F-8785B, stalI. Is are cnstidered for Airplane Normal States and
also for Airplane Failure States that affect stall characteristics. If a
stall-warning device falls, 3.4.1.2 requires Indication to the pilot, who
then can exercise caution.

The unchoinged requirement that throtLLes remain fixed until the airplane
,. has become unstalled and airspeed ham begun to incrvame reflects pilots' can-

:erns. Xpr a sudden, inadvert:ant sta.ll, the alarm and workload - mental and
physical - likely will. be proportioned to lhe danger, no the need for coor-

, dinated control action to recover should be mini[mized, with "first things
first".'

Interrelation among the various aspects of staLling Is Illustrated by anl
investigation into the disappearance of sqveral hea,,ily Loaded C-I.33 airplanes
on long over-water flights. Natural. stall warning was Insufficient, and the
artificial, warning so unrellable that it was routilneiy disconnected. Wing
drop at stall was severe, becoming worse as throttles were advanced -
although during development flight testing, stall tests wi th pow.'er on were
limited. For maximum-rrange cruise, procudurr was to climb as close as
possible to the absolute ceiling, whiich put the airplane close t.o stall. It
was, therefore, conjectured that the .irplanes lost contrid at his flight
condition and were unable to recover.

In normal. operation, a pitch damper (augmenting Mq) may even be desta-
bilizing beyond the stall.' This trend may be seen by writing the longitudinal
characteristic equation (valid in this nonlinear region as a quasillnear solu-
tion for small perturbations) as;

A = s4 - (Zw + M(ý + XU))s 3 + [-M ( + Xu(Zw + M,) - XYwZjls 2 + [Xu M, - MuXa +

g(MU + ZuM,) Is + g(MwZl - ZwMi) - Mqs[S 2 -(Zw + Xu)s + (XuZw - ZuXw)]
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For Fuff>'ciently negative CI,( Zw is j)014111vo, so that the MqZW Lermi414

MqZw %4(s - X0 )

are nlegativv, therefore destabilizing JXW -Gx + C1))oVS/2m] . Obviously,
norniai-accel -irat ion [eedback also loseis effectiveness and evenl becomes
dc'stabil izin,ý as Zw diminishes and chianges sign. Thus an nz-command system

Will aIctually indU~e a stall.I
In normal operaLtion, ,-pitcb attiutudo signal. to the stability and control

augmeuntationm air0 oses101 its 14 ab ii I ivng o'ffefot iveness aL or rivar thie s ~a11 If
pl inen tat ton oi~ C I1) 00 t Y) I '1-Ij)p rVRHV8 L14 t h'p itohinag mot: toil, Lit.,h t- h z'o-degree-of-4

f reedom longiltudi,11l equatLons reduco; Lo two:

t'romi which~ the chiaract iiIs 1 v1 oqu ion I 1 toi ifound to 1)

s2,~ +(1/2)(Cq.( + 3 ",1 + V 4 'I) )H + (1/2t12C 2 +(12 0~)-Cj

Ordinarl~y '4w Is ovorpower I ig, wi th t ht weo 1I-known rosiitt. tlint two riin.] roots
a4V4 giveil by;

1/14()2 w

Bu~t (it ILa) II, ý'. 1 ss14 ,41411 Tll4I'o, l arge CI) " canI rtHtIilt. In dtesabll. hng
LhvIll) ot toil: it constLant at L itnudo , o. doc ronse in1 a 1 r-1pvtod usos aL 141 at'pi'r

Ano t-in.' obvious o)xamoli () of p0444 (IbI) do t~tab ili 1ai ion through normalI

ratc 0 f'vdhack to alIlo rons: a 11 u ron do I' 1, I~. I on tnt ondod to inc reawe lift onl
one1 5hid may actuti1.1y 4J111140 that wing to sotl'11, and ndverso alleron yaw may
promo t a yawinog d ivoŽr goncv0. Add 111o:iala.1y, -, " alil oron dofvt' otion in to a
141)111 Is UOLedod for recovery, a roll1 damper woul 'd f Iglit spin recovery.

TI4050 CXIamj 1 oS show Lit, 140ivd for Ca roin i 001414 [d ationl o f Ai rcrafIt
Normal S tat oti. As diisoo55od Iiidor 3.4.1 .2 0h0 api. icication Lo Aircraft
Flt lurt, S~tes(. is tntunv olL'(o IorON(000 Ci 411i ('0114id' ration of failure. pussi-
b)ii It IV Mid 414( 0nHV50q1104 LOS, 440 t 140oussnr IIy to p roh i At: comlpi1. I anco by means
of' the flight con trol systeml. Not all 14 tgnit leant failures nre vlieetron it
in nat ure; 1W feronco 3, for examplec, ment ions the diso-iterOLS o4f fuct o
StUck slat On one s ide. In each case,' the proctirtug aecti.vity will nuod to
Wi)Igil t I-Idt.44ffs III (104 idi ng, who the r or not to grant a 131.ociu[l Fali u rv State.
CIVVon tIC. (IlAVlttiIt y O4f 1aCC~ratto earl v anal ysin , such proi401l0is4 may not be
founld until lat-er on, wheni changing thec doIcign of thle bas-1 airframe has
become exceed inglIy -o4LtIy .
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Antimidmenun 2 chan ged t:he tel-iitt8 ofLilth warninlug ran g,: four n co lora tod
stalls froli atigle of at tack to I .1. t coefficieont;. Accord log t~o Ref, .,3

Auglo of' attack, rather than load factor, was used asn ,.im raall-
warning reference. .. .becausAo some airplanes ait caftnin fi 'git con-
ditions exhibit a ratitor wide, range of ungle of Iatt.AC' twi/vr
which, tile lift coefficient changes~ reldtiVely liLt. . S;Lt11ii
occurs at anl angle of attack too hir below tho Atail. tii lII0'
been deomona t rated onl ctirrentL 0oporaIt.lo1itl a irplanea11

NuverthL I Ie I8s, o b vct ions Wore ta I ilod that. I ILnvar 11 ft corlvili otp to the stall
a rv tho xcop t ion rathe r than tilt, rleo, and 1,11o roqo 1. romen'. hon Id bo corn-
pat ible With thlt-, Ig a tali warning roqo remntu , Act tn IIy, i,k t -muchI more tman-
ouvering capability renia ma ait 0h10o11 0 liot ViCHlet Ontt4 I. 1.15 Vu correaponds
L0) 0, 32g iurgiti Cront compivOo 81t.1111, IM0' Vg to (0.10g t141ar.111 n !ie.3Jv titairginU
woo id bo I o~st If' airsNpoed hblodbf N'CIHe011d o Th110 In' tOMP6 tingIO-0
attac~k margin also providets morot, Lilltly warn ltip wihen 'Ito C Lit-,1 1H AppvttlV todV
abrupt ly , lil itt commiton tin ntanoovo rng * Alt houtgh not mout t bauid 'o thet vootl to-
mvilt, a p1itch rate asiginal at so ~ool d ho added Lo it'I 1w:attifico H t-a14d
Warning lioonclz fIn abropt, :1anlouvot'o (Sonled itoo[:ta "Ilto Oinev it
Would InclIOdO goatH, I ikoly woold Ill Litoo iltol y a N tgmia) , III tmy calo
occat4Iont will ariuv when Ituixtiatotit of p foio IIt viiplh ility 11 M-4n(1d(d
Thtoroforu , It is4 deoltrable thait wan iigil, Wh10ther oalt[F1 sin utlot log o!,r oLhlot
incro&aNe Ili iteIntu~ity 05 the itit il III AIIII'MiaCiod . nl~tic a var 11.1)ltot5 him but
found helpf)ul lit gagfttg pro-Ximityl to HLaIII, VThe lico ttt woding roqoIUo:H AucII
wt Hutt~on tit IntentAlty only !'or hoflot . Attoltor vIslmHht Ilty fit that, bullte
ait at 1i-oltuwhat. itigliot' gttigov ill lttilck maiy atkipp I m-1 oi it't l 1'to rn ittg.111p

Ill Judg111g Ild illilivI a l ionoji tacfr q ,t hmlts1d ho kopt lit ml id.

Accordinug to Houuti taotrvos , It 5% tt01Iiitr Iii ot~v wcoitII w11i11g utd itt,1tl 141)(0d1
maliy ttot ho ou HACVI I fnt* h itt1t rltit-Odd i It it flout 10o1 ill till, ciIat It yMand
diat ittet IVVttOIit of'wrig th lie aeetv itVt ll 41I iulid diff It-inutl I of Itcovory, ,
and thte vopvc tod I ow-tipood mitnoot~tvo tItg f Ip 1,114 nntxiItItItiI mptood 111-il tlgI it VO Idii
Ipromiltatrl warn toig Whticht m gitt ho difrlntegotdodllilt woll li ft llowilp IIng itnttIuvoI-' fo
tipl to 7/5% of tmitxititti itable I fit hvo rvtu tilt- witr~o lag. Ru'iit't lou I r)1(1 15 L0t
1.0%. fotr tppti-ittii Ill a convutc foat t to n t lotitni luinmiun I -t ypo, I and futgn, Wit L-ii
%itt: Il I~. az itvollat. IV' IY yl1ow itomlifino Iot ipoi l11it I0 llt tI'V 0XpoCI Od t 0Witt Lnit
al u'n1peed ra1tltor ('1(11401y onI lui)Itolitci

Amcindunent. 2 ci ar if lo thiat tilt,' littgo uti l oxen usl- int 1 limiits l4 tit lital i pp1111y
for p1 lotod contr'ol, no~t- Cust c ot l-f ixod . 'itho 20" or' 10(, 111intli Ia ar It'o
th ittoont10MI of a-Uttitode c11t1n11' litt stoll . Hvi,1' I IVVtc 91 poInt.1 outit that catite

exlst itt whicht a piIlot'H a attmptnlat tla)ibii ".at fon doc utot Itilp , but actually
indluce filstabililty . For tilt, A-7 , 00 rod viamiti f coupling ho twevin longi.t ud inal1

and laea-d Iroe t unit InoilnSi1104 1 Wh ll SIb 11 pp in g IN Ih01 itow O be tit CIto Iaiso
Whll s. i des lip [s not nctfp('icIa111 1y McLfoutIt (00 Itl thu11081 t''iiIiOottait pro-
I)abiy 14houl1d ho; SOMe Htidosif1 IN isCotituion , even mtinviIdthle o tit gIII atngie of'
att ack. Aft plnet', soeIdotm even Itovo I (101'ont'to zt-o-tit Id ttiip rt~oI'routce

Angular i'xcurH fiton Ini oxceno of tIt 200 or 101 1intl woti li hov cons idered
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to be "departures", and the requirements for departure resistance, cher-
acteristics and recovery would then apply.

Control effectivene,,s generally tends to diminish at extreme angles of
attack. Some airplanes in recent times have encountered P stable trim con-
dition in tie post-stall region, with too little control effectiveness to
break out and recover to unstalled flight. This hins occurred with trans-
port (e•g., BAC-11l) and executive (e.g., liansa Jet) aircraft as well as
fighters (e.g., F-16). If wind-tunucl tests are extended to such high i uci-
dence, the results may be erroneous or they liuly not be believed. The pos- :
nibility of such a stable, deepstall condition must be precluded by design
as much as possible. Rcftrv-ence 92 documents one example of an aerodynamic
design i~olution. For tranuport and other low-maneuverability aircraft (in
general, those not to have a flight spin demonstration) one might expect
demonstration of compliance to stop short of post-stall flight test. The
diacustion of 3.4.10 considers other aspects of this problem.

Interim Amendment I limited uncommanudeod oscillatiolls such aL wing rock
pri.or to stall to t. 10 dogrees bank, 4 2 degrees in sidesliIp and pitch
at itudv. For Amuemidmuvtqlt 2 it wau thought that Nuch UmiU4ts were too definitive
for tho stiate of the designi art. InstUad, such osNH. llations aVe not to
"be objectiounable to tile pilot".

Amendment I modified, iand Amundment 2 made u more m pov fit, tLh thruLst
loe.V1e4 for o110-emigime-oiut sltalls,* Tho it oeLt IS to appl.y the requltremenL
at thrust settings likoly in opeiati onal use. Throttling back for recovery,
in the manner deiscribed In 3.4.2.,1.3, its allowed.

-i
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D). 3 . 4,2 .2 I'uS'l-S'AI'A, CYRA'1' ONS AND) SPINS

R EQU IRE'MEN'TS

1.4.2.2 PomL-stiiljgyrni ious and The0.'Fu poat.-BLU1l gyration and spin
rutqulreilent apply to nil modem of inllo on that call be enterc'd from up~sets,
decelvoi rati1011, andI exLtoemv aneuvei appropr iato, to the C lass and 6li1ght

Phase Category. Entries from 1nva' d flight sha 1. be Incrluded for Classes1
capahi11 1ty andt "nder dynam ic i.,mit condiLtionls areo to bo inc luded , exceptL
an 11imit1ed by nt zuctoura I con i dorat onn. For all Glamses and Flight Phase~
Cat ogor los, Mhust settinI gs up to and includidnlg M.AT shall, he Inc~luded, withI
and Without one critic'2al e.nOgine nop rat Ivu at. ontry. T iO requ iremnent hol) d
fo r all Al rpilneo Norm ~al Status and for al 1. t a Lo of' stabilkty and contIrol
aumgwooi Lion my~ temnoi, exevpt app roved S pec ial F alluret Sta Los. .Sto re release
shall not he a I Iowod(Indring I osmi of ('01tro) , spin or gyration, recovery, or
subsequetnu d I v' pu II-tiL . A"nmt 'a (iv somnga gomvnt or angmvnii tt oo systemls,
howevvr, 1in pvrm!ss Lb l If It In nvcvssary nuod does not. prevent meini~Lig r'n,
ot her ropi 1romeo t n; )'o-ciigagciiieLt mhlia he 1)0 bli toin rug1htI foillowitig

1.4 ... ' jjgt . All Cl annot of iiirltaanes s11a 11

hi' cxt Itmely rsIs mlvton to departure fromh control Itd fli1ght , ponkrstal I gy ra-
Lion an 015' p1u Thu*'Ii af rp.inor shal v xhiblt no iin('oimihanded notio 10whi)clh
canniot ho arros td pirompltIy by si up t app.! ((at Iii of pilot coi'it t)l I * II addl-
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stall characteristics of those airplanes not required to comply with this

paragraph shall be determined by analysis and model tests.

DISCUSSION

Amendments I and 2 incorporated successive refinements to consideration
of departure (other than conventional stall, from which immediate recovery
has been required all along), post-stall gyrations and spins. A key item is
entry attempts from upsets and extreme maneuvers appropriate to the Class
and Flight Phase. A complete enumeration of these entry conditions is impos-
sible; but MIL-S-83691A Table 1 gives current guidance, which is amplified by
discussion in 11o, 27. MIL-S-83691A's definitions of departure susceptibility
and resistance are pertinent here:

6.3.13 IExtremely__ustce bL t earture departure from

controlled flight will generally occur with the normal applica-
Hon of pitch control alone or with small roll, and yaw control
inputsLH
6,3.14 Su scuItible fopdea tu': departure from controlled
flight will generally occur with the application of brief mis-
application or pitch and roll and yaw contiols that may be antic-
ipated in oporational use.
0.3.15 Hesiitant to departurq: departure from controlled flip)ht
will only occur with a large and reasonably sustained misap-
plication of pitch and roll and yaw controls,

6.3,1.6 EIxtreiely resistant to departurei departure from con-
trolled f'light can only occur after an abrupt and inordinately
sustained application of gross, abnormal, pro-departure controls.

It is in this context that we require airplanes to be extremely resistant
to departure. Wcu ote such recent extremes in inducing departure during
flight-tes,: as full asytimetric thrust (F-18) and whatever it takes to defeat
flighit control system departure-prevention measures. But flight testing with
a stall limiter turned off is unComm11ton.

Prior to Amendment I there had been no general requirements on post-
stall gyrations, as distinguished from spins. MIL-F-8785B had only a ref-
erence to the then-current spin demonstration requirements of the Air
Force (M[.L-S-25015) and the Navy (MIL-D-8708). For airplanes to be spun,
MIL-S-2501.5 required ready recovery form incipient and fully developed
(5-turn) spins - except 1-turn spins for landing, 2 turns inverted. MIL-F-
8785B Amendment I kept the MIL-S-25015 nunbers of turns for spin recovery and
added more bounds on altitude loss during recovery. The Class I requirements
are sinilar to those of FAR Part 23 for the Aerobatic Category. Amendment 2
deleted all altitude bounds, on the premii;, that wing loading and drag are
[et by other consideration, leaving only turns for recovery to determine
altitude loss, and that thene bounds on turns for recovery could not reason-
ably be reduced further. Amendment 2 also deleted n number of Amendment l's
"specifics" on departure techniques, as well as an Amendment I requirement for
the start of recovery to be apparent within 3 seconds or one spin turn. Those
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-pecific~tion features indicated desirable tests and characteristics, but•: added considerable detail in areas where design capability is lacking. That
material is felt to be more pertinent to a flight demonstration specification
such as MIL-S-83691.

A "pani'- button" which will always command the right recovery procedure,
or display of proper recovery action, can be helpful in confusing situations.

An important addition in Amendment 2 is the requirement to determine by
other means the post-stall characteristics of airplanes which will not be
flight tested in that regime. For Class i1 and III airplanes, flight defon-
stration generally will stop short of all-out attempts to induce departure;
control abuse will be scaled appropriately to aircraft missions. Never-
theless, repeated experience has shown the value of "what happens if" infor-
ination in the Pilot's Handbook and the best possible assurance of the lim-
itation of atny catastrophic poss 4hilities. Analyses, wind-tunnel and spin-
tunnel testing are warranted even- for large transport and bomber aircraft
that will never be spun intentionally, even in flight test.

Although store reluase has at times been a standard part of spin recovery
procedure (e~g., F-105) it has also been cautioned against (e.g., F-104).
G.E racks may not be stressed for the loads encountered in a spin; conversely
the stores may hit the airplane after release. A.lso, in emergencies the stores
mighit hit friendly people or cause excessive, unwuated damage on the ground,
and a lot of storaS would be used up in the demonstration. Therefore, Amendment
1 specifically pjrohibited store release for recovery.

As pointed out in Reference 116 and 117, coupling between longitudinal and
lateral-directional motion can preipitute loss of control. Reference 116 dis-

tRiSef. thi basic phenomenon in controls-fixed flight; Refearelce 117 gives a
tiimplified analysis method using only static stability derivatives. Referunce
91 shows an example application, and as indicated in the stall discussion also
points out the possibility of closed-]oop instability of the coupled longi-
tudinal and lateral-directional motions when the pilot attempta to mainftain
control in pitch. These references emphasize the importance of cornsidering
nootzero-sideslip initial condiltions. A number of refereutIL (j..L . Ref. 118)
also cite the possibility of ]orge yawing moments at zero sidc•lip, caused by
asymmetric vortex shedding off tLhe nose.
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IiE. 3.4 3 CROSS-AKS1 COUPLING IN ROLL MANEUVERS

Rg'QUIFIMENTS

3,4.3 Cross-axis coupling in roll maneuvers. For Class I and IV airplanes in
34 yaw-contro-ftee, Pitchc 0f1-fixe-•' maximum-performanfce rolls through 360
degrees, entered from straight flight or from turns, pul.overs, or pullups

ranging Ot, to 0.8 nv, the resulting yaw or pitch motions and sideslip or angle

of attack changes skall neither exceed structural limits nor cause other

dangerous flight conditions such as uncontrollable motioas or roll autoro-

S~tation.
ttOuring cotbat-type maneuvers involving rolls through anqli up to 360

degrees and rolls which are checkqd at a given bank angle, the yawing and

pitching 9hall not be so severe as to impair the tactical ef-ectiveness of the

xneuver. These requirements define Level I and 2 operation. For Class LI

atnd Itl airplanes, these requirenmnts apply in rolls through 120 degrees and

rolls which are checked at a given bank angle.

) £S USSION

This paragraph has been given a new title, more descriptive than MIL-F-

8785B'a "Rkol-pitch-yuw coupling". Note that frcm here to the end of section

3.4, 7 4BL-'-8785C renunbers paragraphs that aro otiherwise unchanged, because

of its reorganization of the preceding matnriak.
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F. 3.4.4.1 CONTROL FORCE COORDINATION

REQUIREMENT

3.4.4.1 Control force coordination. The cockpit control forces required to
perform maneuvers which are normal for the airplane should have magnitudes
which are related to the pilot's capabiltiy to produce such forces in
combination. The following control force levels are considered to be limiting
values compatible with the pilot's capability to apply simultaneous forces:

Type Control Pitch Roll Yaw

Side-stick or 50 pounds 25 pounds
Center-stick
Wheel 75 pounds 40 pounds
Pedal 175 pounds

DISCUSSION

The only change of substance is to indicate that for side-stick controllers

the force needed to perform normal maneuvers has the same numerical limits
as for a center stick. That difference in hand position shoule not greatly
affecL pilot capability.
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G. 3.4.10 CONTROL MARGIN

REQUI REMENT

3.4.i0 Control Margin. Control authority, rate and hinge moment capability
shall be sufficient to assure safety throughout the combined range of all
attainable angles of attack (both positive and negative) and sideslip. This
requirement applies to the prevention of loss of control and to recovery
from any situation for all maneuvering, including pertinent effects of fac-
tors such as regions of control-surface-fixed instability, inertial coupling,
fuel slosh, the influence of symmetric and asymmethric stores (3.1.4), stall/
post stall/spin characteristics (3.4.2 through 3.4.2.2.2), atmospheric dis-
turbances (3.8) and Airplanes Failure States (3.1.10.1 and 3.1.10.2; maneu-
vering flight appropriate to the Failure State is to be included). Consider-
ation shall be taken of the degrees of effectiveness and certainty of oper-
ation of limiters, c.g. control malfunction or mismanagement, and transients
from failures in the propulsior., flight control and other relevant systems.

RELATED MIL-F-8785B PARAGRAPH

None.

DISCUSSION

Relaxed static stability, direct force control and other "control con-
figured vehicle" (CCV) or "active control technology" concepts are gaining
acceptance. They promise attractive mission performance benefits, while
impressive gains continue to be made in reliability of stability augmenta-
tion. Therefore, we have allowed for trade-offs involving static insta-
bility and alternative control modes. To that end the requirements for
coritrol-surface-fixed stability have been deleted from 3.2.2.2 and 3.3.1.1.
Also, the role of atmospheric disturbances is explicitly specified by the new

requirements included in 3.8.

Whatever the cause, control saturation can be catastrophic in a
basically unstable airframe. Then control deflection for recovery, whether
commanded by thepilot or automatically, is just not available. This differs
from the stable case, in which if the deflection limit is reached for trim
full control authority is available for recovery. Control rate limiting
can also induce instability if the basic airframe is unstable. Paragraph
3.4.10, together with the related changes mentioned, is intended to require
full consideration of all the implications of relaxed static instability
and other CCV concepts. It is well known that hinge moments can limit both
deflection and rate of control surfaces. When using a surface for control in
two axes, as with a horizontal stabilizer deflected symmetrically for pitching
and d fferentially for rolling, priorities or combined limits must be set to
assure safety. For the F-16, the full nose-down control put in by stability
augmentation has to be overridden in order to rock out of a locked-in deep
stall. Also, aerodynamicists sometimes have to remind control analysts
that control surfaces themselves stall at an incidence somewhat less than
90o; and if control is supplemented by thrust vectoring, for example, one must
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consider the control force or moment available in normal operation, the effect
on forward thrust, and the possibility of flameout. All the possible inter-
actions of active control must be taken into account.

In considering how much margin or control should be required there is
CLi• no general quantitative answer, but it

is possible to enumerate some cases to
.qI. consider. Certainly there should be
ZAll. •sufficient control authority to pitch

the airplane out of any trim point to
lower the angle of attack from any

S \.attainable value. That is, with full
.- / nose-down control the pitching moment

should be at least a little negative
r CP47rRCL at the most critical attainable angle

of attack, for a center of gravity on
the aft limit and nominal trim setting. "Attainable angle of attack" is
another issue in itself; but lacking intolerable buffet or a limiter effective
in every conceivable situation, angles to at least 900 should be considered.
Encountering the wake vortex of another aircraft can De an extreiriPly upsetting
experience. These encounters are not uncommon in practice or real air com-
bat, and also may occur in the terminal area and elsewhere; prediction is
difficult. Other atmospheric disturbances can be severe too: jet streams,
storms, wakes of buildings, etc.

The amount of control capability at extreme angles of attack, positive
and negative, must be enough to recover from situations that are not otherwite
catastrophic. Avoidance of a locked-in deep stall has been known to limit
the allowable relaxation of static stability. Also, control must be sufficient
to counter the worst dynamic pitch-up tendency below otall or limit angle
of attack. Propulsion and flight control system failure transients must be
considered, along with possibly degraded control authority and rate after
failure. Fuel system failure or mismanagement must be allowed for.

The flight task will dictate some minimum amount of nose-down control
capability. Air combat maneuvering certainly imposes such a requirement, and
so do terminal-area operations. Then, there should be some capability to
counter atmospheric disturbances while maneuvering and center-of-gravity
movement due to fuel slosh while accelerating or climbing, stop rotation at
the take-off attitude, etc.

The tange of maneuvers considered should account for both the stress of
combat and the range of proficiency of service pilots. For example, in 1919
the British traced a number of lossea of unstable airplanes to control
authority insufficient to complete a loop that had got flattened on top
(Ref. 93). Thus nose-up capability at negative angles of attack can also
be important. For CCVs as well as conventional airplanes, limiters can help
greatly but their effectiveness and certainty of operation need to be con-
sidered. Spins attained in the F-15 and F-16 attest to the possibility of
defeating limiters. Reference 91 describes the A-7 departure boundary's
closing in with increasing sideslip angle; angular rates also affect
departure boundaries. Rapid rolling sometimes creates inertial coupling
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which can put great demands on pitch control. And the transients that propulsion
or flight control system failures might cause must be considered as well as
gusts and wind shear. Spin/post-stall gyration susceptility and character-
istics will be affected.

kit?

External stores change both center of gravity and pitching moment (C
and Cm ). Experience with past aircraft indicates a firm need to allow some
margin~to account for unforeseen store loadings. With relaxed static stabil-
ity this can determine not only the safety, but the possibility of flightwith stores not considered in the design process.

Uncertainties exist in the desigp stage. Nonlinear aerodynamics, par-
ticularly hard to predict even from wind-tunnel tests, are almost certain
to determine the critical conditions. The center of gravity, too, may not
come out as desired. And in service the cg location is only known with
limited accuracy. There ate also possible malfunctions and mismanagement
in fuel usage to consider. We have even seen recent cases (e.g., F-ill and
F-16) of misleading wind-tunnel results on basic static stability. Aeroelas-
ticity and dynamic control effectiveness (e.g., F-15) can also reduce control
margins.

In addition to convuntional control modes, a CCV's direct force controls
can offer a number of new possibilities ranging from independent fuselage
aiming to constant-attitude landing flares. The additional variables must
be accuunted for to assure adequate sizing of the control surfaces.

The instabilities and complications resulting from these factors can
probably be rectified by stability augmentation if and only if control
effectiveness is adequate. The controllability margin conventionally pro-
vided by static stability must be traslated for CCVs into margins of control

authority and rate.

Paragraph 3.4.9 precludes dangerous single failures. After the first
failure it may be advisable to constrict flight envelopes for some
asnurarice of flight safety in case, say, a second hydraulic system should4
fail. The Drocuring activity will need to weigh the expected frequency
and operational consequences of such measures against predicted benefits.

We do not intend thorough flight demonstration in all cases to show
compliance with this requirement. "The combined range of all attainable
angles of attack and sideslip" may even extend beyond the Permissible Flight I
Envelope, excepc for certain highly maneuverable fighter and trainer airplanes.
Flight test bounds will be established according to such requirements as
MIL-S-83691. For more extreme flight conditions a combination of model testing -
wind-tunnel., free-flight if necessary, and hardware - and analysis will often
be adequate.

The requirements of 3.4.10 are largely an emphasis or amplification of I
other requirements in this specification, among them
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1, 1 IM "

3.1.4 External stores
3. 1.10.2 Airplane Failure States

3. 1. 1M.1 Requirements for specific failure

3. 1. 10. 3. 3 Flight outs~ide the Service Flight Envelope

3.2.3.6 Longitudinal control forces in dives - Permissible Flight

3.2.3.7 Longitudinal control In sideslips

3.3.4.1.2 Roll performance in Flight Phase CA

3.3.8 Lateral-directional control in dives

3.3.9 Lateral-directional control with asymmetric thrust

3.4.2. 1.3 Stall prevention and recovery

3.4.2.2.2 ReŽcovery from post-stall gyrations and spins '
3.4.3 Cross-axis coupling in roll maneuvers

3.5.5 1 Failure-transients

3.5.6. 1 Transfer Transients

3.6 .3. 1 Pitch trim changes

3.8 Requirements for use of the disturbance models
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H. 3.4.11 DIRECT FORCE CONTROLS

REQUIREM~ENT

3.4.11 Direct force controls. Use of devices for direct normal-force control
and direct side-force control shall not produce objectionable changes in atti-
tude for any amount of control up to the maximum available. This requirement
shall be met for Levels 1 and 2.

V RELATED MIL-F-8785B PARAGRAPH

3.6.5

DISCUSSION I
TnRfrne2 h eatdprgah(.. iec omlfrecnrl

was at the -rd of the section on Secondary Control Systems. Current tech-

nology allows thtL use of direct force controls either as components of the
primary flight contrL2 system or as trimming systems (Reference 89). TheL requirement ha.Q bccr. mirv, to the end of the miscellaneous flying qualities

cc~Llon, immediatel~y preceding the section on primary flight control systems.
The opportunity has also been taken to generalize the requirement to include
side-force control in addition to normal-force control.

Pending the development of more explicit requirements on the use of '
direct force controls, the wording of 3.4.11 remains purely qualitative -
prevent objectionable attitude changes. The assertion of Reference 2 that
"This new paragraph requires the designer to minimize pitching moments associ-
ated with the use of any direct-lift control device, so that the pilot is
provided with an essentially pure lift control"' needs to be corrected.
Favorable attitude changes should be considered by the designer, and may even
be required for some tasks to achieve the potential benefits. For some
tasks, a blended normal force and pitching moment (maneuver enhancement)
response to control input gives the most beneficial results. Using this
approach, it is possible to achieve a conventional-type of attitude response
which is better than can be achieved with a single control surface. What is
an ''objectionable attitude change'' needs to be considered within the context

Reference 94 documents results of a study to develop more explicit
criteria. Bandwidth Is proposed as the governing parameter:

The bandqidth of the specified response to a particular
control input is defined as the lowest frequency for which
the (open-loop) phase margin is at least 45 degrees and the
gain margin is at least 6db.

Table 2 lists the response variables, associated with different tasks, which
could potentially be subject to the requirements. The required bandwidths
proposed in Reference 94 are shown in Table 3. The effects of attitude changes
on the 'pure' force modes were also investigated. Small amounts of proverse
attitude interference to increase the bandwidth of the mode were acceptable;
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S. . . . . .TABLE II. -

TYPICAL AIRCRAFT PARAMETERS SUBJECT TO BANDWIDTH
LIMITATION IN NIL STANDARD

TASK CONTROL VARIABLE

Air-to-air tracking Pitch or yaw angle if angle of
attack or sideslip are not an impor-
tance factor for weapon release
Path angle if angle of actack or
sideslip must be left small for
weapon release

Air-to-ground tracking
Pointing tasks Pitch or yaw angle

Strafing
Photo

Flight path tasks Path angle, normal or lateral velo-
Dive bombin- city

Path deviation tasks Path angle, normal or lateral velo-
and landing city

TABLE III.
TENTATIVE BANDWIDTH LIMITATIONS

REQUIRED BANDWIDTH

TASK (rad/sec)

LEVEL I LEVEL 2

Tracking (CAT A) 1.25 0.60
Air-to-air gunnery

Strafing

Photo

Dive bombing

Path deviation (CAT C) 0.30 0.12

Formation

Air-to-air refueling

Approach

Short final and landing (HF 3)/10?
path response ("CAT D") or 1.25 0.60

HF - sink rate in ft/sec on visual or
instrumend glide slope
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however, the pilots did not want the bandwidth increased by large amounts of
proverse attitude change. Adverse attitude changes were degrading, of course.

The controller mechanization is also a critical factor in the practical
benefits to be realized from the additional theoretical capabilities with
additional control surfaces. Reference 94 discusses the data in Reference 89
which shows that the pilot was unwilling or unable to manipulate the two
controllers (sidestick and thumb button) used in that mechanization. The
theeretical benefits were not achieved in some of the nxvdcs. Reference 94
discusses the problem but criteria need to be developed.

II
L!

I
I
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SECTION IX

STATEMENT AND DISCUSSION OF PRIMARY
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS (3.5)

3.5 CIiARACTERISTICS OF THE PRIMARY FLITIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

GENERAL DISCUSSION

One major factor in the need for the current revision (and for even
further revisions) is the use of the flight control system (FCS) to modify
airplane response, There Is the possibility of having a flight control system
for which it is difficult to distuinguish between priu. wy and secondary FCS,
or '. *ween manual and automatic FCS, The currenL MIL-F-94901) coiinines the
primary ond secondary designations into a Manual Vllighý Control System (MFCS)
classification. Reference 26 presents as justification: "The change from
Primary/Secondary FCS to Manual FCS was omde as a result of a serious concern
with the high percentage (up to 50 percent) of Licent Air Force incident/
accident reports which are due to secondary flight control problenw. To reduce
the numb)er of probleum' with Secondary Controls, the differentiation between
Primary/Secondary control requireuvnts in areas such as failure immunity has
been dropped or sharply reduced." A validation study of MI.L-F-949On, Her. 95.

supports the use of the single MFCS designation but tuire is sonm discussion
of the wording used. In MII-lF-94901) there is still the distinction between
Manual and Automativ FCS, which is not addLOessud directly in MIL-F-8785B.

MIL-F-94901) includes "'rugmuntation, perforomncee limiting and control devices"
in the MFCS. While It puts "stick or wheel steering" in the AFCS, it :just
states that "if th is nude is required, MI L-Fl-8785, or if app)licable, MII-F-83303
Flying Qualities of Piloted V/STOL Alrernift , shall be used as the basis for

control capability".

In the flying qualities mpeciftcation the plri mary item of concern is
airplane resnonse, either to Millot control inputs or to external distur-
bances. The requirenments should be independent of the details of the con-
trol system mechanizatIon, as far as possible. In simple terna the airplane
should do what the pilot wants, when he wants. The current revision iner-
porates sonie Initial steps towards this goal. More generic terminology has
been used for all controls. Requlreuiunts on contrro surface deflection havw
been deleted in favor of relating the requirememnts to the controller. An
exception to this last change is the requlremnnt on control surface lags
retained in 3.5.3. Vhe revisions incorporated In the current version are
Intended to remove prohibitiotns (real or Impli. ed) on the possible uses of
advanced flight control technology.
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A. 3.5.2, 3 RATE OF CONTROL DISPLACEMENT

REQUIREMENT

3.5.2.3 Rate of control displacement. 'llTe ability of the airplane to perform
the operational uwineuvers required of it shall not be limited in the atmos-
pheric disturbances specified ir 3.7 by control surface deflection rates
(3.8.3.1, 3.8.3.2 and 3.4.10). For powered or boosted controls, the effect
of engine speed and the duty cycle of both primary atid secondary controlsLoge~ther With tihe pilot control techniques shall bi- ini'luded when establishing |compliance with this requirement.

i; ~DISCIUSS ION
The revision makes specific reference to new paragraphs 3.8.3 for

qualitative requirements on the effects of atmospheric ditituri)ance, and to
3.4.10 for requirenwnts on control nmargin.

14
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B. 3.5.3 DYNAMIC CHARACTERIsTICS

REQUIREMENT

3.5.3 Dynamic characteristics. A linear or smoothly varying airplane response
to cockpit-control deflection and to control force shall be provided for all
amplitudes of control input. Ilie response of the control surfaceu in flight
shall not lag the cockpit-control force inputs by more than the angles shown
in Table XIII, for frequencies equal to or less than the frequencies showt, in
Table X111.

TABLE XlIl. Allowable control surface lagtz

Allowable Lag deg Control Upper Frequency rad/see

Category A and C Category B pitch tie larger of wn and 2.0
Flight 1'hase,. F'light pith h_ lref___nd.

Level Phases ro11 & tiw largest of wndP l/lR

1 15 30 y aw and 2.0

2 30 45

3 60 60

In addition, the response of the airplane motion shall not exhibit a
time delay longer than the following for a pilot-initiated step control force
input.

'TABLE XIV Allowable airplane response deIag

Level Allowable Delay Sec

1 0.10

2 0.20
3 0.25

Further, the values of the equivalent time delay derived from equivalent
system match of the aircraft response to cockpit controls shall not exce'ed the
values of Table XIV.

3.5.3.1 Damping. All control system oscillations shall be well damped, unless
they are of such an amplitude, frequency and phasing that they do not result
in objectionable oscillations of the cockpit controls or the airfranm during
abrupt maneuvers and during flight. in atmospheric disturbances.
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RELAT'El MIL-F-8785B PARAGRAPHS

3.5.3, 3.5.3.1 and 3.5.3.2

DISCUSSION

rable XIII hans been retained in the form of a requirement on control
surface motion, in contradiction with the emphasis on airplane response
elsewhere in MIL-F'-8785C. TIhis was based on Navy desires to use this require-

ment and to provide continuity with current practice. Reference 3 discusses
in ligt, ndfrom either Lime or frequency responses. Th'le phase lag at any
gvnfeunyis tepoutothtfeunyimsh iivdelay. Thle
tiedly st e itaue rmtepltsiiito fi tpcontrol

Linput until tefirst indication of control surface iiition (for 'Fable X1I1) or
overall airplane response in the commanded motion variable (for '1'able XIV) for
that control input. Gene rally, one would use thlw pitch , roll and yaw cont rols,
respectively.

Reference 3 is also very interested in recognizing the problems of, lags
introduce~d by filtering the pilots iniput to CUre a sensitive response. Th le
"startling" new (atL that itime) retiulta (.f Reference 96 were used to deve H,4

tli reuiemetsof 3.3.3 in MIL-F-878513. Since that time, other stu48e

tering pilot inputs has progressed along with our knowledge of the problems
causeod by time delays. This concern has driven the revision to these require-
iiienita.

'Ihle data used in Referunce 3 is reproduced in Figure 28a. As can be soon
it in reasonable to interpret those results to develop mere stringent require-
iiints. Th'le tiire recent data of Reference 48 i.4 shown in Figure '28b. Theli
results are tak~un to support the new req uirements of T'able Xi11I.

Thei results art, also expressed as ituximum time delays in airplane response
I n lIab le X1V. Th'lose requirementis also apply to the equivalenit Lime delays
determinetd in the process of' obtamning lower-order equivalent systems~ approx-
iiiatI ons to thev actual responses. mve numeuriual, values are supported in Fig. 29
from Re ference M9c., aitd (from recent un publiished dinta) appear Lo be applicable
to both pitch and roll axes for demanding tasks. Th'le maujority of the available
data is8 for Glass TV (onfiguratiotis , Re fe rtmce 56d indi cates that higher
val ues miay be acvelptab~le for Class I11 but there is Instiffic~ient data to
sup~port requi rements at this time.

Applicat ion of thcese requirements "for- all. amplitudes of control input"
IN an extension of Mll,-F-878513's "for reasonably large force inputs". The
puirpose Is to ensure ti.at effects of ampliltude-dependent control or aerodynamic
nonlinearitles are adequately considered in the assessment and acceptance of
handlling qIialitles. In addition to problems at large amplitude, A'l-arrah for
example recently p~ointed (AFFTrC PlO Workshop, November 1980) to oversensitiv-!ty
at small. amplitudes when a control and stabilization system with high forwayrd-
loop gainis is adjusted for large -amplitude performance.
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G.' 3.5.4 AUGMENTATION SYSTEMS

REQUIJIREMENT

3.5.4 Augmentation systems. Operation of stability eugmentation and control
augmentation systems and devices shall not introduce any objectionable flight
or ground handling characteristics.

RELATED MIL-F-8785B PARAGRAPHS

3.5.4, 3.5.4.1 and 3.5.4.2

DISCUSSION

In 3.5.4 "Normal operation" has been changed to just "Operation", plus
3.5.4.1 and 3.5.4.2 have been deleted. These. changes simplify the requirement
so that neither normal nor abnormal operation should cause objectionable I
characteristics, i.e., only this basic requirement is stated. For abnormal
operation, the definition and interpretation of objectionable characteristics
must be consistent with aiy appropriate Failure State or degraded Level of
flying qualities. The mo~re detailed requirements of 3.5.4.1 and 3.5.4.2 are
believed to be covere~d by the new paragraphs in 3.4.10 Coto margin and
3.8.3 Efet famshei itracs
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D. 3.5.5 FAILURES

REQUIREMENTS

3.5.5 Failures. The following events shall not cause dangerous or
intolerable flying qualities:

a. complete or partial loss of any function of the augmentation
system following a single failure

b. failure-induced transient motions and trim changes either
immediately after failure or upon subsequent transfer to

alternate control modes

c. configuration changes required or recommended followingfailure

3.5.5.1 Failure transients. With controls free, the airplane
motions due to failures described in 3.5.5 sball not exceed the follow.-
ing limits for at least 2 seconds following the failure, as a function
of the Level of flying qualities after the failure transienL has sub-
sided:

Levels 1 and 2 ±.5 g incremental normal or lateral acceleration at
(after failure) the pilots station and ±10 degrees per se' roll rate,

except that neither stall angle of attack nor struc-
tural limits shall be exceeded. In addition, forCategory A, vertical or lateral excursions of 5 ft

and ±2 degrees bank angle.

Level 3 No dangerous attitude or structural limit is
(after failure) reached, and no dangerous alteration of the flight

path results from which recovery is impossible.

3.5.5.2 Trim changes due to failures. The change in control forces
required to maintain attitude and sideslip for the failures described
in 3.5.5 shall not exceed the following limits for at least 5 seconds
following the failure:

Pitch -------------------------------------- 20 poundsRoll --------------------------------------- 10 pounds

Yaw ---------------------------------------- 50 pounds

DISCUSSION

The basic requirements of the MIL-F-8785B paragraph have been
restated to achieve the real objective of preventing dangerous condi-
tions as a result of a single failure or related events. The phrase"Failure-induced transient motions .... shall be sniali and gradual..."
that was a part of the MIL-F-8785B requirement has deliberately been
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deleted. Although the intent was to ensure "that dangerous flying qualities
never result", there may be some benefit to a noticeable transient after a
failure, or afte: transfer to an alternate control mode in order to alert the
pilot to the change. That possibility is left to the designer without explicit
direction to minimize transients.

The acceleration and roll rate limits are now consistent with the require-
ments in MIL-F-9490D, the back-up document of which (Reference 26) refers to
MIL-F-8785B for additional requirements. The revision basically follows the
recommendations of Reference 12. In particular, the authors noted that
the allowable transient levels of MIL-F-8785B were consistent with failure
probability considerations but not with flying qualities considerations.• Level 2 has a lower probability of occurrence than Level I and was permitted

to have larger transient responses, however Level 2 ia a poorer handling qual-
ities state and cannot as readily accept the larger responses. It was felt
"hat the values in the current revision were representative of transients

S` ich could be handled with Level I flying qualities. Conversely, the low
allowable transients of MIL-F-8785B were conducive to soft failures which could
lead to catastrophic situations if undetected by the pilot. This comment applied
to the B-58, in particular, and led General Dynamics/Ft Worth to suggest a
minimum allowable transient (according to Reference 12). This has not been
incorporated into the current revision, but should be a consideration in the
design process.

The 5ft limit on failure transients should preclude collisions in formation
flight and also minimize the time span of large but allowable accelerations. If
observation by chase plane is not sufficient, accelerometer measurements could
be integrated to determine compliance.

Lastly, the revision of 3.5.5.2 was contained in Amendment 2 and makes it

clear that the requirement is to apply to incremental forces.

5
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E. 3.5.6 TRANSFER TO ALTERNATE _NirROL MODES

REQUIREMENT

3.5.6 Transfer to alternate control. modes. The transient motions
and trim changes resulting from the intentional ergagement or disengage-
ment of any portion of the primary flight control s. cem by the pilot
shall be such that dangerous flying qualities never result.

3.5.6.1 Transfer transients. With controls free, the transients
resulting from the situations described in 3.5.6 shall not exceed the
iollowing limits for at least 2 seconds following the transfer:

Withi". the ±0.1 g normal or lateral acceleration at the pilot's
Operational station and 3 degrees per second roll
Flight Envelope

WiLhin the ±0.5 g at the pilot's station, 5 degrees per second
Service Flight rnll, the lesser of 5 degrees sideslip and the
Envelope structural limits,

These requhemeiets apply only for Airplane Normal States.

3.5.6.2 Trim changes. The change in control forces required to maintain
attitude and zero sideslir '-,r the situations described in 3.5.6 shall
not exceed the following 1.iwits for at least 5 seconds following the
transfer:

Pitch ---------------------- 20 pounds
Roll ------------------------------------------ 0 pounds
Yaw ----------.--------------------- 50 pounds

These requirements aveLy only for Airplane Normal States.

DISCUSSION j
Again, the phrase "small and gradual enough" has been deleted in

favor of a more basic requirement just to prevent dangerous flying quali-
ties. The allowable transients have been increased for reasons similar
Lo those presentedi In discussion of 3.5.5. Also the addition to 3.5.6.2
from Amendment 2 has been incorporated to indicate that the requirement
is on incremental rorces.

This requirement applies to intentional actions by the pilot.
Again, following the discussion of 3.5.5 there is also a need to con-
sider the results of inadvertent engagement or disengagement of por-
tions of the flight control system. Reference 97 presents the results
of an accident investigation in which it is conjectured that inadvertent

i5'
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control input could have been a causal factor: "the DFDR (Digital Flight
Data Recorder) readout indicates a vertical acceleration transient of
0.04 g causing a 200-f.p.m. rate of descent. For a pilot to induce such
a transient, he would have to intentionally or inadvertently disengage
the altitude hold function. It is conceivable that such a transient
could have been produced by an 2nadvcrtent action on the part of the
pilot which caused a force to be applied to the control column. Such a
force would have been sufficient to disengage the altitude hold mode".
Note that the vertical acceleration transient of 0.04 g was less than
the original requirement in MIL-F-8785B, and was also probably less than
a pilot's threshold of recognition. There was, however, a significant
long-term effect of that unnoticeable transient, namely a rate of
descent. The current limit of 0.1 g may allow consideration of the
trade-off of the nuisance of a transient upon intentional actions versus
the positive annunciation value of a noticable transient following inad-
vertent inputs. The answer to this implied question is left to the
designer. In the above discussion, "dangerous flying qualities" is
interpreted rather broadly since an undetected unwanted rate of descent
is a problem regardless of the Level of flying qualities.
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SECTION X

STATEMENT AND DISCUSSION OF SECONDARY
CONTROL SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS (3.6)

3.6 CHARACTERISTICS OF SECONDARY CONTROL SYSTEMS

A. 3.6.1 TRIM SYSTEM

REQUIREMENT

3.6.1 Trim system. In straight flight, throughout the Operational
Flight Envelope the trimming devices shall be capable of reducing allthe cockpit control forces to zero for Levels 1 and 2. For Level 3
the untrimmed steady-state cockpit control forces shall not exceed
10 pounds pitch, 5 pounds roll and 20 pounds pedal. The failures tobe considered in applying the Level 2 and 3 requirements shall includetrim sticking and runaway in either direction. It is permissible tomeet the Level 2 and 3 requirements by providing the pilot with alter-nate trim mechanisms or override capability. Additional requirementson trim rate and authority are contained in MIL-F-9490 and MIL-F-18372.

K. DISCUSSION

Apart from terminology changes, the substantive effect of thisrevision is to apply the Level 3 requirements to steady-state control
forces. This allows transient forces to exceed the iimits specified
in this paragraph.
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B. 3.6.1.2 RATE OF TRIM OPERATION

REQUI REMENT

3.6.1.2 Rate of trim operation. Trim devices shall operate rapidly enough to
enable the pilot to maintain low control forces under changing conditions
normally encountered in service, yet not so rapidly as to cause over-sensitivity
or trim precision difficulties under any conditions. Specifically, it shall be
possible to trim the pitch control forces to less than 10 pounds for center-
stick airplanes and 20 pounds for wheel-control airplanes throughout ()dives
and ground attack maneuvers required in normal service operation and (b) level-
flight accelerations at maximum augme~nted thrust froma 250 knots or VR/C,
whichever is less, to Vmax at any altitude when the airplane is trimmed for level
flight prior to initiation of the maneuver. In the event that operation of theN
trim system requires removeal of one hand from the wheel-control. Level 1
force limits shall be as for a center-stick.

DISCUSSION

The chonge applies centerstick force limits when one-handed operation of
a wheel controller is necessary to trim.
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C. 3.6.1.4 TRIM SYSTEM IRREVERSIBILITY

REQU IREMENT

3.6.1.4 Trim system irreversibility. All trimming devices shall main-tain a given setting indefinitely unless changed by the pilot or by a
special automatic interconnect (such as to the landing flaps), or by
the operation of an augmentation device. If an automatic interconnect
or augmentation device is used in conjunction with a trim device, pro-vision shall be made to ensure the accurate return of the device to its
initial trim position on removal of each interconnect or augmentation
command.

DISCUSSION

The wording of MIL-F-8785B has been rearranged for clarification
without any intended change in the requirement.

A
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D. 3.6.2 SPEED AND FLIGHT-PATH CONTROL DEVICES

REQUIREMENT

3.6.2 Speed and flight-path control devices. The effectiveness and
response times of the longitudinal control shall be sufficient to pro-
vide adequate control of flight path and airspeed at any flight conji-
tion within the Operational Flight Envelope. This requirement may be
met by use of devices ouch as throttles, chrust reversers, auxiliary
dreg devices, and flaps.

DISCUSSION

Consistent with the changes to more generic control terminology

throughout Reference 1, this paragraph has been revised to apply to
any longitudinal control, i.e., any control with its action in the
x-z plane of the aircraft.

15
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E. 3.6.3 TRANSIENTS AND) TRIM CHANGES

REQUIREMENT

3.6.3 Transients and trim changes. The transients and steady-stateI
trim changes for normal operation of secondary control devices (such as
throttle, thrust reversers, flaps, slats, speed brakes, deceleration
devices, dive recovery devices, wing sweep, and landing gear) shall not
impose excessive control forces to maintain the desired heading, altitude,
raLC of climb, speed or load factor without use of the triummer control.
This requiremient applies to all In-flight configuration changes and com-
binations of changes made under service conditions, including the effects
of asyirmnetric operations such as unequal operation of landing gear, speed
brakes, slats, or flaps. in no case shall there be any objectionableI
buffeting or oscillation caused by such devices. More specific require-
ments on secondary control devices are contained in 3.6.3.1, 3.6.4, and
3.6.5 and in MIL-F-9490 and MIL-F-18372.

DISCUSSION

The phrs "buffeting or oscillation of such devices" has been
deleted in favor of "buffeting or oscillation caused by such devices"-
a semantic distinction to include airframe buffeting as well as buffet-

ing of the device itself.
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SECTION XI

STATEMENT AND DISCUSSION OF ATMOSPHERIC
DISTURBANCES (3.7)

3.7 ATMOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES

GENERAL DISCUSSION

For the purpose of the flying qualities specification an engineering
model of atmospheric disturbances is required. This engineering model may be
considered as the simplest model which is consistent with any related usage in
aircraft design, but still correctly identifies the primary parameters of par-
ticular interest. This is in contrast to the objectives of basic research
into meteorolegical phenomena or the physics of atmospheric dynamics. It is
also noted that terminology has different connotations depending on an indi-
vidual's background or field of endeavor. To prevent any confusion, certain
terms will now be defined for use in interpreting MIL-F-8785C. There is a
small change from the nomenclature In MIL-F-8785B, which has been applied to
all the following paragraphs, 3.7.1 through 3.7.5.2.

Mean Wind: This is the steady wind, the reference value on which perturba-
tions are superimposed. The mean wind could vary with time and spatial
coordinates, but is considered to be only a function of altitude. Since for
engineering purposes the mean wind is constant with time, the meteorological
concept of' "averaging time" does not apply. There is no requirement for the
"mean wind" to actually be a mean over any partIcular time period.

Wind Shear: This is the rate of: change of magnitude of the mean wind with
altitude.

Vector Rhear: This is the rate of change of direction of the mean wind witn
altitude.

Turbulence: This term is used to denote the continuous, random fluctuations in
wind velocity which must be described statistically. Actual atmospheric tur-
bulence has been shown to be non-Gaussian; however, for the current purposes
turbulaixce is assumed to be randem with a normal, or Gaussian, distribution.

Gust: This term is uLsed to denote a discrete or deterministic change in the
wind velocity. In application gusts may be used independently or superimposed
on a mean wind and/or tur'bulence to represent large disturbances. Used appro-
priately a gust can actually represent a discrete wind shear such as can occur
at a temperature inversion; the large (3o or 40) fiLIctuations that are not
represented in the assumed Gaassian form of turbulence; the fluctuations due
to the wake of man-made or topological features; or an independent discrete
phenomenrasuch as the wing-tip vortex of another aircraft.

The above definitions depart from meteorological practice in order to
allow some flexibility in defining models of atmospheric disturbances that are
tractable for engineering analyses. Although the desrability of tractability
should be obvious, flexibility is consioered to be equally desirable. During
the course of an aircraft developmen, a vwriety of analyses, computer simu-
lations, piloted simulations, etc. are pertormed with different objectives and
different requirements for atmospheric disturbance inputs. The definitions
given earlier identify and separate the primary parameter:s in atmospheric
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disturbances which relate to aircraft control and flying qualities. The
synoptic effect of any or all of these parameters can also be obtained in a
long simulation run. Ultimately, it is suggested that a piloted simulation
should be performed which does combine all the above elements and so has the
best possible representation of atmospheric disturbances.

The "best possible representation" of atmospheric disturbances is probably
not going to be achieved by combining Gaussian turbulence with discrete gusts -

better and better approximations would be achieved using more and more complex
specifications for the gusts. The non-Gaussian character of actual disturbances
which has been alluded to is supported in numerous reports (e.g., References
98-100). In contrast, from Reference 101: "It is the belief of the author
that the mjor reasons for failing to achieve realism im many simulator studies
are as follows:

1) Use of excessive gust severity values (the use of r'ms values of
around 9 fps nearly always led to "unrealistic" response behavior;
the use of the more appropriate values around 3 fps gave a more
realistic feel).

2) Use of excessive integral scale values (the use of scale values of
around 2500 ft gave unrealistic results, as with the high severity
values; the use of scale values of only several hundred feet, as is
more appropriate, gave a much better response interpretation).

3) In particular, the appropriate forcing inputs due to the gusts
(forces and moments) were not used.

Many feel that the question of intermittency or nonntationarity has a lot to
do wit:h achieving realism. It Is felt, however, that if the three items,
listed imad been hinvdled more realistically, then nonstationarity aspects may
not be important."

The use of non-Gaussian turbulence in simulations has also yielded mixed
results. For the flying oualitles study reported in Reference 102 the pilot
chose a non-Gaussian utrbule',ce representation as being more realistic than
the Dryden form of Gaussian turbulence; however, he said that his ratings were
not affected by the turbulence model. Reference 103 showed no conclusive
results in an attempt to develop a non-Gaussian model. There are a variety of
approaches to developing a non-Gaussirn representation. It can safely be stated,
therefore, that there is no unanimous opinion with respect to any departure from
a Gaussian distribution of disturbances. In fact, the atmosphere itself does
not have a uniquely non-Jaussian characteristic. Using the fourth order moment
as a measure of "non-Gaussianness" Reference 104 indicates a wide range of
values including Gaussian. The most significant point to be made here is that
the atmospheric disturbance model to be used, for instance in a piloted ground-
based simulation, should be consistent with the objectives of the simulation
and the fidelity of the total system representation. The attempt in the
current revision has not been to define a universal model but to identify the
primary parameters of atmospheric disturbances. Thus non-Gaussian disturbances
are suggested but not rigidly defined allowing flexibility in application.
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A. 3.7. 1 FORM OF THE DISTURBANCE MODELS

REQUIREMENT

3.7. 1 Form of the disturbance models. Where feasible, the von Karman fLorm shall
be used for the continuous turbulence model, so that the flying qualities anal-
yses will be consistent with the comparable structural analyses. When no corn-
parable structural analysis is performed or when it is not feasible to use the
von Karman form, use of the Dryden form will be permissible. In general, both
the continuous turbulence model and the discrete gust model shall be used. The e
scales and intensities used in determining the gust magnitudes for the discrete
gust model shall be the same as those in the Dryden turbulence model.,

3.7. 1. 1 Turbulence model (von Karman form). The von Karman form of the spectra
for the turbulence velocities is:2L u1

ug() = Ou 2 ---
ir [1 + ( 1. 339Lu•) I

Lv I + (8/3X 1. 339Lvo) 2

OVg(ý) -v I [ I + (1I. 339L Ly)2]"/Ip•

2Lw I +(8/3X1.339IwQ) 2

ltW g(2 ) " w 2 [ I + ( . 39 w ) ] O

3.7.1.2 Turbulence model (Dryden form). The Dryden form of the spectra for
the turbulence velocities is:

2 Lu 1
ýu (0) - Ou2--

9 IT (Lu0) 2 + 1

Lv I + 3(Lv ) 2
ývg(O) - r2I

iT + (Lvu2) 2 ] 2

Lw I + 3 (LwQ) 2

-- [Ti (+ (Lw)21

3.7.1.3 Discrete gust model. The discrete gust model Tray be used for any of
the three gust-velocity components and, by derivation, any of the three angular
components.

The discrete gust has the "1 - cosine" shape given by:

v 0 ,x <0

Vvm (1 cos 0) , <x< dm
2 dm

V-v , x > dm
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The discrete gust above may be used singly or in multiples in order to assess
airplane response to, or pilot control of, large disturbances. Step function
or linear ramp gusts may also be used.

RELATED MIL-F-8785B PARAGRAPHS

3.7.2, 3.7.2.1, 3.7.2.2 and 3.7.2.3

DISCUSSION

In keeping with the overall change making 3.7 just a presentation of the
components of an atmospheric disturbance model, the above paragraphs contain
the basic form and the equations for the turbulence and gust components. The
presentation is little changed from MIL-F-8785B, continuing the implication
that the von Karman form be used for analyses and the Dryden form for simu-
lation. The equations for the turbulence spectra are retained as in MIL-F-
8785B. As noted in Reference 13: "The spectra and scales as defined in...
MIL-F-8785B give the correct answers, but for the wrong reasos". We decided
to forego any "correction" at this stage, preferring to retain as much of
MIL-F-8785B as possible.

The "I - cosine" profile for a discrete gust is retained; however, only
half a period is specified in order to make the model more flexible. Sequences
of two or more half-cycle gusts, appropriately spaced, may be found useful.
One obvious application is to use a full period to determine the control
authority needed to recover from a large disturbance. In the case of an
unstable airframe, with stability provided by the flight control system, the
gust recovery can be the critical control sizing criterion. The model and the
wording of the requirenent leave other options available, such as the require-
ment in Reference 20. Figure 30 illustrates the equiprobable gust family1 0 0

and the application ef the pair of ramp gusts 2 0 . The requirement states, in
part: "The two component ramps have opposite sign and are each members of the
same equiprobable family of single ramp gusts. The single ramp components as
well as the spacing distance d. should be varied over all significant distances
until the response of maximum amplitude is found. However, to allow for the
reduced probability of meeting this gust pattern, the magnitudes of the ampli-
tudes (vgm) Iand (vP) 2 may be reduced from the magnitudes applicable to single
ramp gusts by a fac or of 0.85". This approach of searching for the worst
combination is appropriate to the analysis of single-axis response. Jones'
model was derived from consideration of point-to-point velocity differences,
i.e., discrete gusts, rather than the distribution of the velocity components.
This has been developed into a continuous spectrum of discrete gusts1 00. At
this time, we do not know if the complexity of this model is justified for a
full piloted simulation.
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B. 3.7.2 MEDIUM/HIGH-ALTITUDE MODEL

REQUIREMENT

3.7.2 Medium/high-altitude model. The scales and intensities are based on the
assumption that turbulence above 2000ft is isotropic. Then

Ou - v = a
and

Lu = Lv = IV

3.7.2.1 Turbulence scale lengths. The scales to be used are Lu - Lv Lw
2500ft using the von Karman form or Lu Lv - Lw = 1750ft using the Dryden form.

3.7.2.2 Turbulence intensities. Root-mean-square turbulence intensities are
shown on figure 7 as functions of altitude and probability of exceedance.
Simplified variations for application to the requirements of this specification
are indicated.

3.7.2.3 Gust lengths. Several values of dm shall be used, each chosen so that
"the gust is tuned to each of the natural frequencies of the airplane and its
flight control syste ,igher - frequency structural modes may be excepted).
For the Severe intensities modes with wavelengths less than the turbulence
scale length may be excepted.

3.7.2.4 Gust Magnitudes. The Light and Moderate gust magnitudes ug, Vg, Wg
shall be determined from figure 8 using values of dxId, u z determined
according to 3.7.2.3, and the appropriate RMS turbulence intensities from
figure 7. Severe gust magnitudes shall be:

a. 66ft/sec EAS at VG, gust penetration speed

b. 50ft/sec EAS at Vomax

c. 25ft/sec EAS at Vmax

d. 50ft/sec EAS at speeds up to Vmax(PA) with the landing gear and other
devices which are open or extended in their maximum open or maximum
extended positions.

e. For altitudes above 20,O00ft the gust magnitudes may be reduced lin-
early from:

(1) 66ft/sec EAS at 20,O00ft to 3bft/sec EAS at 50,000 for the V0
condi tion

(2) 50ft/sec EAS at 20,O00ft to 25ft/sec EAS at 50,00Oft for the
Vmax condition

(3) 25ft/sec EAS at 20,O00ft to 12.5ft/sec EAS at 50,O00ft ior the
Vmax condition

f. For altitudes above 50,000ft the equivalent gust velocity specified
at 50,00Oft shall be multiplied by the factorV-PT 5 0 , the square
root of the ratio of air density at altitude to standard atmospheric
density at 50,O00ft.
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A. u-

RELATED MIL-F-8785B PARAGRAPHS

"3.7.2 through 3.7.4.2

DISCUSSION

A major advance in Reference 2 was the definition of allowable causes
and allowable limits of degraded flying qualities. This was done on a proba-
bility basis. Thus, the probability of encountering Level 2 flying qualities
after a failure must be less than 10-2 per flight within the Operational Flight
Envelope (OFE). Flight outside the OFF is also allowed to cause degraded flying
qualities. Now, by common observation, atmospheric disturbances tend to degrade
flying qualities according tc the basic definitions, i.e., 'some increase in
pilot workload or degradation in mission effectiveness, or both, exists'. If
the pilot does not mentally compensate for his impression of the intensity of
the disturbances, the result tends to be a degradation in pilot opinion.
T7hese effects occur whether the airframe modal characteristics are influenced
or not. The revisions are an attempt to account for the two effects separately,
as discussed in section 3.8. 'llTe problem in this section was to decide on
rational prnbabilities for the degradation of flying qualities due to atmos-
pheric disturbances per se, and then to define appropri&te disturbance inten-
sities.

In order to define the appropriate disturbance intensities we need to
consider first the probability of encountering disturbances at all, and then
the probable intensity of the disturbance once it has been encountered (as
discussed in References 3 and 13). There are two approaches to using the avail-
able data, which Is in the forn of "global" averages. We can use disturbance
intensities that correspond to a given probabiliLy of exceedance. This is
analogous to requiring that the probability that flying qualities will be
degraded to a lower Level due to atmospheric disturbances should be less than
a specified value. This approacl is consistent with other parts of the specifi-
catlon, such as the effects of augn Lntation failure. The alternative is Lo
assune that disturbances of a given intensity will be encountered, i.e.,
with a probab! lity of one. In this case, we need the intensities corresponding
to a given probahilltLy of exceedance under the condition that disturbances
have been encountered. These valtws are relatively insensitive to altitude
(since it is mainly the probabilitN oi encounterling disturbances at all that
decreases w Ith Inc reasing alti t ude I. 11*is approach would be consistent with
sonE other req uii. eirrn ts I n the speci fi cation, such am those pertaining to engine
fail.ure, which ii asstwmod to happen -epirdlesS of pl-ohab.1ility,

The 'f i c dat ta .. hown in Fig,.r* 31 :s taken fron, Referience 26. 'l.Te nunbels
Were colcN'vlatod from tim valtus of propo tlotni of flight titlE in tionstorm
turbulenice lind 11 sitoill) turoulence, at to gtvenu altittdc, and the .inau intc.cio:ty
and ft tondard dc:,vi tion of ,otstorm and tjtorm turbulence at the altitude
sqpvciifted in MI. -A-UGSb IA. livIatedly, Lhin, the st r uct;*.is, the fNlight control
sytit'm and I•.? i!ylLIg qualities spcitfications h ave consistent turbulence
(10d f flit I I IUt:i .1 4 With all lhe approxtImktions, assiil)tions and I Inaccturaciis itvo ve d
In tile tm.'cicl °[ 11g,, p rocotis ing and app ication of th,! t tirulonce iit.tOW1 t t.e1, it
[t& f,,lt thiat the to-izi)1ex curves asHhown in Figure 31 are not .)uw ttfLi d. Sf .iip li-
ftLed vwrI!at Lon1j arv- therefore ,hown for the three intensity levels used iIn
app ly Lug 1.7.3.2 to the Ieqiul elic in ts of the spe IficeatLion.
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The most likely RMS turbulence intensity is reasonably invariant with
altitude (Reference 3). Therefore a case can be made for something like:

•' Max. Cooper-Hlarper Rating

Normal States Failure States (P 10-4)
Turbulence OFE SFE OFC SFE

light (=2.5 or 3 fps) 3.5 6.5 6.5 9
moderate (=5 or 6) 6.5 9 9 9
limit (9490D) 9 9 contr --
thunderstorm (21) contr --.. -

where "contr" should be interpreted to mean that control can be maintained for
ejection or landing (MIL-F-9490D Operational State IV or V). This accounts for
the most likely value (2.5 to 3 fps) of o if turbulence is encountered, is
coordinated with a related specification, and provides an additional measure
of safety 1r. extreme turbulence. "Moderate" turbulence has an order of I
severity comparable to MIL-F-8785B "clear air turbulence" at altitudes up to
about 40,000 ft.

There is also merit in extending the controllability requirements beyond
structural limit load. Some airplanes hold together even somewhat beyond
design ultimate load, but that might be a suitable final cut-off for flying
qualities requirements.

In order to meet mission reliability and flight safety requirements, flight
control systems often employ redundant channels (sensors, computers, signal
paths, actuation, etc.). Some means such as voting must be used to detect fail-
ures, in order to disengage the failed channel. It is important to make the
right selection, that is, recognize failures dhen they occur, disengage the
channel, and avoid false failure indications, all with high probability.
Atmospheric disturbances, both discrete and random, affect this monitoring.
Some small level of disturbance will exercise the system enough to provide good
signals for monitoring. Sensor and installation errors etc., on the other hand,
will cause the channels to track imperfectly; these differences are accentuated
as the disturbance magnitude increases.

Thus we must ask, what are reasonable magnitudes of atmospheric distur--
bance to consider for flight control design? According to Pritchard (Ref.
3, pp 438), "although [the expected value of gust-inte*nsity variance, E (Og)]
is not really constant for nonstorm turbulence it is nearly ernough constant
so that for simplicity it may be assumed constant". "In MIL-F-8785B, it is
assumed that a single value...is valid for clear air turbulence at all alti-
tudes". His Rayleigh cumulative probability distribution P (o), (Figure 33)
has the mode, the most likely value, o - 2.3ft/sec. The mean is oa 2.8ft/scc,
E(o 2 ) is (3.25)2 ft 2 /sec 2 .

Added to Fig. 33 are indications of "light", "moderate" and "huavy" tur-
bulence as adopted by the British in their recent Av.P. 970 revision (Ref. 20).

Again quoting,, "tile discrete probability (PI) of encountering turbul-
ence at all, which is often called the proportion of time spent in turbulence,

is a function of altitude" shown repiroduced as Figure 34. At altitudes up to
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90,000ft the proportion is more than 1/100; up to 50,O00ft it is more than 1/20;
to 1O,Oft more than 1/10. None of the proportions are negligible at common
or likely airplane flight altitudes.

MIL-F-8785B defines the a to be considered for clear air turbulence at
each altitude as the level that would be exceeded only 1/100 of the time; that
is, considering the probability of encounter and the level encountered to be
independent, c(h) is found by taking

P 1 p (a) - .01

The result was MIL-F-8785B Fig. 8. In terms of the Av. P. 970 definitions the
specified turbulence was more or less "moderate" from sea level to about 40,O00ft
altitude, than tapering off to "light" at about 75,00Oft, going to "calm" at
90,000 feet.

For "essential" functions MIL-F-9490D requires that its specified turbu-
lence reduce Operational State I (normal operation) no further than Operational
State III (minimum safe operation, mission may be aborted). Tle MIL-F-9490D
a corresponds at VG (gust penetration speed) roughly to MIL-F-8785B's "thunder-
storm" turbulence, reducing at VH to intensities corres ondin .12 to 10-4
probability of exceedance. According to the MIL F-9490 pro it es
the MIL-F-8785B a corresponds to a 10-4 probability, roughly, to about 20,000';
10-3 at 40,000'; 10-4 at 80,000'. These comparisons are illustrated in Figure 35,
together with the recommended curves. As can be seen, the recoummended curves
are qualitatively similar to both MIL-F-8785B and MIL-F-9490D, but the sain4li-
fication shown in this figure is felt to be justified by all the assumptions
and implications of using global averages.

Av.P. 970 (Reference 20) Leaflet 600/5 notes some fundamental difficulty
in estimating an average rate of equalling or exceeding a given a. Neverthe-
less, "To assist... in assigning figures to the turbulence intensities in which
the requirements of Part 6 are to be met and the inLensities where relaxations
are acceptable" the Leaflet presents these "typical relationships"

Prubability of equalling Corresponding Average (global) rate
or exceeding a given a range of a of equalling or ex-

_c•Ceeding a given a
10-2 1+ to 2+ m/s 1e er hour
10-4 2 1/2 to 3 1/2 10- per hour10-6 4.6 to 6 4O" per hour

"on the assumptLion of an average aeroplane speed of 800 km/hr (500 mile/hr or
43 4 kn)...whilst values..,are valid as averages over a large numter of flight
hours (and over a wide range of environmental conditions) they... do not
provide a realistic description... [of] a particular flight". This is also
taken as4 supporting the if•m• 1.ificatfons recommended.

'1he discr,!te gust model is essentially the saie as before, except that
now thcre are three intensities or mignitudes tpecifled. The Light and Moderate
gust magnitudes are calculated as before. 'lle Severe gust magnitudes are taken
directly from MII-A-008861A. For medium and high altitudes, the discrete gusts
may be applIled generall.y as a complete cosino' period Ls specified in MIL-F-878511
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In Figure 8 of MIL-F-8785C, the ordinate axis was inadvertently mislabeled,

retaining the MIL.-F-8785B nomenclature for the gust components. As indicatedin Figure 32, "vx/ou, Vy/Ov, vo /a shudbgu"ulv/V w in order to

conform to the notation of 3.7.2.b.

1 0
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C. 3.7.3 LOW-ALTITUDE DISTURBANCE MODEL

REQUIRENENT

3.7.3 Low-altitude disturbance model. This sLction specifies the model of
atmospheric disturbances to be used for all Category C operations. The effects
of wind shear, turbulence and gusts may be analyzed separately. Some analysis
and piloted simulation is required considering a complete environmental repre-
sentation, demonstrating compliance with the requirements with the cumulative
effects of wind shear, turbulence and gusts. A non-Guassian turbulence repre-
sentation together with a wind model may also be used to represent the patchy,
internittent nature of actual neasured turbulence.

DISCUSSION

Tle turbulence model in Reference 2 did account for the influence of the
ground on the turbulence intensity and scale lengths. Reference 3 acknowledged
the model to the "merely a formula that produces reasonable results". Comments
from users, however, indicated that the variation close to the ground was
not reasonable and that this wcs the weakest part of the model. Since terminal
Flight Phases are cz. !tical in airplane design ind operations, it was decided
to specify a model just fur conditions close to the ground.

The wording rEcognizes (maybe unnecessarily) that different parts of
the disturbance model may be critical for different parts of the design;
then separate analyses would be appropriate. A simulation or airplane response
and controllability in a 'complete' reprusentation of disturbances is required
(addressed more fully in the discussion of the revisions to section 4.1).
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D. 3.7.3.1 WIND SPEEDS

REQUIREMENT

3.7.3.1 Wind speeds. The wind speed at 20ft above the ground, u2,0 , is given
in Figure 9 as a function of probability of occurenre. The values to be used
for the different levels of atmospheric disturbance are indicated.

3.7.3.2 Wind shear. The magnituc'e of the wind scalar shear is defined by the
use of the following expression for the mean wind profile as a function of
altitude:

ln (hizo )
uw = u20

ln (20/zo)

where zo 0.15ft for Category C Flight Phase
2.Oft for other Flight Phases

3.7.3.3 Vector shear. Different orientations of the mean wind relative to
the runway for Category C, or relative to the aircraft flight path for other
Flight Phases, shall be considered. In addition, changes in direction of the
mean wind speed over a given height change shall be considered as follows:

Disturbance Change in Height of
Intensity nan wind vector shear

heading feet
degrees

LI GHIT 0 ..

MODERATE 90 600

SEVERE 90 300

A range of values for the initiai wind orientation and the initial altitude for
onset of the shear shal). be considerwd. Relative to tile runway, values of u2,

sin q,,, greater thai, the c'rosswind values in 3.3.7 or tailwind component at
20ft greater than 10 knots need not be considered. At any altitude other than
20ft these li,itts do not apply.

10-AATEAD MIL- F-8785B I'Al"Ai;RAPH

D)ISCLISS ION

T(h1! S ,'n -,rind speed Is presented as a curve of probab-,lity of exceedance

ý-,rsus a value at 20ft above the growid. 'llTe values are consistent •i th thoseJ.n MIIE-F-94901) and Rufere-uýce 10.5. The 2Oft referelnue is used be'ause thiS is
the standard height of wind nvasuring towers ut US Liirports. Thiis wind speed
LH tki one that. a pilot would commonly know before .1andtng. A simple logar-
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ithmic profile is specified in 3.7.3.2 to provide the typical variation of wind
speed close to the ground. The value of surface roughness height, zo, equal
to 0.15ft is representative of flat terrain appropriate to most airports, appli-
cable to terminal Flight Phases. The value of 2.Oft for other Flight Phases
applies to rougher terrain; the practical effect is to produce more shear away
from the ground. If an airplane mission specifically requires landing in
rough terrain, an appropriate value for surface roughness height should be used.

Atmospheric stability has significant influences on wind and turbulence
characteristics (see, for example, Reference 105 and 106). The mean wind vari-
ation produced by the logarithmic wind prof3le specified in 3.7.3.2 is appro-
priate for a neutral or slightly unstable atmosphere. The data presented in
Figure 37 (Reference 107) indicates that this is 'onsistent with surface wind
speeds greater than approximately 10 Kts. Higher wind speeds enhance atmos-
pheric mixing and support the near-neutral stability. Figure 37 also shows

!Z that a neutral/slightly unstable atmosphere (i.e, , Categories C & D) and hence,

by implication, the proposed wind profile occurs with approximately 55% pro-
bability. The logarithmic profile is also relatively benign in terms of its
effects on aircraft flight path control. It can cherefore be considered as
a 'normal' wind variation appropriate for routine operatioa. The remaining
categories include those atmospheric conditions which are frequently involved
in accidents and, therefore, receive special emphasis.

Unstable conditions caused by the onset of strong surface heating are
normally associated with light wind speeds. These conditions often cause
significant fluctuations in wind direction, the production of thermals and thun-
derstorms. Stable atmospheric conditions are often associated with strong
temperature inversions. A strong inversion has the ability to make conditions

above and below it independent of each other, i.e., there is the potential for
significant changes in wind speed and direction across the inversion. The
changes in wind speed associated with these conditions (e.g., simple shear,
updrafts, downdrafts, etc.) can conveniently be represented by discrete gusts
for engineering purposes. Thus, although not directly a part of the 'wind
speed' paragraphs, the discrete gusts of 3.7.3.5 adequately represent these
effects in each axis separately. The probability of occurrence of changes in
wind direction below 1000ft is quite low, in general, but may be associated

with particular topographical features in addition to.the above conditions.
T'he potential effects on aircraft response and glideslope control can be
particularly adverse for the real multi-axis piloting task of landin an ,
aircraft. This was shown in one particular aircraft accidentO' . The
calculated winds, from those Reference2s and presented in Figure 38, were the
result of the passage of a warm front. The data given shows that both the .
tailwind and crosswind were greater than 20 kts above 50Oft altitude, with
relatively little variation. Between 50Oft and 200ft there was an extremne
wind shear, such that the crosswind reduced to less thaii 5 kts and the tailwind
decreased to zero, becoming a small headwinil from 250ft to the ground. Thue.,
the winds by themselves presented a complex piloting task, although the shear
in each axis separately was not severe. It can also he seen that the surface
winds that would be given by the control tower (equivalent to a 4 kt headwind
and a 2 kt crosswind) gave absolutely no Indication of potential problems.

The final. approach was made with autopilot coupled and autothrottle
engaged. Because of condi tions pecullar to the airfield the autopilot was
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disengaged at 184ft altitude with the run,.,ay partially in sight, and a manual
landing was attempted. Above 500ft the automatic flight control system (AFTC
established off-nominal trim conditicns of higher rate of deacent, reduced
thrust and reduced pitcl" attitude in order to maintain the glideslope. As
the airplane descended through approximately 500ft the tailwind and crosswind
began to decrease. With a aeciease in tailwind, the momentum of the aircraft
caused an initial increase in airspeed and consequent rise above the init-fal
glideslope. This is discussed in Reference 108, the teference does not point
out that without any control input the aircraft would decelerate to approxi-
mately the originai airspt_±d and descend below the original glideslope, as
sketched. The AFCS responded to the initial perturbation, however, by reducing

I'I
A

7;q/j WINO
.hi'us, and decreasing pitch attitude, i.e., the opposite of the long-term cor-

rections required. At po:nt A in the sketch, as the aircraft starts to descend
below the nominal glideslope, the AFCS would normally start to reverse the
previous inputs and reacquire the glideslope. A further decrease in the
tailwind prior to point A, however, would tend to produce another transient
increase in airspeed and rise, causing furthe.r reduction Li thrust and pitch
attitude. Since the winds for the accident show a continuous wind shear down
to200ft altitude, it is probable that the ACS was continually correcting the
"initial transient" by reducing thrust and pitch attitude until the point at
which it was disengaged.

Also starting about 600ft the left cross wind began to decrease, causing
the aircraft to move left of the localizer. Although the autopilot put in
corrective control inputs, the aircraft was stiil left of the localizeL obut
close to the glideslope) when the autopilot was disconnected. With the avail-
able visual cues the pilot judged his primary task to be aligning with the
runway. At this point, unfortunately, the aircraft was sinking Lhrough the
glideslope and the pilot was unable to prevent a short landing. 'Te preceding
discussion illustrates the insidious nature of a slow vector shear which does
not give the pilot an obvious warning of anything unusual.

A 'vector shear' has been included in the model for Moderate and Severe
conditions, with primary application to piloted simulation (ali'hough it could
be used in the design of automatic landing systems). It is felt that this
generic disturbance, with the requirenmnt to consider the worst direction and
altitude, can be used to represent a variety of adverse environmental conditions.
t7he additi ltu e vector shear with indeterminate probability meaoes thvt
the low-altitude model is not necessarily consistent; it does, however, form

1.83
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an engineerinz approach to identifying the primary effects on the landing task
of sonme of the less probable wind shears. The alternate approach of specifying
a particular wind profile or family of profiles " :1 Ieved to be too prone to

produing a configuration designed tu i.ly in Ap, 'ation shear" it the
expense of other real possibilities which sar r :,d . sent kr-swledge
to specify.
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E. 3.7.3.4 TURBULENCE

REQUI REMENT

3.7.3.4 Turbulence. The turbulence models of 3.7.1.1 or 3.7.1.2 shall be
used. The appropriate scale lengths are given in figure 10 as functions of
altitude. The turbulence intensities to be used are ow 0 .1 U2 0 , and ou
and av given by figure 11 as functions of ow and altitude.

DISCUSS10N

These figures have been taken from Reference 105, where the justification
in given.

Briefly, the vertical turbulence intensity has been fixed at a constant
value of 10% of the referonce wind speed. This is the same as the valuespecified in MIL-F-9490D. It is a reasonable approximation to the available
data, although there is considerable scatter. Also in MIL-F-9490D, the
longitudinal and lateral turbulence intensities have been set at double the
vertical intensity. This is a simplification which is adequate for automatic
landing system requirements. For the manual control requirements of MIL-F-8785C
we have specified the more rigorous continuous variation in Figure 40. Aldo,
the continuous variation of scale length with altitude, given in Figure 39, has
been specified. This reduction in scale length is seen as a gradual suppression
of low frequency disturbances with the power being transferred to higher
frequencies as the pilot approaches the runway, This model has been used
in a piloted simulation on FDL's LAMARS facility; it received subjective
pilot approval.
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F. 3.7.3.5 GUSTS

RLQUIREMENT

3.7.3.5 Gusts. Discrete gusts of the form given in 3.7.1.3 snall be used,
with both single and double ramps to be considered. Several values of dm
shall be used, each chosen so that the gust is cuned to each of the natural
frequencies of the airplane and its flight control system. Ilie gust magni-tudes shall be determined from figure 8 using the appropriate values from

figures 10 and 11. 11Te two halves of a double gust do not have to be the same
length or magnitude.

DISCUSSION

As noted in the introductory discussion to Section 3.7, the discrete gust
can represent a nunber of different phenomena including wind shear. The basic
model of 3.7. 1.3 is also appropriate for representing a shear effect in any
axis (horizontal wind shear, downdraft, etc.). In application, these effects
can represent the cataclysmic disturbances influencing aircraft performance
and controllability margins rather than the insidious piloting task of the
vector shear of 3.7.3.3. We then have the problem of determining values of
the gusts that ensure a realistic level of flight safety without making impos-
sible design requirements. For timdium/high altitudes we have required control-
lability up to structural limits.

Such extreme gusts are less probable close to the ground. They do
happen, however, as evidenced by at least one takeoff accident that occurred

due to a downdraft that exceeded the aircraft clinb capabilityli0. 5 As specified,
the model uses the probabilities of exceedance 10-1, 10`3 and 10 giving cor-
responding mean wind apeeds from 3.7.3.1 (Figure 36). Paragraph 3.7.3.4 then
gives the three values of the three turbulenLe intensities, as functions of
altitude. Fo r each dynamic mode (natural frequency and gust length), Figure 32
then yields Light, Moderate and Severe gust magnitudes in each axis. It must
be stressed that we do not have here a hard and fast requiren nt for analysis
of all modes with three gust magnitudes and all axes. We do suggest this model
be used to design for acceptable controllability and performance margins in
adverse weather, and beyond that to assist in developing piloting procedures
for recovering from upsets. More specific discussion follows 3.8.3.
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G. 3.7,4 CARRIER LANDING DISTURBANCE LODEL

REQUIREMENT

3.7.4 Carrier landing disturbance model. This section specifies the model of
atmospheric disturbances to be used for carrier landing operations. This model
shall be used in analysis and piloted simulation to determine aircrEft control
response and path control accuracy during carrier landing. This model supple-ments, but does not replace, the low-altitude model of 3.7.3.

The terminal approach carrier landing disturbance model shall be used
during simulation of the last 1/2 mile of the carrier approach. The u velocity
component is aligned with the wind over deck. Total disturbance velocities are
computed by adding segments caused by rat~dom free-air turbulence, Ul, V1 , W1;
steady ship-wake disturbance, u 2 , w 2 ; periodic ship-motion-induced turbulence,
u 3 , w3; and random ship-wake disturbance, u4O v4, w4. The total air distur-
bance components ug, vg, and wg are then computed as:

ug M ul + u 2 + u 3 + u4

Vg - vi + v4
Wg - wI + w 2 + w 3 + W4

'he input to all of the random disturbance filters shall be generated
by filtering the wide-band, Gaussian output of zero-mean, unit-variance
random-number generators.

3.7.4.1 Free-air turbulence components. The free-air turbulence components
which are independent of aircraft relative position are represented by fil-
tering the output of white-noise generators described in 3.7.4 to produce
the following spectra:

200

I + (100 S1)2 (ft/sec) 2 per radian/ft*

939(1 + (400 S)2]vID (0) -
[i 1 (1000 S2) 2 ][I + (400/3 S)2] (ft/sec)2

per radian/ft*

71.6
•w (w•) I

I + (100 S)2 (ft/sec)2 per radian/ft*

3.7.4.2 Steadoy _jomonent of carrier airwake. The steady components of the

carrier airwake consist of a reduction in the steady wind and a predominant
upwash aft of the ship which are functions of range. Figure 12 illustrates
the steady wind functions u 2 / Vw/d and w2 / Vw/d as functions of position aft of
the ship center of pitch.

* Tle units, and the constant of ;VI are wrong in MIL-F-8785C.
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3.7.4.3 Periodic component of carrier airwake. 1The periodic component of the
airwake varies with ship pitching frequency, pitch magnitude, wind over deck
and aircraft range. These components are computed as follows:

U3 - OsVw/d( 2 . 2 2 + 0.0009X)C

w3 OsVw/d( 4 . 9 8 + 0.0018X)C
x2

C . cosine (p + v.. + -d +4,1
0.85Vw/d/ 0.8 Vw/,,

where: Wp - Ship pitch frequency, radians/second.

0s a Ship pitch amplitude, radians.

P = Random phase, radians.

The u component is set to zero for X < -2236 feet, and tile w component is set
to zero for X < -2536 feet.

3.7.4..4 Random component of carrier air wake. The ship-related random
velocity components are computed by filtering white noise (3.7.4) as follows:

o (X) / 2't (X) (Input)
u 4

t(X)Jw + 1

0.035 Vw/dv'6..6-6(input)
W4, " 4 a

3.333jw + 1

where: u(X) IMS Amplitude-ft/sec. (Figure 13)

i(X) - Time constant-sec. (Figure 13)

Input R andom nunmber j. sin (10 '1tE output JL u + 0.l

RELATED MiL-F-878511 PARAGRAPH

None

I)ISCUSSION

In developing the form of the requirements for the effects of atmospheric
disturbances it became obvious that the Navy had "hidden" flying qualities
requirements: Most Navy airplanes are required to make shipboard landings.
This is an item to be simulated before flitht demonstration, and also pre-
sumably, con~idered in the design. Thus, the requirement to demonstrate a
capability for shipboard landing implies a severe environment and there is
no need for separate requirements in atmospheric disturbances (at least for
the landing Flight Phase). A disturbance model for carrier landing, supplied
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by the Naval Air Development Center (Reference iii), has been added in this
section. Even in calm air, the ship wake provides unavoidable atmospheric
disturbances.

It is apparent from informal discussions that some increase in pilot
workload, or degradation in pilot rating, is accepted for the task of la.nding
in this environment relative to landing on firm ground in calm air. More
work is required to relate the severity of thismodel to the low-altitude
model of 3.7.3.

We also need to correct an erro-. in the MIL-F-8785C spectra of the
free-air turbulence components for carrier landing, 3.7.4.1. The form of
the spectra is correct, although the units should be (ft/sec) 2 per radian/ft.
The coefficient in the expression for Pv should be 939 instead of 5900
(a factor of 20r). With these changes, tMe three power spectra can be inte-
grated in closed form:

01 =- fo'ýi(QOdQ
rUl- 1.77 ft/sec

OVl - 1.69

awl - 1.06
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H. 3.7.5 APPLICATION OF THE DISTURBANCE MODEL IN ANALYSES

REQUIRE MNT

3.7.5 Application of the disturbance model in analyses. The gust and tui-
bulence velocities shall be applied to the airplane equations of motion
through the aerodynamic terms only, L&nd the direct effect on the aerodynamic
senscrs shall be included when such sensors are part of the airplane augmen-
tation system. Wheu usino' the discrete gust model, all significant aspects
of the penetration of the gust by the airplane shall be incorporated in the
analyses. Application of the disturbance model depends on the range of
frequencies of concern in the analyses of the airframe. When structural
modes are significant, twe exact distribution of turbulence velocities
should be considered. For this purpose, it is acceptable to consider
U and vg as being one-dimensional functions only of x, but w shall be
considered two dimensional, a function of both x and y, for the evaluation
of aerodynamic forces and moments.

When structural modes are not significant, airframe rigid-body responses
may be evaluated by considering uniform gust or turbulence immersion along
with linear gradients of the disturbance velocities. 'T7he uniform immersion
is accotated for by ug, vg and w defined at the airplane center of gravity.

h7he angular velocities due to tugrbulence are equivalent in effect to air-
plane angular velocities. Approximations for these angular velocities are
defined (precisely at very low frequencies only) as follows:

-•Wg

Pg

1) x

-aVg

The spectra of the angular velocity disturbances due to turbulence are then
given by: 1/3

• = 'p•(4b - 2

.22
4 ' q (*oz) = 3

rg i -

+ )2

where b = wing span. The turbulence conponents ug, Vg, w and pg shall be con-
sidered mutually independent (uncorrelated) in a statistical sense. However,
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q is correlated with w and r is correlated with v For the discrete gusts
t~e linear gradient givgs angfar velocity perturbatfons of the form:

pg - Pm sin ( ) 0 < x < dm

For the low-altitude model, the turbulence velocity components Ug, v and w
are to be taken along axes with Ug aligned Plong the relative mean wfnd vector
and w8 vertical.

DISCUSSION

This paragraph has only minor changes front MIL-F-8785B. mostly changes
in the notation not the intent. The one change pf significance is to align
the low-altitude turbulence perturbations with the relative mean wind vector.
The meteorological definition of the turbulence velocities is with u longi-
tudinal (i.e., along the actual wind) and vg and w 9 transverse. At medium/

high altitudes we have specified isotropic turbulence - the spectra of v and
wg are the same in all directions perpendicular to the wind. Also, a me n wind
is usually not a factor in flying qualities, and none has been specified. It
is, therefore, acceptable to use either body or stability axes.

For the Irw-altitude model we have specified nonisotropic turbulence
spectra to account for the influence of the ground. We have also specified
a mean wind, so that the orientation of the turbulence velocities is wore
critical. The transformation of these velocities to other axes can not be
done exactly. Reference 105 addresses this problem and concludes that the
use of the mean wind vector relative to the aircraft for u g is the leasteapproximation. lis should consider aircraft motion relative to
the winds (hori:ontal) specified in 3.7.3.1-3.7.3.3. The effect of proximity
to the ground is reflected in w., which should be vertical. Vg then completes
the axis system.

OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL FEATURES

This section of MIL-F-8785C no'w contains a recommended model of distur-
bances, i.e., wind turbucnrt..e and gusts. These factors influence the air-craft flight path directly ar.d increase pilot workload. Other environmental
features may be of peripheral importance in a particular application. As

we see more reliance on autoimatic guidance and active displays for task
performance, then these al.so become flying qualities related. Both rain
density and visibility are environmental features which have a potential
influence, and preliminari m)dels are presented here as guidance.

Rain Model

Reference 19 presents a r:in miodel. empirically developed by the USAF
Environmental Technical Applicat.ions Center. The selected model has been 'used
to estimate the rainfall encouvatered during manned aircraft approaches and has
general acceptance. This model describes a rainstorm consisting of several
.ells, the rainfall in each beiang proportional to a ten-minute point rainfall.

The discussion is paraphrasei a., follows.

Microwave frequency energy attenuation is caused by water absorptiou and
is directly related to rainfall rate, raindrop size, radio frequency used, as
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well as other factors. Since landing systems must operate satisfactorily in any
selected climatic regions, the measured point rate rainfall during heavy rain
in Southeast Asia was selected as the basis for the recommended precipitation
model presented in Figure 43. This rain model, recommended for worldwide
application~s, will provide 99% weather reliability in the tropical areas and
greater reliability in other areas. It is further reconmmended that this model
be used for altitudes to ten thousand feet, since there is little variation
over this altitude range. This model does not apply above ten thousand feet;
heavier rain rates are possible at the higher altitudes.

The preceding discussion is obviously directed towards the effect on gul-
dance systems. Reference 112 theorizes that heavy rain can affect aircraft
performance as much as the winds and wind shears that are normally analyzed inIaccidents. If that thc-ory is validated, then more emphasis will be placed on
the inclusion of a rain model.

Cloud Cover Model

Figure 44 is a table of data presenting the percent of ti-* at a given
altitude (on an annual basis) that an aircra~t can be expectl to be flying in
cloud. For the interval 0-200 feet, the data is based on observed occurences
of ceiling/visibility less than 200'/0.5 nautical miles. T7he rationale for
this definition is that the top of a fog layer is generally around 200 ft.
T7hus, an aircraft will be flying "in cloud" for a visibility observation of
less than 0.5nm for altitudes less than 200 ft. This data is taken from
Reference 113.
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SECTION XII

STATEMENT AND DISCUSSION OF
REQUIREMENTS FOR USE OF THE DUSTURBANCE MODELS (3.8)

A. 3.8 REQUIREMENTS FOR USE OF THE DISTURBANCE MODLLS

REQU I REMENTS

3.8 Requirements for use of the disturbance models E'plicit consideration
of the effects of disturbances on flying qualities, if required by the pro*-
curing activity, shall be in accordance with requirements itn 3.8.2 through
3.8.3.2. In particular, 3.8.3.1 will replace 3.1.10.1 and 3.8.3.2 will
replace 3.1.10.2.

DISCUSSION

MIL-F-8785B contained a detailed turbulence model; however, there were
few explicit requirements on thim use of the mode. The most common use of
the model has been for piloted simulation. As stated in Reference 3: "It
was to be used in any analysis and simulation of flying qualities and ride
qualities that the contractor performs". Specific use of the model was dir-
ected for showing comipliance with paragraphs 3.3.4 Roll control effective-
ness, 3.3.4.1.2 (round attack with external stores, 3.5.3.2 Damping (i.e.,
control system oscillations), 3.5.4.1 Performance of augmentation systems and
3.5.4.2 SaturaLion of augmentation systems. These requirements are basically
qualititative, even the first two which require enough roll control power
to balance the airplane in turbulence up to thunderlotorm intensity. In for-
mulating the present revision, it was apparent that there are still no
quantitative requirements. It is also true that disturbances degrade task
perfortiuincc and increase pilot workload, in general, A progressive degrada-
tion in [lying qualities (in the sense of task performance) with increasing
disturbances is both acceptable and natural to the pilot. In formulating
this new Section, we have attempted to recognize explicitly the effect of
disturbances on flying qualities and to limit the degradation, albeit sub-
jectively.

If the pilot is instructed not to compensate mentally for the effects
Of disturbances in his rating, then we have the bauJc use of the Cooper-
Harper rating scale (Reference 114): the pilot is rating a given aircraft
configuration to do a particular task in a certain atmospheric environment.
The pilot's assessment of the influence of a particular disturbance magnitude
is certainly going to del md on the task. The allowable degradation in per-
formance of that task is furtler going to depend on the aircraft mission.
Note, however, *that the adjectives used to describe the effects of distur-
bances are the same as those used in 1.5 levels of flying qulaities. 1Tis
consideration has led heuristically to the form of the requirements given in
this new section.

Various options are available for considera on in formulating requirements.
Chalk, discussing the use of piloted simulation , recommends that a pilot
"fly" the aircraft in smooth air, light-to-moderate (i.e., most probable)
turbulance and severe turbulence. The pilot would be informed of the expected
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frequency of encounter of the different turbulence values and would then give
a composite or overall rating. This approach would seem to be most useful to
the designer In the development of an airplane configuration. It is felt
to be an indirect way of specifying and evaluating the effects of distur-
bances, requiring subjectivepilot judgement which should be minimized. Another
approach was proposed in Reference 28 - directly modifying the definitions
of Levels of flying qualities to correspond with different disturbance in-
tensities. Thie reactions to this proposal (see papers in Reference 29) were
mainly that it was subject to misinterpretation, although the benefits of
more explicit requirements were not questioned. The counter-proposals
appeared to be attempting to accomplish the same things in other ways.

Now, let us consider an airplane design which is clearly adequate for its
intended mission, i.e., "Level 1", in the landing Flight Phase in the Opera-
tional Flight Envelope. In smooth air the task of landing this hypothetical
aircraft should yield a Cooper-Harper rating better than 3.5. 1The rating
should remain better than 3.5 in disturbances up to LIGHT.* With greater,
MODERATE* disturbances, glideslope tracking might degrade or pilot workload
may increase; the pilot rating for Level 1 would be allowed to degrade
commensurately, but to no worse than 6.5. Similarly, in SEVERE* disturbances
the rating for Level 1 could degrade to worse than 6,5 but not beyond 9.
1Tis last statement is equivalent to requiring reasonabli confidence that fot.
a "good", Level 1 airplane in sonmthing like a thunderstorm, the pilot will
not lose control. This progression seenm logical and consistent with basic I
flying qualities definitions. For an Aircraft Normal State, in the Operational
Flight Envelope the usual connotation of Level 2 and 3 nunw.rlcal pilot ratings
as requiring improvements would not necessarily apply to such effects of
disturbances. A similar progression of the effects of disturbances is
shown for airplanes which have less than Level 1 flying qualities in
smooth air. In this case wu have combinations of probabilities for which
the requirement is that, e.g. although a landing may be aborted, control
must be maintained to make a go-around, "fly out of the disturbance".
For the Landing Flight Phase, "Recovwrable" implies that a certain margin of
airspAce is available.

In acknowledging thI degradatinn in flylng qualities due to atmospheric
disturbanceti, we do not need to require that the airplane characteristics
remtaln unchanged. Changes can occur due to basic nonlineari ties, augmentation
saturation, etc. The point is that MIL-F-8785C limits this degradation -
it does not require degradation. This is consistent with the whole philo-
sophy of MIL-F.8785C in presenting minimum acceptable requirements. llie re-
vision should not dissuade the use of gust alleviation or ride-smoothing
systems - as has been the practice, the advantages and disadvantages of such
systems must be weighed for eacli particular application. The procuring
activity always has the option of increasing these minimum requirements, such
as requesting all-weather capahility. This could be achieved by a modified
requirement, such as maintaining baAic flying qualities in disturbance in-
tensities corresponding to a probability of 10 3

*The terms LI,1'I'T, MODERA-1E and SEVERE are intended to correspond to specific
probabilities; 10 1 , 10- , and 10-5 are suggested, as defined in detail
in Section 3.7,
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A few last comment;:; on thir' new section - it is intended to be mare a
clarification than an ampliJLcation of requirements, recognizing questions of
interpretation. For piloted simulations, the problems of simulating turbulence,
especially the higher intensities, are acknowledged. The acceptability of
pilot ratings is a function of the Intensity of turbulence, wind shear, etc., 7
and the proposed revisions define this trend. Analytical evaluation of
flying qualities is unchanged pending the. development of quantitative criteria
for aircraft response to disturbances. It is suggested that the proposed
revisions form a framework for the development of such quantitative criteria.
TIhese could take the form of correlating pilot rating either with aircraft
responses at the different 4.ntensities of disturbances or with calculated pilot
compensation to keep the responses within acceptable limits. Lastly, it is
believed that evaluation of flying qualities in flight test will be aided,
not hampered, by the proposed revisions. rhe proposal could be used to assess
correctly a flight that "finds" turbulence (using weather information for the
location). 'lTere is no requirement to fly in thunderstorm turbulence to
demonstrate compliance with MIL-F-8785C, nor will there be a requirement to
demonstrate compliance with all of the proposed 3.1.10 inflight test.
Flight test requirements will be determined by the procuring activity, as
they are now (see also the revision of 4.1.3). We require (4.1.2) that
the analytical gust-response model be validated by flight test, and trust
that pilots will evaluate the airplane in whatever turbulence is actually
encountered.
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B. 3,8.1 USE OF DISTURBANCE MODELS

REQUIREMENT

3.8.1 Use of disturbance models. Paragraphs 3.7.1 through 3.7.4.4 specify
models of wind shear, continuous random turbulence and discrete gusts that
shall be used to assess:

q. The effects of certain environmental conditions on the flying qual-
ities of the airplane.

b. The ability of a pilot to recover from upsets caused by environmental
conditions.

c. Flight path control precision during manual and automatic carrier
landing.

For the purpose of this specification the atmosphere shall be considered to
consist of three regions: low altitude (ground level to approximately 2,OOC
feet AGL). medium/high altitude (above approximately 2,000 feet) and, for
carrier landing only, terminal approach (0-300 feet altitude and 1/2 mile to
touchdown). The low altitude modil shall apply to Category C and any other
Flight Phase (e.g., ground attack, terrain following) designated by the
procuring activity. The medium/high-altitude model is intended to apply
to those Flight Phases where proximity to the ground is not a factor,
gonerally Categories A and B. In application it will, be permissible to
use conditions at an average altitude for the medium/high-altitude model only.
The carrier lauding disturbance model will apply to carrier based aircraft
only.

RELATEi MIL-F-8785B PARAGIRAPh

3.7. 1.

J) ISCUSS ION
1'h111 paragraph ,4el.ye s only 1W oI nfitt roduc(Lion to su.'ceeding material,

similar to the correoponding paragriiph In MIL-F-878511. The changen reflect
t1he ch,.lugeu In the distturbance model.
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C. 3.8.2 QUALITATIVE DEGREES OF SUITABILITY

REQUIREMENT

3.8.2 Qualitative degrees of suitability. In assessing the qualitative
suitability of flying qualities three intensities of iisturbances shall be
considered. These intensities are Light, Moderate and Severe as defined in
3.7. The requirements for the effects of these disturbances are contained
in 3.8.3.1 and 3.8.3.2 for the different Flight Envelopes and Airplane States.
The qualitative degrees of suitability of flying qualities are categorized as
follows:

Satisfactory Flying qualities clearly adequate for the mission
Flight Phase

Acceptable Flying qualities adequate to accomplish the mission
Flight Phase, but some increase in pilot workload or
degradation in mission effectiveness, or both, exists

Controllable Flying qualities such that the airplane can be con-
trolled safely, but pilot workload is excessive or
mission effectiveness is inadequate, of both. Cate-
gory A Flight Phase can be terminated safely, and
Category 3 and C Flight Phase can be completed.

Recoverable Flying qualities such that control can to maintained
long enough to fly out of a disturbance. All Flight
Phases can be terminated bmIely and a wave-off/go-
around can be accomplished.

RELATED MIL-F-8785B PARAGRAPH

None

DISCUSSION

Levels of flying qualities are defined in 1.5 to apply to "values ofstability and control paratrters", i.e., properties of the airframe/flight
contxol system. There is an implicit, unavoidable correspondence with
levels of pilot ratings which result from these dynamic characteristics.
This association is intentional, as discussed in Reference 3, but it was not
stated explicitly in the specification. A problem arises from the use ofthe specification as a procurement instrument. Pilot rating in subjectiveand, therefore, not a good "lgal" parameter. Good parameters are the
measurable quantities such as frequency, damping, etc.

By their nattre, the quantitative requirements of MIL-F-8785 apply to
the aiklane (with itis flight control and other subsystems) in any atmospheric
environment, at least less than SEVERE. On the other hand, pilot's ratings
by their natureI14 are affected by the environment as well. We can expect a
lens than SEVERE adverse environment to degrade mission effectiveness or
pilot workload even if the airplane characteristics remain completely
unchanged. Therefore, if the effects of atmospheric disturbances on flying
qualities are to be considered adequately, the definitions of flying qualities
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Levels cannot be tied in one unique way to the ('ooper-Harper pilot rating
scale. Section 3.8.2 has been defined to account for these different na-
tures while keeping the proper close tie between qualitative requirements
and pilot ratings. The difference between 1.5 and 3.8.2 is thus in the in-terpretation and application. The concepts set forth in 1.5 are used ini

3.1.10.1 (Table II) and 3.1.10.2 (Table III) to relate quantitative require-
menus to Airplane Normal and Failure States. The concepts in the preceding
discussion are used in 3.8.3.1 and 3.8.3.2 to add requirements on the
the que.litative effects of atmospheric disturbances. Degrees of suitability
will be measured by pilot rating.

The wording of the degrees of suitability Satisfactory, Acceptable and
Controllable is intended to correspond to the Levels 1, 2 and 3 of the
Cooper-Harper rating scale (Figure 45). The definition of Recoverable is to
define better the interface between Level 3 (a rating of 9 or better) and
uncontrollable (a rating of 10). 'his qualitative rating should be interpreted
that control will probably be lost if the mission or task is continued, but
control can be maintained by aborting the cask. One approach would be to
assign that specific meanl),g to rating of 9.5, a number that is not to be
used normally.

R BISF'CTORY LCtWLLEN, HIHLY OESIRABLE I

MEtTS ALL R1IUIRIMENTS --
AND EXPCATIONS, GOOD

ACCEPTABLE tNOUOH WITHOUT 0O00. PLEASANT. Wt. BEHAVED 2
IMPROVEMENT

DNAICtY I WHIA H CLEARLY ADEQUATE FOR

WARRANT IMPAOVMEHNT, MISSION, FAIR, SOME MILDLY UNPLEASANT CHARACTERISTICS,

BITT ADiqUAIF. FOP 0004 ENOUOH FOR MISSION WITHOUT IMPROVEMENT.
MISSION, We - - an,- "n i m M -M

PILOT COMPENSATION, SOME MINOR BUT ANNOYING DtFICItiCIES IMPROVEM:NT IS REQUESTED,
IF Rt.QUIRED TO UNSATISFACtONY LtIECT ON PERFORMANCE IS EASILY COMPENSATED FOR bY PILOT,

CONTROLLABLE ACHIEVE ACCEPT0AIL RELUCTANTLY ACCTPIAILL,PE~tOI,44C•, I DEFCIENCIES WHICHCAPABLE Of WEIHO FEASIBLE, WARRANT IMPADvLMENI, MODERATELY OBJECTIONABLE DE1ICIENCIES. IMPROVEMENT IS NE0D0,
CONTROLLED OR PERFORMANCE AOLQUATt REASONABLE PERFORMANCE REQUIRES CONSIOERABLE PILOT COMPtNSATION,
WANAIE IN CONTEXT FOR MIS5ION WITH
OF 4ILA 011D, WITH (tisflLE PILOT VERY OBJECTIONABLE DEFICIENCIES., INJOR IMPROVEMENTS ARE NEEODED,
AVAILATLE PILOT COOPENSATION, REQUIRES BEST AVAILABLE PILOT COMPERVATION TO ACHIEVE 6

ACCEPTABLE PERFORMANCE.

ACCEPTANCE, CONTROLLABLE, PERFORMANCE INADEQUATE IONUNACCEP TALE N14141ION, OR PILOT COMPENSATION REQUIRtO FOR MINIMUJM

DEFICItNCIES WHICH, ACCEPABLE P[RFORMANCE IN MISSION IS 100 HIGH,
REQUIRE MANDATORY
IMPROVEMEt. CONTROLLABLE WITH DIFFICULTY. REAQUIRNS SUBSTANTIAL PILOT SKILL
INADEQUATE PERFtORMANCE AND ATTENTION 1O RETAIN CONTROL AND CONTINUE MISSION,
FOR MISSION EVEN WITH
MAXIMUM FEASIBLE MARGINALLY CONTROLLABLE IN MISSION, REQUIRES MA•IMUM AVAILABLE
PLOT COMPENSATIOR PILOT SKILL AND ATTENTION TO REIAIN CONTROL.

UNCONTROLLABLE UNCONTROLLABLE IN MISSION, 1o
CONTROL WILL IN LOST DURIMG SOME PORTION OF MISSION,

Figure 45. Cooper-Ilarper Pating Scale
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D. 3.8.3 EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES

REQUIREMENT

3.8.3 Effects of atmospheric disturbances. Levels of flying qualities as
indicated in 1.5 are employed in this specification in realization of the
possibility that the airplane may be required to operate under abnormal
conditions. Such abnormalities may occur also as a result of extreme
atmospheric disturbances, or some combination of conditions. For these
factors a degradation of flying qualities is permitted as specified in
3.8.3.1 and 3.1.3.2 (see also 4.1.1).

3.8.3.1 Requirements for airplane normal states. In atmospheric disturbancesthe minimum required flying qualities for airplane normal states (3.1.6.1)

are as specified in Table XVI.

TABLE XVI. Levels for Airplane Normal States

Atmospheric Within Operational Flight Within Service Flight
Disturbances Envelope Envelope

LIGHT TO Quantitative requirements Quantitative requirements
CALM Level 1; qualitative Level 2; qualitative

requirements Satisfactory requirements Acceptable

MODERATE TO Quantitative requirements Quantitative requirements
LIGHT Level 1; qualitative Level 2; qualitative

requirements Acceptable requirements Controllable
or better or better

SEVERE TO Qualitat:ive requirements Qualitative requirements
MODERATE Controllable or better Recoverable or better

3.8.3.2 Requirements for airplane failure states. When airplane failure
states exist (3.1.6.2), a degradation in flying qualities is permitted only
if the probability of encountering a lower Level than specified in 3.8.3.1
is sufficiently small. At intervals established by the procuring activity,
the contractor shall determine, based on the most accurate available data,
the probability of occurence of each Airplane Failure State per flight and
'the effect of that Failure State on the flying qualities within the Operational
and Service Flight Envelopes. These determinations shall be based on MIL-
$111-756 except that:

a. All airplane components and systems are assumed to be operating for
a time period, per flight, equal to the longest operational mission time to
be considered by the contractor in designing the airplane, and,

1. Each specific failure is assumed to be present at whichever point in
the Flight Envelope being considered is most critical (in the flying qualities
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sense).

From these Failure State probabilities and effects, the contractor shall
determine the overall probability, per flight, that one or more flying
qualicies are degraded to Level 2 because of one or more failures. The
contractor shall also determine thL probabIlity that one or more flying
qualities are degraded to Level 3. Table XVII specifies the requirements
as functions of the probability of encountering the degradation in flying
qualities.

TABLE XVII. Levels for Airplane Failure States

Atmospheric Failure State I* Failure State II**
Disturbances

LIGHT TO Quantitative requiremerts Quantitative requirements
CALM Level 2 and qualitative Level 3 and qualitative

requirements Acceptable requirements Controllable
or better or better

MODERATE TO Quantitative requirements Quantitative requirements
LIGHT Level 2 and qualitative Level 3 and qualitative

requirements Controllable requirements Recoverable
or better or better

SEVERE TO Qualitative requirements
MODERATE Recoverable or better

For flight in the Operational Flight Envelope: Probability of encountering
degraded levels of flying qualities due to failure(s) < 10 2 /flight

** For flight in the Operational. Flight Envelope: Probability of encountering
degraded levels of flying qualities due to failure(s) < 10- 4 /flight, and
for flight in the Service Flight Envelope: Probability of encountering
degraded levels of flying qualities due to failure(s) < 10- 2 /flight

DISCUSSION

These changes indicate that atmospheric disturbances are considered
among the factors that degrade flying qualities. The quantitative require-
ments, such as frequency, damping ratio, etc. apply in disturbances up to
Moderate. This is consistent with MIL-F-8785B since, in general, the
requirements were derived with some consideration of turbulence. This part
of the requirement could influenre stability augmentation system authority,
for instance, to ensure that any saturation would not unduly degrade the
modal. parameters. The second part of the requirement allows a _uslitative
degradation in flying qualities (i.e., worsening pilot opinion) with increasing
disturbance intensity. This assumes that the pilot ,aintal.ns Lhe same task
performance standards. In calculations, increasing flight path perturbs-
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tions imply degrading flying qualities; while 1n piloted simulation, the
pilot should attempt to maintain task perfornance without mentally compen-
sating for the perceived level of disturbance it.tenuity. Note that the
wording is "allows" (or, more specifically recognizes) an effect of distur-
bances, the revision limits but does not require any degradation in flying
qualities due to the disturbance.

Specific aircraft may have wissions that require prolonged flight in dis-
turbances, e.g., low-altitude penetration. In this case, either the require-
ments in 3.8.3.1 and 3.8.3.2 can be made more strict or the terwm Light,
Modertate and Severe can correspond to lower probabilitl •s. Lastly, the
intent of the revision is not to add a whole new dimension to the design
process. More guidance on applying the requirements is presented in Section
4.1.

I
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SECTION XIII

STATEMENT AND DISCUSSION OF QUALITY
ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS (4.)

4. QUALITY ASSURANCE

GENERAL DISCUSSION

This section contains the conditions and requirements for demonstrating
comp' -&ce with the numerical flying qualities requirements of section 3.
Referc'nce 3 presents some philosophy on the economics of flight testing that
is even more appropriate today, as costs continue to inflate. In addition,
the tlying qualities specification has gradually made a transition from
requirements which are entirely demonstratable in flight test into a procure-
ment document with both design and flight test requirements. 11,h, recog-
nizing this anbivalence, some parts of the specification should be thought
of as design requLrements which may not realistically be amenable to demon-
stration directly in flight test. An example of this is the requirements on
the influence of atmospheric disturbances that have been intr-'iuced in
Section 3.8. it would be prohibitively oxpenqive to attempt P lying
qualities evaluation by flight test in a wide range of disturbances, if in
fact it were possible. The introduction of more explicit design require-
ments doe3 not change this fact. By contrast, many other requirements are
orient.'d towards cerification by flight test, especially subjective items
which require that certain cha,:acteristics shall not be objectionable.

In revising section 4, an attempt has been made in the specification
to provide direction as to the analyses, simulations and flight tests that
should normally be done. In addition, since it is required to demonstrate
compliance with all the requirements analytically at some stage of the design,
explicit direction is also given as to which items will not normally apply
to flight test. Amplification and additional guidance is contained in the
discýussion of the appropriate paragraphs in other sections of this report. •
Finally, as ment4oned in the requirements, the methods of determining com-
pliance at various dý,velopmient stages for any particula~r airplane w.i11 bedefined by the procuring activity.
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A. '+.1 COMPLIANCE DEMONSTRATION

REQUIREMENT

4.1 Compliance demonstration. Compliance with all requirements of Section 3
shall be demonstrated through analysis. In addition, compliance with many
of the requirements will be demonstrated by simulation, flight test, or both.

The methods for demonstrating compliance shall be established by agree-
ment between the procuring activity and the contractor. Representative
flight conditions, configurations, external store complements, loadings,
etc., shall be determined for detailed investigation in order to restrict
the number of design and test conditions. The selected design points must
be sufficient to allow accurate extrapolation to the other conditions at
which the requirements apply. Table XVIII gives general guidelines, but
the peculiarities of the specific airplane design may require additional
or alternate test conditions. The required failure analyses Shall be thor- '1
ough, excepting only approved Special Failure States (3.1.6.2.1).

DISCUSSION

The change tc this paragraph was contained in Amendment 2. In contrast
with the wording in MIl,-F-8785B, not all the requirements will be demonstrated
by simulation or flight test. As indicated in the second paragraph, the
actual requirements for demonstrating compliLance vary with airplane design
configuration. It is only possible to provide general requirements as
guidance. This guidance has been added in the following sections; Section 4.1
now serves as an introduction to these new itenms.
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B. 4.1.1 ANALYTICAL COMPLIANCE

DISCUSSION

Paragraph 4.1 indicated three methods oi demonstrating compliance:
analytical, simulation aad flight test. In this revision we have concentrated
on adding guidance on each (f these. The requirements for demonstrating colm-
pliance are unique to the s)stem configuration, mission, etc., and so will
continue to be negotiated be,'ween the contractor and the procuring activity.

Under 4.1.1 now, we have pit related paragraphs from other parts of MIL-
F-8785B plus an additional paragraph to convey the intent of the new dis-
turbance requirements. These, plus the effects of failure states, were the
areas that we judged to require special emphasis under 4.1.1.
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C. 4.1.1.1 EFFECTS OF FAILURE STATES

REQUIREMENT

4.1.1.1 Effects of failure states. To determine theoretical compliance with
the requirements of 3.1.10.2, the following steps must be performed:

a. Identify those Airplane Failure States which have a significant effect
on flying qualities (3.1.6.2)

b. Define the longest flight duiration to be encountered during operational
missions (3.1.1)

c. Determine the probability of encountering various Airplane Failure
States, per flight, based on the above flight duration (3.1.10.2)

d. Determine the degree of flying qualities degradation associated witheach Airplane Failure State in terms of Levels as defined in the specific
req ui remen ts

e. Determine the most critical Airplane Failure States (assuming the fail-
ures are present at whichever point in the Flight Envelope being considered
is most critical in a flying qualities sense), and compute the total probability
of encountering Level 2 flying qualities in tht, Operational Flight Envelope
due to equipment failures. Likewise, compute the probabl.ity of encountering
Level 3 qualities in the Operational Flight Envelope, etc.

f. Compare the computed values above with the requirements in 3.1.10.2
and 3.1.10.3. An example which illustrates an approximate estimate of theprobabilities of encounter follows: if the failures are all. statistically
independent, determine the sum of the probabilities of encountering all
Airplane Failure States which degrade flying qualities to Level 2 in the
Operational Envelope. This sum must be less than 10-2 per flight. If the
requirements are not met, the designer mui.t conside-r alternate courses such
as:

(1). Improve the airplane flying qualities associated with the more
probable Failure States, or

(2). Reduce the probability of encountering the iixure probable Failure
States through equipment redesign, redundancy, etc.

Regardless of tile probability of encountering any given Airplane Failure
States (with the exception of Special Failure States) the flying qualities
shall not degrade below Level 3.
RELATED MIL-F-8785B PARAGRAPH

6,7.1 1"heoretical. compliance

DISCUSSION

This requirement was contained in Section 6, Notes, in MIL-F-8785B. In
that location it is just as binding (contractually or otherwise) as any
requirement in the sperification. It is more appropriate, however, as a
subparagraph of a section concerning compliance demonstration. The wording
of the paragraph has not been revised; it is still valid to provide the
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requirements for the effects of system failures, not considering atmospheric
disturbance. Thus, the first step is to determine failure probabilities and
whether they satisfy the requirements on Levels of flying qualities - in calm
air. Reference 3 did not discuss this paragraphi directly, but related
discussion occurs under 3.1.10. That discussion presented an approach to
failure analyses through the design process. We still believe that probab-
ility failure analysis is appropriate and the discussion of Reference 3 is
valid for this new paragraph.

Feedback from ASD indicates a trend toward satisfying tLese requirements
by generic failure analysis, i.e., assume a failure will happen if it pos-
sibly can. Furthermore, failures are assumed to occur at the most critical
flight condition, and in the most critical way. Some failures, e.g., engine
failures, are currently accounted for that way in this specification. Reason-
ably probable failures are assigned a probability of unity, while failures of
sufficiently remote probability are labeled as Special Failure States and may
receive no further consideration. Selection of failure states is based on
preliminary analyses and the associated design considerations are dictated by
the SPO. This approach may be extended to attach specific probability limits
to Levels 1, 2 and 3, reaching agreement with the reliability and flight
safety people along the lines that:

Satisfactory mission performance demands Level 1 flying qualities in the
Operational Flight Envelope. Deterioration to worse than Level 1 flying
qualities will be considered to preclude mission accomplishment. (Al-
though some mission capability remains at Level 2 - no abort - that
capability is degraded).

Flight safety demands Level 3 or better flying qualities. Any deterioration
to worse than Level 3 flying qualities will be included as a contributor to
flight safety unreliability. (For landing, consider Level 2).

Effects of fallures on flying qualities will be accounted for in this man-
tner for calculation of mission accomplishment reliability and flight safety

toil .ability for comparison to t'he overall. requireeniits.

Questions arining with regard to mission capability or flight safety
in the event of any particular failure or combination Uf failures will
be referred to the procuring activity's flying qualities for resolution.

Additionally, the flying qualities specification may (will) list splecific
failure cases for which a specified Level of flying qualities is required.

This alternative rol eves the flying qualities people of tile chore of reli-
ability calculation. With proper Interorganizattonal liaison, it should work
where mission accomplishment and flight safety reliability are spearately
spec ified. The probability failure analysis has the appearance of being
scientific (even if the numbers used result from art), whereas the generic
failure analysts has the appearance of being simple (even if supported by
Involved analytical efforts). In truth, both approaches require sound
engineering judgement backed by whatever data and analysis is available. The
critical ffailure states and flight conditions must be identified, together
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with their impact on flying qualities. The end product should still be
an aircraft in which the effects of failures are consistent with the
mission requirements.
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D. 4.1.1.2 EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES

REQUI REMENT

4.1.1.2 Effects of atmospheric disturbances. Paragraph 4.1.1.1 indicates
a procedure for satisfying the requirements on the degrading effects of
airplane failure states, without consideration of disturbances. Atmospheric
disturbances also may cause a degradation in pilot opinion as specified in
3.8.2. In application, numerical values of control force and deflection, and
of steady-state and time-response parameters (for example no , Fs/n and
't) are to be considered as mean values in the presence of almspheric dis-
turbances. These frequently are equivalent to the values in calm air.
Numerical values of frequency-response parameters and of control authority
are effective values for the airplane in each particular intensity of
atmospheric disturbances. The qualitative requirements of 3.8.3.1 and
3.8.3.2 should then be assessed for both Airplane Normal States and critical
Failure States identified in 4.1.1.1.

RELATED MIL-F-8785B PAPAGRAPH

None

DISCUSSION

This paragraph has been added in order to provide some guidance on the
application of the requirements involving atmospheric disturbances, par-
ticularly the requirements in 3.8.3.1. and 3.8.3.2. The intent is not to
add a whole new dimension to the matrix of design conditions. Rather, it
is to formalize a consideration of turbulence, gusts and winds in designing
an aircraft and then assessing its suitability to do tile intended mission.
The procuring activity should confirm that the probabilities of the proposed I
disturbatces are consistent with the intended missions. It is conceivable
that tie rqyiirei'%rnts on the effects of disturbances could be waived or,
for an all-weathcr low-level mission, even made more stringent.

In applying :the requirements as in Reference 1 -!rious calculations
should be made as Che design progresses to aid in choosing the airplane
configuration and .'light control system parameters. A stabtity augmentation
system should be checked for saturation as the disturbance intensity in-
creases. if the authority is limited in order to hound the effect of a
hard-over failure in a single--channel system, severe turbulence might be
expected to cause a noticeable de('g:jdat on in effective damnina ratio, etc,
If a high-authority augmentation system is chosen, tile stability under the
influence of external inputs should be checked. Pitch ald throttle control
authority must be sufficient to counteract the effects of wind shear on the
flight path in landing approach. If an aerodynamically-unstable airfame is
used, then control. authority and rate must be sufficient to recover from
discrete-gust upsets. These are examples of the analyses necessary to show
compliance with the requirements. In practice, the procedure will not be a
consecutive arrangement such as to satisfy paragraph 4.1.1.1, then satisfy
4.1.1.2. Consideration of disturbances is an iterative part of the design
process. The degree of conside.ratiou will depend on tile particular aircraft
and mission.
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in considering the data sources when drafting the requirements in
Reference 1, it seemed appropriate to apply the numerical requirements on
individual, parameters in moderate, if not more intense, disturbances. This
reflects the quantitati-e requirements in 3.8.3. We do not, however, want
to force unnecessary redundancy or complexity on a designer. The revision
of 3.8.3 also includes qualitative requirements; for the high-intensity
disturbance inputs the requirements are Juc' qn.aH.tative. These qt-alitatitre
requirements are related to pilot opinion; however, it must be admitted that
more research is needed to define the variation of pilot rating with either
open-loop responses or closed-loop controllability under the influence of
dlsturbancen. The new requirements are most amenable to verification by piloted
simulation, but the framework will support more explicit :,.antitative re-
quirements as the data is accumulated.

It is felt that there is currently too little data tG :'.tL.9'-d speci-
fications on response criteria. The new British fiyl 6 ,s specifi-
cation (Reference 20) does include some response critt~ria and is, therefore,
a starting point. It is also possible to postulate the possible for'm of
other criteria which would require validation before inclusion in the speci-
fication, and these are discussed relative to the current paragraph in
MIL-F-8785C.

Flight path stability (paragraph 3.2.1.3). If one were to keep pilot
ratings in the "Satisfactory" ( 3.5) range as the intensity of atmospheric
disturbances increases, generally it would be necessary to make the Level I
requirements more stringent. To illustrate how this might be done for all
Levels if supporting data were available, consider the parameter dy/dV.
Both MIL-F-8785C and AvP970 limit the rate of change of flight path angle
witti airspeed at constant throttle setting (although the numbers are not
identical). (Reference 20 also comments that the values specified make
sufficient allowance for the effects of at least moderate turbulence).
Assuming that flight path/airspeed control becomes more difficult as the ir-
tensity of atmospheric disturbances increase, the followtng form is suggested
for the maximum value of rate of change of flight path angle with airspeed:

FLY [NC ATMOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES
QUALITIES

LIGHIT MODERATE SEVEkE

LEVEL 1 0.06 -0.03 -0.12
LEVEL 2 0.15 0.06 -0.03

LVE_ L 3 .24 0.1n 0.0

'T1he numbers suggested for moderate and severe atmospheric disturbances
are arbitrary. It should be pointed out, however, that the sense of these
requirements can be satisfied by increasing airspeed - which is commonly done
in adverse conditions. In application, therefore, this requirement would
probably mean defining the approach speeds to be used in adverse conditions,
rather than using a "rule of thumb" such as adding 50% of the wind or 50%
of the reported gusts to the approach speed. The appropriate information
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should be inserted in the Flight Mannual to guide the pilot in selecting the
safest airspeed - a compromise between assuring sufficient flight path control
in adver~ie conditions and preventing a long landlng.

Short-period damping (paragraph 3.2.2.1.2). References I and 20 have
similar requirements for short period damping ratio, which Reference 20 states
to be adequate for flight in severe turbulence. Both references allow a re-
duction in the Level 3 minimum damping ratio above 20,000 ft consistent with
the reduction in the probability of encountering turbulence with increasing
altitude. Possible revisions could be:

(i) Define the allowable reduction in minimum Level. 3 short-period
damping ratio with increasing altitude.

(ii) All•w a reduction in minimum Level 3 shoit-period damping ratio
at speeds above the gust penetration speed, V(, since the aircraft shouldnot fly very long in severe turbulence at those speeds,

Currently it is not felt appropriate to include these changes because
of insutficient data.

Pitch attitude deviations (no paragraph). Reference 20 indicates a pos-
sible closed-loop criterion based on work reported in Re-ference 115: the
RMS pitch excursion shoul.d be less than 1 degree in severe turbulence for
Level 1 characteristics of a Class WN aircraft in Flight Phase Category A.
It is also possible to postulate that a similar requiremlent on RMS flight
path excursions would exist for Category C flight phase. The work in
Reference 11S concerns analytical closed-loop response prediction using a
pilot model. Any requicementis stated in terms of maximum RMS excursions
would be applIcable to analyti,,al open - or closed-loop analysis rather than
piloted simulation. At present it is believed that available data is insuf-
ficient to support this type of requirement. The rk•sults of any such analysis
would be a useful suppiement to dnt-ia p|'esen tVetld to show 00o1p fue t, wt t:11 the
requirements.

Lat,ýral-directiona] uscillationys..utroi.) (para•raph 3. 3.1.l.) . Thu
current requir.ments are presumed to be adequate for moderate tturbulente.
Reference 20 as18( increasses the minimum allowable Dutch Roll damping for
aircraft designed to operate in severe turbulence.
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E. 4.1.1.3 COMPUTATIONAL ASSUMPTIONS

R•QU I RMEN ENT

4.1.1.3 Computational assumptions. Assumptions a and b of 3,1.10.2 are
somewhat conservative, but they simplify the required computations in
3.1.10.2 and provide a set of workable ground rules for theoretical pre-
dictions. The reasons for these assumptions are:

a. ".,.components and systems are,..operating for a ti.me period per
flight equnl to the longest operational mission time,..". Since most com-
ponent failure data are in terms of fallures per flight iiour, even though
continuous operation may not be typicail (e.g., yaw damper on during super-
sonlc flight only), failure probabilities inust be predicted on a per flight
basis using a "typical" total flight time. The "longest operational mission
time" as "typical" is a natural result. If acceptance cycles-to-failure
reoiability data are available (MIL-STD-756), these data may be us,?: for
prediction purposes based on maximum cycles per operational mission, subject
to pro.uring act:ivity approval, lit any event, compliance with the require-
ments of 3.1.1,0,2, as determined in accordance with section 4, is based
on the probability of encounter per flight.

b. '.. ,failure it assumed to be present at whichuver polut. . .is mImost
critical. . ." This assumpt:lon is In keeping wlth tihe requirements of
3,1.6,2 regarding Irlighit 1Phases subsequent to the actual failure in question.
In cases that ure unrealistic from the operational standpoint, the specific
Airplane Failure States might fa1.1. in the Airplane Special Failure State
classification (3.1.6.2.1).

RELATDI) MIL-F-878513 PARAGRAPIH

6,7.3

I)LSCUSSLON

6.7.1 of MIL-FY-8785B has been moved to the current location as 4.1.1.1.
S llm lA y, I)Iuralgrapll 6.7.1 * l" MII-Fl-8 /HS)i3 Is mirt, jlI)jlropr ite in this location
to sulpport tit Ih t'ui.ra.1 rvorgaltIzat. -il of t:hl taet:fIon . The wording of the
I)P t'agr'plh .14s tl 11. V,, (d.
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,. 4.1.2 SIMULATION

RE QU I REMENT

4.1.2 Simulation. The danger, extent or difficulty of flight testing may
dictate simulation rather than flight test to evaluate some conditions
and events, such as the influence of Severe disturbances, events close
to the ground (except 3.2.3.4 shall be demonstrated in flight), combined
Vai.l.ure States and disturbances etc, In addition, by agreement with the
Procuring activity, piloted simulation shall be performed before first
flight of a new airplane design in order to demonstrate the suitability of
tho handling qualities and also to demonstrate compliance with qualitative
requirements in atmospheric disturbances and in the critical conditions
identified in 4.1,1.1. When simulation is the ultimate method of demon-
strating compliance for a requirement, the simulation model shall be val-
idated with flight test data anJ ,pproved by the procuring activity.

RELATEI) MlL-F-8785B PARA(GRAPHI

None

1) I(CU SS ION

'This paragraph has been included to provide some guidance on tile use
of p1 loted simulation for compliance demonstration rather than engineering
development. Specifically, piloted simulation is required before first
flight of a new denign, Reference 31, for instance, documents tile benefits
of In-flight silmulation before first flight. I. addition, it is suggested
that pi.ltoted simulati.on of' i f.I glht.-wIL-v .hlted model cou'ld he the primary
m ans Of 111O10110.171t fill',, compIl. Iinn, with cunrtniin requirements

'rh1 ol-1 rhait Mf1,-I,-94901) reqo irts "Imict ional Imockup iiod s i t:i or te S-":'
of' "an opern0 ona1l mockup which nL.ati:st.t'ally yt nd dynaim:icalJ.y dup]licates the
filight: cont:rol system", "whoere one of the first airplanes will not be available
f'olr VXten .1 v0 t e 1 1g Of thne ClS prior t'o flight of that model".
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G. 4.1.3. FLIGHT TEST DEMONSTRATION

REQUIREMENT

4.1.3. Flight test demonstration. The required flight tests will be defined
by operational, technical and safety considerations as decided jointly by
the procuring activity, the test agency and the contractor using results
from 4,1.1 and 4.1.2. It is not expected that flight test demonstration of
the requirements in Moderate or Severe disturbances will be done unless
required by the airplane mission. Some flights can be expected to encounter
actual disturbances and the qualitative requirements would apply if the
disturbance incensity could be categorized.

RELATED MIL-F-8785B PAKAGRAPH

None

DISCUSSION

This paragraph completes the requirimients on methods of demonstrating com-
pliance. No attempt has been made to expand on the guidance in 4.1 and Table
XVII as to what should be flight tested. There is no intent to specify that
atmospheric disturbance requirements be flight tested unless the airplane
mission demands that capability in operation. The last sentence of the
requirement is intended to recognize that In a normal flight test program
there will probably be some encounters with real atmospheric disturbances.
A chase aircraft, parameter identification or just the available weather
information (with some assumptions) would be used to give estimates of pro-
bable disturbance intensities. These encounters may then afford the oppor-
tunity to check the qualitative requirements informally.

The procuring activrity, the test agency and the contractor will jointly
agree on which tests are hazardous and what analyses, simulations and buildup
maneuvers are needed to aesure safety.

In order to call for flight testing in Moderate or Severe disturbances,
the procuring activity should specify at the outset of a design what is ex-
pected. For example, design for a terrain - following mission might require
acceptable ride and flying qualities over i;pecified terrain in specified
turbulence. While neither that terrain nor that turbulence may be encountered
in flight test, still the actual terrain may be known or measured and the
actual turbulence deduced from fighit records by parameter identification
techniques. That would furnish direct evidence of acceptabhlity, while
serving to validate the analysis and simulation which use the specified
turbulence.

At the 1978 AFFDL flying qualities workshop (Reference 29), anxiety was
expressed over requirements for which flight testing to demonstrate compli-
ance would be extremely difficult or time-consuming. Requirements related to
atmospheric disturbances were of particular concern. However, neither past
practice, nor present procedures, nor foreseeable future demands show such
difficulty. Flight testing has always been a most pragmatic occupation.
'1liat: certainly holds with flying qualities. The following discussion attempts
io show what reasonably can be expected.
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Our first military flying qualities specification, Army Air Forces
Specification C-1815, was published in 1943. In all the years since, we
believe no flight test program has ever thoroughly checked every single
requirement, Some factors which always limit testing are; sensor availa-
bility and capability, data recording and redliction equipment, engineering
manpower limitations, flight safety considerations, funds availability,
aircraft availability, configuration or subsystem changes, urgent problems
;rith other parts of the aircraft, emphasis on operational aspects - the list
seems endless. The complexity of a contempory flight control system itself
may preclude flight evaluation of all failure modes.

Currently flight test costs are up, flying hours are down, and emphasis
has shifted from engineering evaluation to investigation of conditions
approximating operational use. In this climate we must seek optimized flight
test techniques to extract the greatest quantity of most-needed flying
qualities data in the available flight test time. There is no hope of a
flight handling evaluation of the type and scope of AFFTC's Phase IV eval-
uations of former years. The change is not all bad.

To a large extent the traditional techniques are being supplanted by
parameter identification from dynamic flight records. As AFFTC has shown,
using appropriate control inputs data can be accumulated quickly over a
large flight envelope for reduction by computer to transfer functions or
stability derivatives. Twisdalel 0 describes a means of extracting such data
from air combat tracking related to the manner in which fighter aircraft. are
intended to be used. From accurate, well-documented results the aircraft
designer's stability and control predictions can be corrected to obtain a
validated analytical model. Thoroughness of documentation is as critically
essential as accuracy. Where those flight tests do not themselves generate
the values of many motion parameters needed to determine MIL-F-8785 compli-
ance, an engineer can then use the validated model to investigate any aspect
of specification compliance at will. With this procedure there are now, of
course, many more chances for error along the way. For meaningful results a
good deal of coordination is necessary among all those involved in design,
testing, evaluation and procurement.

Response to turbulence, gusts, etc. is one example of a type of speci-
fication requirement which, though necessary, is practically impossible to
flight test. Structural flight loads specificattons were the first to put
design requirements in such terms, MIL-A-8861 (1960, st|ll used by the
Navy) and MIL-A-008861A (USAF) continue use of the time honored 1-cosine
gust which cannot 'e found at all, in flight (especially when looking for one).
Compliance wit.h gust-response requirements has always been shownri by analysis
and ground to-.Ling. That holds equally for the statistical turbulence
introduced in 1971 by MIL-A-008861A for mission and design envelope anAlysei.

As stated in the British flying qualities specification, Av. P. 970
(Reference 20, Leaflet 600/1), "Compliance with some requirements cannot
readily be determined by flight testing... In these cases, compliance can
be shown by theoretical calculation or simulation, by agreement with the
Aeroplane Project Dir'-ctor, provided that the data used is derived as far
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as possible from flight testing and provided that some back-up qualitative
flying is done; for example, some flying must be done in real turbulence".
That approach seems about the best that can be done in flight testing for
the effects of atmospheric disturbances. It also greatly expands the abil-
ity to show compliance with other flying qualities r.quirements for which
direct demonstration would be very demanding of flight time - such as the
roll-sldeslip coupling requirements of Reference 2.
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H. 4.2 AIRPLANE STATES

REQUIREMENT

4.2 Airplane States. The parameters defining Aircraft States shall be tabulated.

',.able XIX illustrates an acceptable format.

RELATED MIL-F-8785B PARAGRAPH

4.2

DISCUSSION

IIL-F-8785B Table XV has been modified to account for the Amitendment 2 and 8785C

changes. It is now Table XVIII of MIL-F-8785C. There have been no other changes

to the table.

2
I.
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TABLE XVIII. Design and test gondition guidelines..

KkQ'MT CRITICAL WfADIPNC LOAD
NO. HIt I 14.2.1, 4.2.2) FALWIR ALTITIIRiL (4,3.1) SPErO FLlf"1 PHASt

SECtION 3.2 LONGiNVUIVAL FLY) ~qUAL)1)lh -

Lorngitrapalid tatkc stabiliy kibat oft C.1 110 ho medium. Itho0,RI0,1

Elevator contrlit forct varratarn Asg 1.0ir V1m to Voi CIOPA'DE

V00

3.2.).3 Flight-path stability Vo ' S kt PA

.22)) Short-period frequency and Mlost forward c.g.1 Viai to %*m X ,CRRTPA,L,
acceleration sensilivity and moat aft Ci.'I win ma

3.2.2.1.2 Short-period damping Moat forward c.g. Ve I to Vrne. -.CRRT.PA.L

R...3 essidual oscillations V 0 to V *,PA
a In opal

312.1.ý Control feel and stabi lity in most aft c.g. nil-) to n(-) V1 0n to Vilax RT,CR,PA,L,
maneuvering fliint C

3.2,2.2.1 Contro) forces in maneuvering Most forward c.gj. t  
A,(-) to MO~)

ft)tht and most aft Cg. I' 0

5.2.2.2.2 Control motion& in manuu ne~rinl Moast forward c. g.1 no(-) to n(-)
fli ght t

3.2.,S Longitudinal pilot-induced M 'in. per. *'5 T,Cj(,PA,L.
sodic lat-ons CTail

permissI ble

Dynamtiac control forces iii
is~nnt'ering flight most forward c .0~ 1.0

....2 Control feel 14.% t Arft c~g
51.23.1 Longitudinal contra) in Mlost forward c.g. 1.0

wsacceltrated ;ight

% .2.3.2 Longitudinal control is Most forward cg. As req-tired V to V CO,GAAft,1F,
maneuvering flight 00i ove% CA,PA

3.2.313 longitudinal control in takeoff (ot forward c.gI. 1 .0 lout As required TO
for nose.whoee
a irplIanes, most
aft C.A. fan
tail -wntev
a I rp lanes

3..'3.3.1 Longitudinal control in 4-nt forwardl e.g. As required Miln. safe CT
catapult takeoff and most aft e.g. launch speed

3.2.3.3.2 Longitudinal control force and Mlost forward c.1 As required 0 to Via (n)) TOCT

travel in takeoff and most Aft C.1 3

3.2.1.4 Longitt~dinail control in landing Mowt 'orward -1. li0 V, (L) or

geometric
3.2.3.4.1 Longitudinal control forces in Monst forward e.g. 1.0 limit

larnding

3.2.3.S Longitudinal ýaottrol forces ln dinas mos) forward c.g., As rocuired 200)) ft Above VeIi to V ti,ED.CO.CR
-Service Flight Ltniveope antd most aft c.#!' itLto hma V m aw

7.2 .6 Lonigitudinal contra) forces in dines As required As erouls-ed V MA to mas Db,COCR
30 -Permissible Flight Envelopepemsil

1.1 3 ongitudinal contirol in sideslip% - 1.0 h, mdis , h V., to V C.O.CR,PA,).
___________ 

0
inms

'Lombined with heaviest weight
5
Cemmitana with lightest weight
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TABLE XVIII. Design &nd test condition guidelines. (Continued)

%IQt T. ClIt2CAL LOADlING LOAD
71l 1TLL 14 1 1, 4.2 2) FACTION ALTITUDE (4.3.1) SPIEED FL104T PhASE

SECTIONJ 33 LATER.AL-DICECTIONAL Fi.YP4G UALITIE%

3..21 Lateral-directional oscillations Greatest yawing 2.0 and no() ha sodium, vain to V SAN *,CC.It.PA,L
(Duitch roll) moment of inertia min

3.3.1.2 go I mode Greatest ro~lling 2.0 and no(.) kV 21 to I. .CIC,PA.L
momenI of inert,. ~ ma

3.1.1.3 Spiral stability - .0 vei to V -. CLCCWtTSam *fl ,PA.,(

3..1.1.4 CouplIed roll-spiral oscillation - 1.0 and no(-) Cl.,.

3.,3.2.1 2,oteral-directional response to - 1.01

3.3.2.2 Roil rot# oscillations - 2.0 and no.)-CUPA.L

3.3.2.2.2 Additional roll rate requirement
(or oct12l inputs

3.3.2.3 bank angle oscil)lations -

3.3.2.4 Sideslip escursions Greatest >meing 2.0
and rolling

3,3.2.4.2 Additional sideslip riiquiromet mom2. i nrta10
for sall2 inputsI

3.3.215 Cintrol of sideslip in roll% Greatest ro IlI It a AA required CGA,AS.TF,
moment of inertia CR, PA, L

.3.32.6 Turn coordination - on0 i CO, Co.t,WPA

3.3.3 I'llot.2nducod oscillaiotlns -Min. perois. iai to hr atI V mnto OC
siblo to Oak,mi r

3.34 O1 cst-o eer~vsos roatest rolling As required ho, mdltum ffl,GA,AA,Tr,
S.. olcnrl fenvns oent ofinertia (not above i'CI.PA,L

Po.41 ll performance for Class IV sirplaneo L)S

.36.3.4,12. Ao)) perforusate in Flight bhase GA GAi

3A.41.3 hlrepneSeiie1st roiling It , mdaiu

moment of inertia %In'

3.3.4.2 Noll performoste fot Class III Greatent and h maoi CO,GA,AATF,

eai-plates smallest rolling ICA,PA,..

Greatest roiling 00CO,0.AAl, IF.
tisment ofýI "pu inertia ICIPA,i.

W.3.4, ~ ee oetrol throw Ci,P.

3.31$: Dietin s otral characterstics - (-) to ho. h m diam, .,WRP.L.D
chngoal PA,L

a, ymmtric loading "mis *$aa

Van(PA) or
3.5.5.2 Directioanal rootrol In wsve-off Lighstest weieght 2.0 low guarasnted No

________ (go-around) landing speed

3 .. Lasers idirestianat characteristics 1.0 hoe mdiam Vai to Vas WCOC,PA.L.

(.... is steady sideilips n ml e

.1.S 6, 3. 2
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TrABLE XV1ii. tes co~ to uidelines. (Continued)

131.Q34.Mit I ItAl I OADINI', 1.o1131
.401. 111 1A (4 .1 4 1 3ACMP3 A1.1 11111(1 (4. 3. 11 333111 1:1.101"T PHASE9

3.3 .at 0 ra-I dI ec I onlAl II 01t0I3 ( I II II w A required 13,L
crII%% .111d

3. 3,?. 1 Illial 'prIIali -n ros% -toi, I 11m to tov 1110 PIA

3... Jakeoff rw nld IXIIIIIij IIolb'V1 Ill A,. rot As requjired T 1, 1.
I.I,,s 11'N%

3. 3 3.. I

AllI tAxi Ing
S.3.7.3 fsll$ Wlo ild NIOPwe linl3tt As roqIl rod T peeds TAXI

k..3 ,iturahl -dt rtvI lotI I oo 1 -i [it A4% rtlui re3d 2101101 33 Ahove v to V I 1, Lit

3..3, hrust (oiN during lI1.,,3If too1 I igmvltII wright 1 .11 11 03 to max 1T3

3. 3.' lrust losi a3(13 tok"onl I Dow t oW I 10,. CT

1 39. I~ien (3rglgtest k.1lgit 1 .1 Al V I0 vi oVma CoiIA,TF,C:R,
I,11 I A CL,1'0ICT

.3 .4 A-,Wet ric tlllUsI Iu~d&l~ 111411% 1 .11 A l, .. "hum, It o 4 VIi CII
II 0e maxI

3.3,9. voil,. kl~ lopi l I I t)OI IVI e II Virange 2

SLCt (iN 3. 4 91,1i l.,.IALAV SI0I I If 1Y. 1(Al._1iii

:;e";;. MI91 w .;I WI M .Di 0
M.re "1,1t,1i

pv:ym Illr II,- tino I~l -Ib
(,lIill 111-e.1~tlp

i- P3 I Y I. IA11

dI AndI(4)it

llvt~wý"rCO (IA, Wb),AI

1 1 ~ i _ _ _ _ _ __1__1

1.111 I 1111.1 I 01101111411 Ii ,w~ lVl, ,,.A 1,) tL

ItIIt
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TABLE XVIII. Design and test conlition guidelines. (Concluded)

a Q. m. NTiIttAI 14IAIUIi,
MU ~ .t(.11 .,) . ')a Ai.Tflnl)I (C3).1) SrI~i Hl LIGIhf PKWk

11CTI0t~)~ 13 UAPAMNSsTICS OfV n~*urNtMR

1.$..1 MrocAsincal characteristics a~i.(-) to nit ) o. oand 11 veto to V mis

IA, Dynamicl characteristics mett forward C.A. 1.0
ms3.1,, 4 boosit values of

s"lnort an 0 w

)3.Sa Transfer to alternate cont rol modoes 1.0 It oudim, hit
SInS. ti.mnsa

SLLTION 1.a UiAWM.1aIST1t OfV SL).IUAKT

1.1, 1 trio system mitt fotrward r*g, 1.0 h , medium. hs a alI toVia
still mull aft C.I. 'elt m alx or

1.6. 1. i trio foar stymitric thrust moIt forward ia. 1.1 hoe maid Moo. Vims (A
.-,I msit aft -Ig. sltlmg

attalinable to NOT.
(witht I A I

b. t Rte o fiot % adrim oper atioeni 1. A i t reuiedi . As V0 uie to V"ri

I.46.1s Staling t trim sysig t em itfradj At required At rottui red Ataro itei of). ii,vii,a) I,c
1. Anilay iv ruttey evte ittsh i - Atrqurell.t wit dve teo V. 1,

pIa nlIt A n t r i o c h n e Io l)~ro c ito 
ft . ( .)~t h .to t~ 

. o iitIt V t o

he (rityide
MIL11 1i.2 ;ibro )e N il ( 11. 11MB inO Ii~ Ihi Wt.11 to iiiiit

F( the velqr iii the MV1, I.ieo ll. '

It) da shte t 'In i. t,-, -1 arie i Au I~ p d teli ry A
be1, phovied
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r*. 4.4 TESTS AT SPECIALIZED FACILITIES

REQUIREMENT

4.4 Tests at specialized facilities. Certain tests, by their nature, c&rn be
conducted only at specialized facilities which are -;.tL accessible to eitbir
the procuring activity or the contractor except at the option of a third
specialized facility is obtained by the procuring activ'ity, an analysis of

results obtained in the tests is necessary part of tht analytical compli-
ance demonstration.

RELATED MIL-F-8785B PARAGRAPH

None

DISCUSSION

This paragraph was added by Amendment 2. Some unique facilities such as
NASA Langley's spin tunnel and free-flight model rig in their large wind
tunnel, are frequently used in development but aeo nnt unda&ý our control.
This paragraph is intended to assure the procuring activity access to any
data from such sources.
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SECTION XIV

STATEMENT AND DISCUSSION OF REQUIREMENTS
FOR NOTES (6.)

6. NOTES

A. 6.1 INTENDED USE

REQUI REMENT

6.1 Intended use. This specification contains the flying qualities require-
ments for piloted airplanes and forms one of tile bases for determination by
the procuring activity of airplane acceptability. The specification consists
of design requirements in terms of criteria for use in stability and control
calculations, analysis of wind tunnel test results, simulator evaluations,
flight testing, etc. The requirements should be met as far as possible by
providIng an inherently good basic airframe. Cost, performance, reliabil-
ity, maintenance, etc. tradeoffs are necessary in determining the proper balance
between basic airframe characteristics and augmented dynamic response character-
istics. The contractor should advise the procuring activity of any significantdesign penalties which may result from meeting any particular requirement.

DISCUSSION

According to the manual on specification writing, the "intended use" is
of the product rather than of the specification, although that does not quite
fit MIL-F-8785. The more significant material of 6.1 has been moved to 1.1
where it is more visible. Recognition of possible tradeoffs is a minimal
attempt at realism while still stating a preference for a good basic airframe
in accordance wzith Navy, ASD, etc. wishes. Rather than just mentioning de-
viations in 1.2, an expanded treatment in 6.1 gives some rationale for con-
sidering them in context. Any requirements in section 6 are binding, the
specification manual states, but should not be there. It hardly seems
necessary to require the contractors to bring discrepancies of thia sort to
tile procuring activities' attention. Av. P. 970 has similar provisions.

Among the published discussions of such tadeoffs from a handling qualities
viewpoint is Reference 119. Similarly, Referei'ce 120 gives flight control
system considerations.
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B. 6.2 DEPINITIONS

REQU[REMENT ADD) ITIONS OR CHANGES

6.2.2 Speeds

Equivalent - true airspeed mutliplied by /o, where ( is the ratio
airspeed, EAS of free-stream density at the given altitude to

standard sea-level air density

V S- stall. speed (equivalent airspeed), at ig niormal to
the flight path, defined as the highest of:

a. speed for steady straight flight at CL , the
first local maximum of the curve of liN coef-
ficient (L/gS) vs. angle of attack which occurs
as CL is increased from zero

b. speed at which uncommanded pitching, rolling or
yawing occurs (3.4.2.1.2)

c. speed at which intolerable buffet or structural
vibration is encountered

Conditions for determiningVs.

The airplane shall be initially trimmed at
approximately 1.2 VS with the following settings,
after whici, the trim and throttle settings shall
be held constant:

Fi ll_'.seL Thruist Settiings* Trim Sett ing

Climb (CL) Normal climb For straight flight

Descent (D) Normol. descent For straight flight

Emergency descent (El)) Idle For straight flight

Emergency deceleration (DL) Id Le For straight flight

Takeoff (TO) Takeoff Recommended takeoff setting

Approach (PA) Normal approach For normal approach

Wave-off/go-around (WO) Takeoff For normal approach

Landing (L) Idle For normal. approach

All other TLF 1.2 VS For straight flight

Either on all engines or on remaining eng-Lues with critical engine inoperative,
whichever yields the higher value of V .

2' 9
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In flight. test, it is necessary to reduce speeH very
slowly (Typically 1/2 knot per second or less) to
minimize dynamic lift effects. The load factor will
generally not be exactly Ig when stall occurs; when
this is the case, VS is defined as follows:

VS r nf

where V and nf are the measured values at stall, nf
being the load factor normal to the flight path.

Vs(X), Vmin(X), - short-hand notation fir the speeds VS, Vmin, Vmax
V (x) for a given configuration, weight, center-of-
max gravity position, and external store combination

associated with Flight Phase X. For example, the
designation Vmax(TO) is used in 3.2.3.3.2 to
emphasize that th, speed intended (for the weight,
center of gravity, and external store combination
under consideration) is Vmax for the configuration
associated with the takeoff Flight Phase. This is
necessary to avoid confusion, since the configuration
and Flight Phase change from takeoff to climb during
the maneuver.

V6. 2st penetration speed
6.2.4 Control. PtirameterB

Pitch, roll, - the stick or wheel and pedals manipulated by the
yaw controls pilot to produce pitching, rolling ane yawing moments

respectively; the cockpit controls

Pitch control - Component of applied force, exerted by the pilot on
force, FS the coc!tpit control, in or paralled to the plane of

symmetry, acting at the center of the stick grip or
wheel in a direction perpendicular to a line betweenthe center of the stick grip and the stick or control
colunul pivot.

Roll control force - for a stick control, the component of control force
exerted by the pilot in a plane perpendicular to the
plane of symmetry, acting at the center of the stick
grip in a direction perpendicular to a line between
the center of the stick grip and the stick pivot.
For a wheel control, the total moment applied by the
pilot about the wheel axis in the plane of the wheel,
divided by the average radius from the wheel pivot totile pilot's grip

Yaw-control pedal - difference of push-force components of forces exerted
force by thp pilot on the yaw-Lontrol pedals, lying in

planes parallel to the plane of symmetry, measured
perpendicular to the pedals at the normal point of
application of the pilot's instep on the respective
yaw-control pedals
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6.2.5 Longitudinal paramete?ýa

CIS- the stall angle of attack at constant speed for the
configuration, weight, center of gravity position
and external-atore combination associated with a
given Airplane Normal State; defined as the lowest
of the following:

a. Angle of attack for the highest steady load
factor, normal to the flight path, that can
be attained at a given speed or Mach number

b. Angle of attack, for a given speed or Mach
number, at which uncommanded pitching, rolling
or yawing occurs (3.4,2.1,2)

c. Angle of attack, for a given speed or Mach
number, at which intolerable buffeting isencountered.

CI~tall - lift coufficient at (S defined above.

6.2.6 Lateral-directional parameters

nRS- undamped natural fruqutncy of it (oupld ro.l.-4.pi. ranl
oscillation

- damping ratlo of a coupl.ed roll-spll.ral oscil.lattioi

U- maximum change in sideuslip occurring with in 2
seconds or one-half period of the Dutch roll,
whichever is greater, for a step roll-control
Lonunand (figures 14 and 15).

6. 2. 7 A oric disturbances narameters

J - .

L - time

Vw/d - itrgnitude of wind over the aircraft carrier deck
(feet per seconId)

a, RMS - root-mean-square disturbance intensity, where

a• = re (P,)dfl2 = (m)dw

u 20 - wind speed at 20 feet above the ground

x - dlitance from airplane to ship center of pitch,
negative aft of ship (feet)

w -mean wind direction relative to runway (3.7.3.3)

231.
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6.2.8 Terms used in highaj wile of attack requirements

Post-stall - Tile flight regime involving angles of attack greater tihan nominal
stall angles of attack. The airplane characteristics in thl post-stall regime
Way consist of three more or less distinct consecutive types of airplane motion
following departure from controlled flight; post-stall gyration, incipient spin,
and developed spin.

Post-stall gyration (PziG) - Uncontrolled motions about one or more airplane
axis following depc-rture frotm controlled flight, While thir type of airplane
motion involves angles of c.tt:ack higher than stall angle, lower angles may be
encountered intermittently in the course of the motion.

Spin - The part of the post-stall airplane motion which is characterized by a
s.ustained yaw rotation. The spin may be erect or inverted, flat (high angle
of attack) or steep (low but still. stalled angle of attack) and rotary motions
may have oscillatinns in pitch, roll and yaw superimposed oil themil. The
incipient spin is the initial, tra•nsietlt phasv, of the motion during whlich it
isnet poss-Ible to identify the spin mode, usually followed by the devulopment

spin, the phase during which it is possible to identify the spieI mode.
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C. 6.3 TNTERPiRE''ATION OF F /LLIMITS OF T.BLE V

REQUIREMENT

F6.. Interpretation of FS/n limits of table V, Because the limits on S/n
ara a function of both nL and n/,, table V is rather complex. To illustrate
its use, the limits are presented on figure 16 for an airplane having a
center-stick controller and nL -7,0

q1

-,.... .. 1'" .' . . ' .. . . ,. . .

I~I S, . , . .I". J , ., , "\,.i i ... m m .. . . IV[ • ' :

I LEVEL

1.210 100
7?/Or- AD

V1OURE 46. (M1L-1-8785C FTGUIU; 1.6.) Example of' pitch maneuvering, force gradient limits:
Center-stick con~troller, ri 7.0

1)1;;118);S I ON

The Leve1 l3ound ary In the figure has 1eeii (hnged con"s tent wi.th thle
rev ision to 3 .2.2.21.1
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D. 6.5 ENGINE CONSIDERATION

REQUIREMENT

6.5 Engine consideration. Sovondary effects of engine operation may have an
important bearing on flying qualities and should not be overlooked in design.
These considerations are: the influence of engine gyroscopic moments on
airframe dynamic motions; the effects of engine operation (Includlng flameout
and intentional shutdown) on charateristcs of flight at high angle of attack
(3.4.2); and the reduction at low rpm of engine-derived power foroperating
the flight control. system.

[ DISCUSSION

These minor wording. changes were made in Amendment 2.
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E. 6.8 RELATED DOCUMENTS

REQUIREMENTS

6.8 Related documents. The documents listed below, while they do not form a
part of this specification, are so closely related to it that their 'ontents
should be taken into account in any application of this specification.

SPECIFICATIONS

MILITARY

MIL-C-5011 Charts; standard Aircraft Characteristics and Performances,
Piloted Aircraft

MIL-M-7700 Manual. Flight
MIL-A-8860 Airplane Strength and Rigidity - General Specification for
MIL-S-E371 Airplane Strength and Rigidity Flight aod Ground Operations Test
MIL-G-38478 General. Requirements for ATngle-of-Attack-Based Systems

STANDARD

MILITARY

MIL-STD-882 Systems Safety Program for Systems and Associated Subsystems
and Equipment: Requirements for

PUBLICATIONS i
AFSC Design Handbooks

DH 1-0 General
D11 2-0 Aeronautical Systems

AFFDL Technical Report

TR 69-72 Background Information and User Guide for MIL-F-8785B, Military
Specification - Flying Qualities of Piloted Airplanes, August
1969

DISCUSSION

These changes were made in Amendment a
In addition, this present report would'alo be added to the related docIm.ntt
for a detail specification derived from MIL-F-8785C.
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